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ABSTRACT 
This report considers  methods of  alleviating the  airport community noise problem by 
supplying  guide  lines  for  land use and  building  practices i n  noise affected areas  near air- 
ports to reduce the area’s sensitivity to noise. The report examines the legal, economic, 
and  administrative aspects of such guidance. 
Various governmental units and special  authorities can control  land use and  building 
through their power to enact  and  enforce  zoning ordinances, building codes and housing 
codes; to  acquire  property  by eminent domain; and  to  levy taxes on property. The Federal 
government clnd to some extent, states, wi l l  provide  technical and financial assistance to 
communities for  planning and executing  land use control programs. 
The report considers the costs, technical possibilities, and limitations of noise-proof 
building construction  to  relieve the noise problem. 
Actions by airport  authorities in  dealing  with property owners i n  noise affected areas 
are  reviewed. Procedures are presented for estimating the expected noise exposure around 
airports based on projected  flight schedules. Desirable land uses near airports are defined 
and listed. These are: 
a, Open land uses involving few people; 
b. inherently noisy activities not sensitive to  additional noise; 
c . Indoor activities  which may be protected  by noise proof  bui Idings; and 
d. Airport  allied  activities that have a strong incentive to be close to the airport. 
A hypothetical  airport community situation i s  analyzed to show, by example, how the 
various land use control and building noise proofing techniques can be applied, and the cost 
of such application. 
The important elements of several significant law cases concerning noise affecting 
properties near airports  are summarized. 
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK PERFORMED 
This study examines the application  of  existing powers, devices, and techniques avail- 
able  to  local units of government for  effecting  the  regulation  of community development, to 
alleviate  the problem of  aircraft noise. Basic to this i s  an analysis of the  sound-attenuating 
characteristics  of  conventional structures, methods of  modifying those characteristics, and 
the  relative cost of such modification. No attempt i s  here made to  develop new concepts of 
techniques. 
Information  and  data  concerning the extent  and  characteristics of the  airport noise 
problem were obtained from a literature research. In addition, data then being developed by 
other government agencies were made available  by NASA. Field surveys were made of 
several maior  airports to observe existing conditions. 
An extensive survey was made of the literature i n  the field  of community planning, with 
respect to the powers and resources of  local units of government relative  to land use and 
development controls. In addition, the visits to the several major airports provided 
opportunities  for  interviews  and discussion with  airport and government officials and planners 
concerning  local approaches to  the problem. This permitted the assembly of a wide range of 
comments and evaluation of local experiences. Special attention was given to the multiplicity 
of governments involved  in the various airport areas, the  position  of  planning in the framework 
of  local government, and the extent of intermunicipal or regional cooperation, especially 
with respect to comprehensive planning. 
The range of  interior sound levels acceptable  for various human activities was derived 
from  literature i n  the f ield of acoustics. 
From literature i n  the construction and acoustic fields, a survey derived the sound 
transmission characteristics  of various building materials  and assemblies of materials. Possible 
modifications of construction  to increase sound attenuation were examined and evaluated, and 
the associated costs were established. 
As a final step, a hypothetical  situation was created, in  which  to demonstrate the syn- 
thesis of the experience and information developed during the course of  the  previous phases 
of the work. 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The community reaction  to  aircraft noise varies with the  frequency  of  overflight, time 
of day, weather, season of the year, economic level  of  the community  and  other  factors. 
N o  single  approach to  the noise  problem w i l l  satisfy  the  specific  conditions i n   a l l  communities. 
In each instance, the  specific  solution  to  aircraft noise problems must be  worked  out  by 
responsible agencies i n  the  affected area, with due consideration  to  the  extent  of the area 
and  the degree of i t s  exposure to noise, the number of governmental jurisdictions  involved, 
the  objectives commonly agreed  upon as attainable,  the cost, and  the potential  for  local 
cooperation  and  coordination i n  an area-wide program. 0 
It i s  not  feasible  to change the  outdoor  noise  environment near airports  except by modi- 
fication  of  the  aircraft power plants, the operating procedures or the flight schedules. 
However, i t i s  possible to reduce  the sensitivity  of  the areas exposed tothe n0ise by  various 
devices. 
A wide range of powers and devices i s  available  to  local  units  of government for the 
regulation  and  control  of community  development. Many  of these may be employed to 
reduce  the sensitivity  of noise affected areas. These powers and  devices  include 
Planning 
Zoning 
Building Codes 
Eminent Doma in 
Taxation 
Financial Aid 
Creation  of  special agencies 
Intelligent advance  planning,  combined with appropriate zcaning, with  building codes 
based on  performance standards, and with  control  over  public  wtilities and streets, can be 
utilized  to guide  development  around new airports  into  desirable patterns of compatible  land 
use. 
Land uses characterized  by  extensive open space and an absence of resident population 
are most suitable i n  areas exposed to  the highest levels of aircraft noise. Industrial and 
commercial  activities  with  a  relatively  high  interior noise environment are suitable i n  areas 
exposed to  lower  levels  of  aircraft noise. 
Most  airports  today  are  located in  ful ly or partially developed areas whose land use 
patterns are usually  not  suited  to the airport noise environment.  In these areas zoning  and 
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other  regulations  are too late  to be of immediate benefit.  Other measures must be taken 
to  create a land use pattern under the  takeoff  and  landing areas compatible with  aircraft 
noise. The additional measures may include  acquisition  of  avigation easements over  private 
property, noise proofing of  residential and  other structures with or without  special financial 
assistance to property owner's, clearance  of substandard  areas and their redevelopment with 
compatible uses, and a variety  of other  actions. 
In areas  exposed to less than 100 PNdb the noise reduction accomplished by  ordinary 
building construction i s  sufficient  to .create an acceptable  residential  interior noise environ- 
ment when a l l  windows are closed. 
In areas exposed to between 100 and 110 PNdb it i s  feasible to  effect an additional 
noise reduction  of 10 decibels  by  structural  modifications short of major reconstruction  and 
thus achieve an acceptable  interior noise level. The cost of such modifications w i l l  be about 
10% of  the base cost of  the  building. 
In areas exposed to more than 110 PNdb, structural  modifications short of major 
reconstruction w i l l  not be sufficient  to produce a  satisfactory interior noise environment. 
The area affected by aircraft noise usually extends be.yond the  corporate l imits of the 
municipality  in  which an airport i s  located. It i s  seldom possible for an individual  municipa- 
l i ty  to take  effective  action  to combat the noise problem by itself. 
In many states, i t  i s  possible for  municipalities  to undertake  cooperative programs, or 
to create  regional agencies which can engage i n  planning and other activities on behalf of 
the entire area within i t s  jurisdiction. In many instances, county government i s  i n  a position 
to perform such functions. 
The existence of an  area-wide official planning  agency appears to be desirable  and 
helpful. Even though i t  may have limited functions, i t  can contribute an impartial outlook 
and an environment conducive  to  cooperative  action. 
The Federal government, and to some extent, the states, have programs of technical 
and. financial assistance for comprehensive community planning and  for specific aspects of 
community development and redevelopment that  can assist in the  formulation  and  execution of 
solutions to  aircraft noise problems relating  to  land use and development. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
A. BACKGROUND 
The establishment and development of major airport  facilities  during  the first 
several decades of  civi l   aviat ion has been accompanied  by unique problems related  to  air- 
craft noise. The noise i s  not so much a problem for the airport itself,  but  related more 
seriously  to the land  and  buildings i n  the vicinity  of the  airport,  especially under the 
takeoff and approach paths of  aircraft.  Early  airports  created l i t t le  more than a minor 
nuisance to nearby residents. However, as airports become the center of a variety of 
economic activities,  they  attract many kinds of development - commercial, industrial and 
residential - which press close to the airport's boundaries, inhibiting expansion, and 
exposing additional  population  to  aircraft noise. 
The introduction  of large  four-engine piston  aircraft  requiring longer runways first 
opened up problems of  airport expansion and development related  to general  community 
planning. These problems were  not  completely resolved by  the  time  that  iet  aircraft came 
into general use. The noise produced by  iet  aircraft has different characteristics that make 
i t  more noticeable and which  affect a  larger territory than that  of  propeller  aircraft. 
Indeed, in some localities, i t  has been claimed  that  the  existence  of  an  airport or its 
conversion to use by jets has depressed the  value  of  land  for  a  considerable distance, has 
destroyed the l ivabi l i ty of nearby neighborhoods, and has reduced the municipal revenues 
from real estate taxes. 
The prospect of commercial supersonic aircraft presents an-additional  challenge 
to those responsible for airport development and community planning. This i s  particularly 
true  since supersonic aircraft are  expected to use the same runways that accommodate 
current i e t  aircraft. Their noise exposures are expected to be similar to those of the 
current jet  aircraft,  but the areas affected  will be different  in shape. 
B. PAST APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM 
The two maior ini t ial  approaches to the problem of aircraft noise have been 
related primarily to the sources. They include: 
1. Modification of aircraft power plant (engines) to reduce the amount of noise 
and  to change the characteristics  of  the sound generated; 
2. Modification  of  aircraft operating procedures to reduce  the noise level beyond 
the airport boundaries and to l im i t  the amount and  frequency  of exposure of 
affected  land areas to overflight  by  iet  aircraft. 
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The first approach i s  a function  of  the  aircraft industry, which includes  the designers 
and manufacturers of  aircraft and engines. Development of the turbofan, for example, has 
reduced the amount of noise generated by engines to a considerable extent, but even this 
approach appears to have limits. The introduction  into general service of smaller jet  air- 
craft,  having  only  two  or three engines, has alleviated the  problem somewhat, especially a t  
the maior airports. On the other hand, they make i t  possible to introduce jet service to 
smaller  airports  that hitherto  didmot  receive  iet  aircraft, and i t  may wel l  be that  the noise 
problem wi l l  spread to  additional areas. The development of  aircraft capable  of  vertical or 
short takeoff and landing  operation may be helpful i n  this respect. 
The Federal Aviation Agency, the airlines, and the pilots have achieved some noise 
reduction through the modification  of  operating procedures. Operational procedures which 
are  significant  with respect to noise are: the rate  of climb or descent of  .aircraft, and the 
application or reduction of power, which  are under the direct  control  of the pilot, or which 
are more generally  regulated by  airl ine or FAA policies. The FAA control towers also 
regulate the direction of flights so as to spread  them  more generally over the urban area and 
thus reduce the exposure to noise of any given neighborhood. However, for the presently 
available  aircraft, i t  would appear that this approach to  aircraft noise control has been 
ful ly exploited. 
C. PRESENT EFFORT 
This report considers ways of  achieving  compatible  land use patterns around airports 
by community action to regulate  land use and development. 
Previous  studies of the  airport noise problem have established procedures for  estimating 
the  anticipated noise exposure and have defined various categories of compatible  land use. 
The present study, however, i s  the first one to  explore the methods by which  existing  land 
uses may be modified  and  future developments may  be regulated to achieve  compatibility. 
This approach involves the entire range of factors - administrative, economic, and legal - 
related  to community development. 
It i s  the purpose of this paper to examine the ways and means available  to  municipal- 
ities and other local units of government to  influence  future  land use patterns, to  induce new 
construction  that i s  compatible with the airport environment, and to  modify  existing 
structures and development patterns i n  a manner that wi l l  reduce the sensitivity of  a commu- 
nity  to  aircraft noise. Thus, this information is  applicable  to  existing  airport situations as 
well as to areas i n  which  airports  are  being  planned  for  future  construction. 
Explicit  in such an  undertaking i s  the  knowledge that there i s  no single approach which 
i s  applicable  to a l l  airport situations, and that the  resolution  of  a  complex development 
problem can and should be different  in each community. The explo  ration of possible approaches 
and the examination of  current successes and  failures are,  however, important  to an  effective 
dialogue  which  can lead to appropriate  local decisions. It i s  to assist i n  the developme.nt of 
background  material for such local discussions that this research program was undertaken. 
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TECHNIQUES F O R  CONTR.OLLING L A N D  USE 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Control  over  the use of land, as that  term i s  here employed, includes  the powers and 
resources available to local government to  regulate development, to  induce such deveiop- 
ment by public agencies or private actions, to  bring about  the  conversion or modification 
of  existing  land uses and structures, and to  eliminate  incompatible uses and  replace them 
with other uses suitable  for the  noise  environment. It relates  to  the  power of governmental 
units to acquire and develop land, with or  without  the consent of  the  private owner, for 
public purposes, as well as to  fiscal resources necessary to  carry on programs of planning, 
acquisition, and development. The various factors involved  are described below and 
discussed i n  greater detail on the following pages. 
The legal  authority  for such regulation i s  a basic subject  for  examination. The discus- 
sion  of  zoning describes the sources of  the  power  of government to  regulate the ways i n  
which  privately owned land  and  buildings  are used. Closely  related  to this i s  the use of 
building and housing codes, which  affect the  construction  of structures and the arrangement 
and  provision  of  certain amenities  and safeguards for  the  public. 
Land used for public purposes exercises considerable influence  over the land  held and 
used privately. Public services and facilities  affect the usefulness and  value  of  private 
holdings. The power of eminent domain, under which governments may acquire  private 
property for public purposes, includes the right to acquire  the ful l   t i t le  to such property  or 
a limited  interest  sufficient  to meet the public necessity. 
Fiscal resources include the power to levy taxes i n  support of government activities. 
The ways in which  the tax powerareused can  affect  private development  to  a  considerable 
degree. The abil ity of public agencies to borrow funds also enters into the picture. In 
many instances, loans and grants are  available from Federal and  state governments for 
specific  kin&  of  public functions. These have become an  important source of support for 
the  planning  and  execution  of  public works as well as for  general  community  planning,  and 
are  examined i n  some detail. 
The level  of government appropriate  to  conduct various kinds of programs, as well as 
the relationships among various levels and types of governmental units, has a bearing on 
the  approach to resolving the problems of  aircraft noise. They are discussed under the 
heading "Administrative  Organization". 
All af the above relate  to the mechanics of  handling various elements of the  problem. 
The  remainder of the section sets forth  an analysis of the  physical factors and costs which 
must be considered in  arriving  at any  solution. These include  the  determination  of noise 
levels  generated by aircraft  in the environs of  airports, interior noise levels  acceptable  to 
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the human ear under various situations, the  acoustic qualities of  buildings, a.nd 
ways in  which these qualities may be  modified,  the relative cost of such modification,  and 
a listing  of several categories  of land use suitable  for  high noise levels. 
B. SOURCES OF FUNDS 
The Federal government and many states provide  financial assistance 
i n  the form of loans and grants to  local units of government fora  variety  of 
purposes. These relate  to general community planning as well as to  the plan- 
ning and  execution  of a number of  different kinds of public programs for 
specific functions, many of  which  can  be brought to bear on the problem of 
aircraft noise. In  addition to financial  aid  to  public agencies for  public 
action, several government assistance programs can be used directly or 
indirectly  for  private development programs. 
1 . General 
The several State  constitutions and the State legislative provisions for  the estab- 
lishment of subordinate levels  of government carefully circumscribe the latters' financial 
powers and resources and reserve certain kinds of revenues to the State governments. As 
a  result of the limitations on their abi l i ty  to  levy taxes and to borrow money most local 
jurisdictions  are hampered in  their efforts to  institute  desirable programs, and are, there- 
fore, constantly  forced to seek new sources of  financial  aid. 
i During the past f i f ty  yenrs Congress has authorized a  wide wr ie t y  of  financial  aid 
programs to  enable  the States and subordinate levels of  government to provide  specific 
services or facilities.  In  certain instances this assistance i s  for programs carried on a t  the 
State  level; i n  others, the assistance i s  channeled to  lower  levels  of government through 
State agencies; and i n  some instances, local agencies deal directly  with the Federal 
sponsors of a program. In recent years a number of States have undertaken to assist munic- 
ipalities  with programs similar to those of Federal agencies which  are  either  parallel and 
independent, or in direct support of the Federal programs. A l i s t  of  activities for  which 
Federal financial  aid i s  available i s  presented below  and discussed in  detai l  thereafter. 
A. Assistance for General Planning 
- Comprehensive Planning for individual municipalities, counties, metropolitan 
areas, regions, and states. Funds to appropriate public agency through Urban 
Renewal Administration, Housing and Home Finance  Agency  (generally through 
a designated Stgte  agency) under Housing Act  of 1954 as'amended. 
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- Community Renewal Planning for municipalities, counties and metropolitan 
areas. Funds from Urban Renewal Administration Housing and Home Finance 
Agency  to  appropriate pub1 ic agency under Housing Act of 1954 as amended. 
- Metropolitan Area Transportation Planning. Funds to appropriate regional 
public  agency from Bureau of  Public Roads and Urban Renewal Administration 
under  Highway Act  of 1962 and Housing Act   o f  1954. 
B. Assistance for Functional Planning 
- Airport  Planning 
Funds to  local  public  airport sponsor from Federaj Aviation  Agency  (generally 
through  State  Aeronautics  Department) under Federal Aid to  Airports  Act. 
- Highway  Planning 
Funds to State Highway Departments from Bureau of  Public Roads, Department 
of Commerce under Highway Act as amended. 
C. Assistance for Design of Specific Projects 
- Airport Facilities and Structures 
Funds to  local  public sponsor from  Federal Aviation Agency  (through  state 
aeronautics departments) under Federal Aid to  Airports  Act. 
- Highways 
Funds to state  highway departments from Bureau of  Public Roads, Department 
of Commerce under Highway Act of 1962. 
- Other Public Works 
Funds to  municipalities from Community Facilities  Administration, Housing and 
Home Finance  Agency, under Housing Act of 1954 as amended. 
- Urban Renewal Projects 
Funds to  appropriate  munici  pal  agencies from Urban Renewal Administration, 
Housing and Home Finance  Agency under Housing Act of 1954 as amended. 
0. Assistance for Land Acquisition 
- Airports 
Funds to  local  public sponsor from Federal Aviation  Agency (through  State 
Aeronautics Departments) under Federal Aid to  Airports Act  of 1964. 
a 
- Open Land 
Funds to  municipalities or appropriate  metropolitan or regional  public  agency 
from Urban Renewal Administration Housing and Home Finance  Agency. 
E. Assistance for the Execution of Projects 
- Airports 
Funds to  local  public sponsor from FAA (through State Aeronautics Departments) 
under Federal Aid to  Airports Act. 
- Highways 
Funds to state highway departments from Bureau of Public Roads, Department 
of Commerce under Highway Act. 
- Public Works 
Funds to  municipalities from Community Facilities Administration, Housing a.nd 
Home Finance  Agency under Housing Act of 1954 as amended. 
Funds to  municipalities from Public  Health  Service and Department of Health, 
Education  and  Welfare (through State health departments)  under  Water Pol.luiion 
Control Act. 
- Urban Renewal 
Funds to appropriate  local  public agency from Urban Renewal Administration, 
Hmsing and Home Finance  Agency under Housing Act of 1951 as amended. 
- Economic Development 
Funds to  appropriate state and local agencies from Small Business Administration, 
Department of Commerce under Area Redevelopment Act. 
F. Assistance for Private Activi ty 
- Mortgage Insurance for Residential Construction By Federal Mousing Adminis- 
tration, Housing and Home Finance Agency. 
- Reduction of the Cost of Land Through Urban Renewal Land gvailable for 
private development from local  public agencies under Urban Renewal Program. 
- Assistance to Private Business Development companies by Small Business 
Administration, Department of Commerce. 
While most Federal-aid programs pertain to specific functions and are  restricted  to  a 
single  level  of government others are quite broad i n  scope, take into consideration many 
related factors and apply  to a large geographic area. In the final analysis the determination 
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in any  given area of the  agency or level  of government best suited  to  execute  or  coordinate 
the  effort  of  inducing  compatible  land uses i n  the vicinity  of an airport may well depend 
on the abil ity  to satisfy the requirements for  receiving the financial  aid  available from a 
higher government level. 
In any discussion of financial aids available to. local  units  of government i t  i s  impor- 
tant  that  the meaning of various frequently used terms be clearly understood. An advance 
of  funds generally  implies  an  eventual  accounting  of  the  project costs and ful l  or partial 
repayment, with or without interest. A grant of funds i s  a contribution that i s  not 
expected to be repaid. A loan, on the 05 hand, i s  expected to be repaid over a 
specific period of time with or without interest. The matching o f  funds implies equal 
contributions from two parties, while  the sharing of costs indicbtes  other formulas for 
assigning costs among various parties. Some programs, of course, involve more than one 
of these various types of financial assistance. 
-
2. Assistance for  General  Planning 
a.  Comprehensive Planning: According to the Advisory Commission on Intergovern- 
mental Relations, comprehensive planning, a t  the communi.ty level, involves: 
(1) Developing and revising a land use plan; 
(2) Coordinating  functional plans for transportation, public 
buildings, public utilities, park and recreation areas, 
urban renewal, capital improvements; and 
(3) Devising means of carrying out these plans through 
public and private  actions  that  help produce  growth 
and development i n  the urban area - i .e., the capital 
improvement program and budget, and zoning, sub- 
1 division, and right-of-way reservation ordinances. 
With some modification  of  the  listed items, the  above  applies  also to comprehensive 
planning as carried on at  regional,  metropolitan and State levels. 
In order to encourage comprehensive land use planning  at  all levels of government 
and to provide a logical basis for  coordinating various Federal-aid programs, Congress, 
i n  1954, authorized the Local P.lanning Assistance Program2 and  placed i t s  supervision with 
the  Urban Renewal Administration (URA) of the Housing and Home FinanceAgency (HHFA). 
Federal grants of funds amounting  to  two-thirds of the cost of conducting comprehensive 
planning programs of major elements thereof are authorized under this program. In 
depressed areas, as defined  in the Area Redevelopment Act (ARA), the  grant may be 
increased to three-quarters of the cost. Eligible recipients and the required scope of their 
activities are: 
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(1). State planning agencies or other designated State agencies for the  provision of 
planning assistance to  municipalities  or counties with a population  of less  than 
50,000, or groups of  municipalities i n  an  urbanized area having an aggregate 
population of less than 50,000. Such municipalities or counties must have 
official  planning agencies; 
(2). Off icial State, metropolitan, or regional planning agencies that are authorized 
by State or local laws or interstate compacts to perform metropolitan or regional 
comprehensive planning i n  areas with one or more cities  having a population  of 
more than 50,000; 
(3). Off icial State planning agencies performing comprehensive planning on  a state- 
wide or interstate basis, for  planning  activities and for research and  coordination 
related  to such activities; 
(4). City, county, or other  authorized  planning agencies i n  areas under Section 5(a) 
of the Area Redevelopment Act, regardless of population, for performing the 
comprehensive planning elements of the required Overall Economic Development 
Plan; 
(5). Municipalities and counties i n  areas that have suffe.red substantial damage as the 
result of a catastrophe which  the President h a s  detlared to be a disaster; 
(6). Off icial planning agencies for areas where rapid  urbanization has resulted or i s  
expected from the establishment or rapid expansion of a Federal installation. 
Specific  planning activities may be carried on by staff personnel, by consultants, or 
by a  combination  of  both  staff  and consultants. The States of Connecticut,  New York, and 
Pennsylvania contribute half of  rhe non-Federal share of the cost of  local programs; some 
States contribute the services of their  planning staffs or otherwise supplement the funds 
available  for  local planning; while other States merely act as administrators of the program. 
The desirability of conducting comprehensive planning at  a higher eve1 than the 
single  municipality i s  given added impetus by the Highway Act  of 1962 , which requires 
the establishment of a continuous program of comprehensive transportation planning on  a 
metropolitan area basis as a  pre-requisite  for  continued participation  in  the  Federal-aid 
highway program after 1965. Legislation was also introduced i n  the 88th Congress to 
require at  least a  review  by  a  metropolitan  planning  agency of  all projects  receiving 
Federal assistance i n  the various jurisdictions  of  a  metropolitan area, but none of the 
measures to that end w a s  adopted. However, some iype of area-wide coordination of 
certain Federal programs i s  certainly desirable  and w i l l   in  time no doubt be effected. 
!I 
b. Community Renewal Planning: The Community Renewal  Program (CRP), also 
supervised by the URA, i s  closely  related tosomprehensive planning  but assistance i s  
restricted  to~agencies  below  the  state level .4 The objective-of this program i s  to  provide 
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for: the identification  of areas that are blighted, deteriorating, or deteriorated; the 
measurement of  the  nature  and  degree of  blight and blighting factors within such areas; the 
determination  of  the  financial,  relocation,  and  other resources needed and  available  to 
rehabilitate  or to redevelop such areas; the  identification  of  potential urban  renewal 
project areas and the  preliminary  determination  of the types of  renewal  actions that  are 
desirable; and the  preparation of a  schedule of urban  renewal  activities. 
Grants  amounting to two-thirds  of  the cost of conducting such studies are  available  to 
metropplitan, county, or  municipal agencies which  are  authorized  to enter into the neces- 
sary contractual arrangements, to undertake the planning work necessary to complete  the 
CRP, and to execute a program of urban renewal actions. The preparation of simultaneous 
coordinated programs by  two or more municipalities i n  a metropolitan area i s  encouraged; 
and, i f  a l l  the local governing bodies agree to such a program, a single  metropolitan agency 
may be  authorized  to prepare community  renewal programs for the entire area. 
Since  a Community Renewal Plan i s  dependent upon genedl  planning as a b a s i s  for 
sound decisions and since under the statutes the local governing  body must certify that  the 
CRP conforms to the comprehensive plan  of  the community, a comprehensive plan must be 
either'  completed or assured of  completion by the time the CRP i s  completed. Furthermore, 
CRP programs can be approwd  only  for those municipalities that have certified  "workable 
programs" for community improvement. As the necessary certification.may be grunted 
upon a showing that the community i s  making steady progress toward completing  the 
variaus elements of the  workable program, the CRP itself may be used for studies of 
virtual ly  al l  aspects of those elements except the comprehensive plan. Several States 
have already moved to  provide assistance to  their communities in  the preparation of 
Community Renewal Plans. In New Jersey, for instance, the State, through the Division 
of  State and Regional Planning of the Department of Conservation  and Economic Develop- 
ment, contributes one-third  of the non-Federal share of  the costs. It also provides technical 
advice and assistance i n  the  preparation  of  applications, the establishment of standards for 
the h o p e  and  content  of CRP studies, and the selection  of  qualified  planning personnel. 
3. Assistance for Functional Planning 
The Federal government provides grants and/or advances for  general planning 
preliminary to detailed  project  planning  for a variety  of  functions. Among those pertinent 
to the presenf topic  are those for  airport  and  highway  planning. 
a. Airport Planning: Under the 1964 amendments to the Federal Airport Act,5 the 
Federal Aviation Agency may make grants amounting  to f i f ty  per cent of the cost of 
developing  "airport  layout plans'' based on approvedadvance  planning  and  engineering 
proposals. Such a plan i s  defined i n  the legislation as: 
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. . .showing boundaries and proposed additions  to a l l  areas 
owned or control  led  by the sponsor for airport purposes, the 
location and nature of existing and proposed airport  facil- 
ities and structures, and the location on the  airport of 
existing and proposed non-aviation areas and improvements 
thereon. 6 
The Federal Airport  Act was also amended in  1964 to  provide for coordination between 
airport  projects and local comprehensive planning, by requiring that: 
. . .appropriate  action, including the adoption of  zoning 
laws, has been or w i l l  be taken, to the extent reasonable, 
to restrict the use of land  adjacent  to or i n  the  immediate 
vicinity of the airport  to  activities and purposes compatible 
with normtrl air  ort operations including  landing and  take- 
off  of  aircraft; P 
In order to develop procedures for better  coordination  of  airport  planning  with urban 
planning programs, the Urban Renewal Administration and the Federal Aviation Agency 
have established joint committees. Under current policy directives, URA grants may be 
used for basic  studies relating airports to the comprehensive plans for an area, including 
surveys and projections of population  and economic base, and land use and  transportation 
plans, and for the  review  or  preparation  of  land use cont.rols,,such as zoning, i n  the 
vicinity of airports. These grants cannot, however, be used for airport layout planning. 
An  additional requirement i s  an agreement between the airport sponsor and the plan- 
ning agency i n  the area affected by the airport  which provides for the coordination of 
their respective programs. 
b. Highway Planning: Congress has authorized two programs to aid the States i n  
highway planning and construction. The first i s  the older program of Federal grants for 
the  construction and maintenance of the primary and secondary highway system including 
urban arterial highways! This i s  a  matching program with  allocations  to the State  Highway 
Departments according  to a  formula  that takes into consideration such variables as popu- 
lation and area. The second, and newer program, relates to the lntentate Highway 
System that i s  expected to be completed by 1970 or shortly  thereafter? Under this program 
the Federal grant to State Highway Departments  amounts to  ninety per cent  of the costs, 
with an  additional  financial  incentive  for the elimination  of  advertising signs within a 
minimum distance of the highways. Under the Federal Highway law, one and one-half 
per cent  of the annual  appropriation  for highways must be used for planning and research 
or else be forfeited.  An  additional amount equal to one-half  per  cent i s  available for the 
same purpose but on an  optional bas is .  Where the State Highway Department and local 
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planning agencies agree  to carry on combined  highway  and  general planning programs, the 
urban planning assistance grants and  the  Federal-aid  highway  planning  and research funds 
may be used jointly by State, local,  and  metropolitan  planning agencies. 
To implement  the  highway planning program, the URA and the  Burmu  of  Public Roads 
have established joint commi ttees, and their  parent agencies, the HHFA and  the  Department 
of Commerceihave  issued joint  policy statements. 
c. Other Programs:  The Department of  Health, Education and Welfore, the Depnrt- 
ment of  Agriculture, the Public  Health Service, and  other  Federal agencies also sponsor 
programs which pertain to comprehensive or functional planning. However, these general- 
l y  relate  to  rural areas or to activities such as schools and hospitals which  do  not  lend 
themselves to locations i n  the vicinity  of major  airports. 
4. Assistance for Planning Specific Projects 
.A number of programs exist to provide funds for  the  detailed  planning  of  specific 
structures and facilities but which do not simultaneously provide  construction funds. 
a. Airport Facilities and Structures: Federal grants may be made by the FAA to 
local  public agencies sponsoring airports  accepted for the National  Airport Plsn  for  the 
purpose of preparing plans which  are designed to  lead  to  project  applications.lo The same 
matching  formula i s  available as for general airport planning, but the items that may be 
included  in such detailed  facility plans are limited  to those pertaining  directly  to  aircraft 
operation, such as runways, taxiways, airfield  lighting systems and navigational aids. The 
designs of other public  facilities  at airports may be covered by other programs described 
below. 
b. Highway Design: Although the Federal-aid highway programs are generally 
structured so that the States are reimbursed to the extent  of  the Federal share of  costs,it i s  
possible under special circumstances to obtainc advances from the Bureau of  Public Roads, 
within the limits  of  matching  or sharing  formulae. 11 
C. Public Works i n  General: The Community Facilities Administration of the Housing 
and Home Finance  Agency i s  authorized  to make advances to State and local  public 
agencies to aid in the  preparation  of  preliminary surveys and detailed  construction drawings 
and  specifications  for a l l  types of  public works except  public housing. 12 Such advances 
are  limited to projects for which construction is  planned within a reasonable period, and 
which conform to an approved State, regional, or lacal plan. Advances are not available 
under this program for  projects  covered by other Federal-aid programs. The advance i s  
repayable, without interest, when construction begins from the funds available for 
executing the project. However, repayment i s  waived i f  construction is  initiated as the 
result  of  a  grant under the Public Works Acceleration  Act.  Although the primary purpose 
of this program is. to maintain a  current reserve of planned  public works, the program helps 
to  attain maximum efficiency  and economy in  planning and  construction. 
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d. Urban Renewal Planning: To the extent required for detailed planning of indiiidual 
urban  renewal  projects,  the Urban Renewal Administration maym'ke interest-free advances to 
local agencies authorized to plan and execute urban renewal activities. The planning 
costs are then included  with other costs of  the  project i n  the final  accounting  which determines 
the Federal and local sharing of the net costs of  the  project. 
Similar advances are made for the preparation  of  a  General  Neighborhood Renewal Plan, 
i n  which the projected  renewal  activities  pertain  to  a  large area and i t  i s  both  desirable  and 
feasible  to  finance and  execute the total program within  a ten-year  period as a series of related 
urban renewal projects. 14 
In order to qualify  for urban  renewal assistance for  either an individual  project or a 
general  neighborhood  renewal proqram, a  municipality must have a  certified  workable program 
as defined above. However, unlike the Community Renewal Program, the advance for urban 
renewal  planning  activities  cannot be used for  area-wide studies but must be expended on  plans 
for  specific  projects. 
5. Assistance for Land Acquisition 
The acquisition  of sites for various facilities and structures i s  generally  included in  the 
total  project cost. There are several programs that have specific  application  to the acquisition 
of  land or of easements or  other  rights in land 
a. Airports: Grants from the Fedeml Aviation Agency may be obtained on a matching 
basis to  acquire  land needed for  airport use, for  clear zones, for  navigational structures, and 
for easements or  other  rights in land as required  to  protect  approach zones. l5 If the  Adminis- 
trator  of the FAA determines that surplus real  property i s  suitoble or desirable  for  public  airporl 
use, the  property may be transferred by the  General Services Administration  to  a  State or lesser 
government agency or institution  without cost but with certain  restrictions and limitations on its 
use or eventual  disposition. 
b. Open Land: State and subordinute public agencies may obtain grants from the Urban 
Renewal Administration of the HHFA to assist them in  taking prompt action  to preserve open- 
space land  located  within  their  jurisdiction  that i s  essentibl to the proper  long range develop- 
ment of an urban area. The grant to a municipality may amount to twenty per cent of the 
cost of acquiring  the ful l  fee  or  other permanent interest i n  the land. However, where a  public 
agency exercises open-space preservation  responsibilities  for  an  entire  urban area, or a subs- 
tantial  part  of one, the grant may be increased to thirty per  cent  of the cost. In several States, 
notably  New Jersey, New York, and Wisconsin, there  are  similar programs under which 
municipalities  receive grants from the States for  acquiring and/or preserving open land  for 
parks, recreation, and other purposes; 17 
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6. Assistance for the Execution of Projects 
When general planning for municipalities and  larger areas h a s  been accomplished, 
and  detailed plans have been prepared for  specific  facilities or functional systems, 
financial assistance may be  avaitable  to  public agencies for  the  execution  of  projects and 
for  the  construction  of structures and  facilities. 
a. Airports: Matching grants are available fFom the Federal Aviation Agency for 
the construction o f  airports  included in  the National  Airport Plan and  for the construction 
of  a limited range of structures and  facilities essential to t v i r  operational safety, such 
as runways, taxiways, roads, lighting and ut i l i ty  systems. In special circumstances, 
the Federal grant may be as high as three-quarters of  the cost. Thirtythree States make 
various kinds of assistance available to  their subordinate governments, while  thirteen 
States have formal programs under which  they  contribute to the  local share of  project 
costs. 19 
b. Highways: Matching grants are available from the Bureau of Public Roads to 
State H i g h w a y p r t m e n t s  for  the  construction  and  maintenance  of  the system of  primary 
and secondary highways including urban arterial systems. 2o In most instances the balance 
i s  provided by the State alone, but i n  a  few States municipalities must carry some part  of 
the  project costs i n  the form of  local  acquisition of needed rights-of-way or a direct cash 
contribution. 
In connection with the Interstate  Highway System the States generally  provide  all of' 
their share of the costs which  generally amount to  ten per cent or less. In addition, many 
lower  levels of government receive  annual  State grants for  highway  construction  and 
maintenance according  to various formulae that  differ from State to State. 
c. Public Works: For projects not otherwise covered by Federal aid programs and 
where reasonable financing i s  not otherwise available,  the Community Facilities Adminis- 
tration  of the HHFA makes loans to  public agencies for  the  construction  of essential public 
works. *' Participation i n  this program is  limited  to  municipalities  with a population of 
less than 50,000 and  interest i s  charged at  the rate of three  and three-quarters per  cent. 
In labor surplus areas, however,. and i n  redevelopment areas under the Area Redevelop- 
ment Act, the population l i m i t  i s  increased to 150,000 and the interest rate i s  reduced 
three and one-half per cent. Also, i n  order to  provide increased local employment as 
well as to meet long standing community needs for services and  facilities,  the Area 
Redevelopment Administration may authorize grants amounting to three-quarters of the 
cost of  construction of essential public  facilities. 22 Such  grants are available  to those 
State and local  public agencies which meet normal el igibi l i ty requirements of the indi- 
vidual Federal programs involved, as well as the requirements for  participation i n  the 
to 
ARA. As previously stated, under such conditions  any advances for public works planning 
need not  be  repaid. 
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Another program for  construction  of  public works i s  one sponsored by the Public  Health 
Service of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to assist i n  the elimination  of 
stream pollution. Grants  amounting to thirty per cent  of the costs of a project may be made 
to  local agencies, with an upper l im i t  of $600,000 to a single jurisdiction. Where such 
projects are undertaken by  joint  action  of several municipalities,  the mximum grant i s  
$2,400,000. A basic requirement for  participation  in the program i s  approval b y a  State 
water pollution  control agency, which must have  a  Statewide program for abatement of 
pollution. 23 A number of states, including  New York, offer  technical as well as financial 
assistance to municipalities for.such projects. Unique among the limitations of the 
program i s  its restriction to the planning and  construction cost for major el.ements of sewerage 
systems, including  the treatment plant and trunk sewers, interceptors and outfalls; however, 
the grants cannot be used for  the acquisition  of sites or  rights  of way for these facilities. 
. d. Urban Renewal: As described above, detailed planning for urban renewal 
projects may be carried on with the aid of an advance of funds from the Urban Renewal 
Administration, and i n  addition, the local urban renewal agency may obtain short-term 
loans to be used as working  capital unti l  revenue can be realized from the project. 24' 
Once the project is  completed and  an  accounting made of a l l  costs and revenues, the 
municipality receives a Federal grant amounting to two-thirds of the  net cost of the 
project.  In  cities  with a population of less than 50,000 and, in areas designated under 
the Area Redevelopment Act  in  cit ies  with a population  of '150,000 or less, the Federal 
grant is  increased to three-quarters of the net project cost. The municipal share of  project 
costs may be i n  the form of cash as well as i n  the form of  public works and other  improve- 
ments which serve the urban renewal area i n  whole or i n  part. Such public improvements 
may be eligible for advances for  planning and/or  loans for essential public works. 
The Urban Renewal Administration also provides grants to reimburse the full amount 
expended by the local agency for relocation payments to families, individuals,  and busi- 
nesses displaced from an urban  renewal area. 
e. Economic Development: The Small Business Administration (SBA) may make loans 
to State and local Economic Development Companies to assist private economic development. 25 
Loans equal  to the total amount available from other resources may be rmde to State 
Development Companies for long term loans to small businesses. The Federal loans are for 
twenty,years  and  carry five  per  cent interest. Loans may be made to State or local develop- 
ment companies for joint loans to  private business. These may run for twenty-five years 
and  carry f ive  orf ive and  one-half per cent interest. However, the SBA share of the loan 
may not exceed ninety per  cent of the totat, with a maximum of $350,000; and the deve- 
lopment company i s  generally  required  to  provide  twenty per cent of the total.  In labor 
surplus oreas, the interest rate  for a l l  of  the above loan programs i s  reduced to  four  per 
cent. 
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7. Assistance for Private Activity 
In  addition  to programs of  financial assistance to  public agencies for general 
planning  and  for the carrying  out  of projects, assistance i s  available  to  private  individuals 
and agencies for  certain  activities  that  relate to land use modification. These include  the 
positive and negative aspects of mortgage insurance available  for  residential construction, 
encouragement for  the development of s m a l l  business, and  the possible reduction of  land 
development  or  redevelopment costs in and near urban areas. 
a. Mortgage Insurance for Residential Construction, Improvement, and Rehabilitation: 
The Federal Housing Administration conducts an extensive program t o  assist in  financing 
new, existing, and  rehabilitated sales and  rentol housing, and in financing home impro- 
vements by insuring mortgages and loans. Loans are  negotiated  at  prevailing or lower 
interest rates from local  financial institutions; insurance i s  for  varying percentages of the 
total cost, based on the type of project. Additionally, special programs are available for 
the encouragement of  cooperative  and condominium housing, housing for families  of  low 
and moderdte income, housing for the elderly, nursing homes, housing in urban renewal 
areas, and housing for  families  displaced by governmental action. 
Although the FHA must require  conformity  to  official plans only  for  projects proposed 
i n  an urban renewal area, i t  normally cooperates with  local  planning and zoning  autho- 
rit ies  in every way possible to  obtain  compliance with  local codes and ordinances, except 
where its standards are higher. Under current  policies i t  may refuse to support a project 
exposed to excessive aircraft noise. 26 
b. Reduction of the Cost of Land Through Urban Renewal: The high cost of assem- 
bling developed  land  and  clearing i t  for  redevelopment i s  frequently  an obstacle to  private 
action. Under the urban renewal program, land in  project areas may be sold or leased to 
private developers a t  i t s  approximate market value  for the re-use proposed. Under present 
policies there i s  considerable latitude i n  the kind  of re-use with residential development 
eligible for  special mortgage insurance under the programs of the FHA. 
c. Assistance for Business Development: The Smal I Business Administration may make 
loans to small businesses either  directly or i n  cooperation with  private  financial institutions 
and may make loans to private  and  public development agencies that i n  turn make loans 
to small business. Such loans may be used to finance the construction of commercial'or 
industrial facilities. Especially favomble loans are available to small businesses that 
have been displaced by Federally-aided urban renewal, highway, and other programs, as 
well as to those that have suffered damage or  destruction  by storms, floods, or other  major 
disasters. 
Direct loans to small business may be no more than $350,000, may run for up to ten 
years, and bear  interest at  f ive and  one-half  per cent  (four  per  cent i n  labor surplus or 
Redevelopment Areas). 
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8. Combinations of Aids 
An  important element i n  the effective use of the many financial  aid programs i s  
the  fact  that there are numerous combinations of aid  which may be employed. Thus, where 
Federal-aid  interstate, primary, or  secondary highways a-re planned i n  the vicinity  of an 
airport, funds may be available from the Federal Avia  tipn Agency, the Bureau of Pub1 ic 
Roads, and the Urban Renewal Administration for planning the  airport,  the  highway system 
serving it, and the general pattern  of  land uses around it. Where the specific highwnys 
fit into the Federal-aid system, grants are available  for such highway construction. The 
urban planning assistance  funds might be used to prepare standards and codes for  acoustical 
protection  of residences and other structures against the noise of fly-over; FHA insurance 
could cover mortgages or loans to  finance  required improvements to meet code requirements. 
FAA funds are available  for  acquiring easements or limited rights i n  occupied  and un- 
developed  property  along the approach and  take-off f l ight path.  Vacant lands near an 
airport  that conform to  a general pian for open spaces may be acquired with the assistance 
of  the open-space grunts from the URA. A Community Renewal Program, financed in  
part  by the URA, enables a community or group of  municipalities  to study conditions i n  the 
area affected  by  airport noise with a view to effecting changes, where feasible, through 
urban renewal techniques. The URA adwnces funds for planning individual projects, 
provides loans to assist i n  executing the project,  and makes grants covering  a  major 
portion of the net cost. A clear understanding of the manner i n  which these and related 
aid programs can be made to  interact i s  critical to  the  long ra.nge resolution of  conflicting 
land uses adjacent  to major  airports. 
C. ADMl NISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 
The multiplicity  of jurisdictions  usually  involved in  aircraft 
noise problems generated by a  single  airport requires that some kind 
of agency, higher than the individual  municipality, should be avail- 
able  in the area to  take  a  broad view  of  the problem as i t  relates to 
the area as a whole, and  to  develop and coordinate or execute whatever 
final solution i s  agreed upon. In each instance, the kind of agency 
and the level  at  which i t  operates must be decided upon i n  relation to 
the prevailing  pattern  of governments and their range of powers. Thus, 
i t  is  possible that the state or county government may  serve the function, 
or a  special  agency established for the purpose, either as an intermediate 
layer of government, as a  cooperative activi ty of  the local jurisdictions 
involved, or as a  special  district  with separate and distinct powers and 
functions . 
1 . General 
The problem of controlling  land use around  a maior airport i s  complicated by the 
fact  that  the  airport  and  the noise affected zone cover  a tremendous area which i s  
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frequently  administered  by many governmental agencies with various levels of authority. 
The area may cover  municipalities,  unincorporated areas, counties and sometimes even 
parts of  two or more  States. 
Discussions with  airport  planning  authorities have indicated  that i t i s  feasible  to 
resolve  the  problem of noise affecting many jurisdictions  provided there i s  adequate inter- 
municipal  cooperation  and  an agency exists that h a s  (a) a coordinating  function  which 
extends throughout the  entire area; and (b) the  reputation  for impartiality toward a l l  the 
constituent  jurisdictions. This agency may be  a county, a  State or a  special  authority 
organized  for the purpose of  effecting  land use control. 
The maior  problem to be resolved i s  the  rational  allocation  of  land uses on a regional 
basis, and a compensating allocation  of the financial resources available to local govern- 
ment. 
2. Municipal and State Operations 
The States generally  accord  to  municipalities a l l  the  requisite powers to  develop 
and operate  airports -- even when such projected  facilities  are  to be operated by  private 
agencies. The power to  acquire  land  for  public purposes through condemnation; the power 
to  levy and collect taxes to  carry  out governmental functions; the power to  incur  debt and 
to expend public monies; and  the power to adopt and administer  zoning ordinances and 
building codes are al l   publ ic prerogatives essential to the development of airports and to 
the  control of land uses within  their  vicinity. 
Where a  maior airport can be developed within the boundaries of a  single 
sponsoring municipality,  and where the impact  of  fly-over noise i s  confined  within those 
boundaries, the  legal abi l i ty  of the municipality to handle most of the problems which 
result from the clash of conflicting  land uses i s  unquestioned. Even under this most 
advantageous situation, many practical problems attendant  on the rationalization of land 
uses exist  since the impact of the  operation of a iet  airport extends across enormous areas 
and creates maior economic and polit ical problems. However, most airport development 
occurs a t  the  periphery or completely outside of  the sponsoring city.  In such circumstances 
the  primary  impact  of  the  airport  falls upon a number of communities. Here the use of 
extra-territorial powers by  a  central c i ty to  construct  and  operate airport  facilities outside 
of its municipal boundaries i s  of no assistance in  mitigating the noise problem of the  other 
communities, as the sponsoring c i ty  does not have  comparable powers to  control  land use 
activities around such airports. 
In theory States are i n  an unusually advantageous position to plan, construct, and 
operate maior airport  facilities and to  directly  influence the manner i n  which  land i s  used 
within the vicinity  of such facilities. As the repository of  police, condemnation, and tax 
powers which  are extended to local  units  of government, the States can, and  often do, 
exercise these powers directly. Highway construction, air  pollution  control measures, and 
water resource development are examples of functions i n  which States are directly  active 
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and  which  require the use of a  wide range of  public powers. However, States are  reticent 
to assume operating  responsibility  for activities whose direct benefits  are apt to be local- 
ized,  and which, i n  addition,  are l ikely to be supported by central c i ty  interests and 
opposed by rural  and suburban interests. 
In general, States have moved to assist i n  those situations i n  which: 
the State government i s  the  only  agency  that  can 
summon the resources required to perform the function. 
the activity cannot be handled within the boundaries 
of the metropolitan area itself; 
the activity requires as a matter of State policy  that a 
minimum level of performance be achieved throughout 
the State that i s  not l ikely to be met by the jurisdiction 
or metropolitan areas independently, or 
when the activity, i f  not performed, wi II result i n  
problems which wi l l  seriously affect other parts of 
the State. 1 
This description  of the types of  conditions which  are mast apt to  trigger  direct State 
participation closely  parallels the situation i n  the Commonwealth of Puerro  Rico,  where 
the insular government has undertaken the planning, construction and operation of the 
island’s major airports. As the Commonwealth government i s  also responsible for  the 
planning, zoning, urban renewal and housing programs for areas outside of the principal 
cities, i t  i s  in a  position  to  guide  private development in the vicinity of maior airports. 
Puerto Rico i s  atypical, however, i n  the  extent  to  which development powers have been 
retained by the central government, although i t s  experience i s  probably  applicable to some 
of the smaller and to some of the iess afluent States. Nevertheless, i n  most instances 
other  administrative forms have to be examined to determine whether they can be appro- 
priately used to construct pnd administer major airport operations. One such local govern- 
mental form which i s  receiving increased attention by public  officials i s  the urban county. 
3. County  Operations 
The county or its equivalent exists i n  every  State  except Rhode Island  and 
Connecticut, and in the South and West i t  i s  usually  a vigorous organ of administration. 
One  of the most complex urban areas i n  the country, the New York  metropolitan region, 
covers approximately 7,000 square miles and  includes hundreds of  local units of government 
but, exclusive  of the f ive counties  that comprise New York, contains only seventeen 
counties. An even more startling reminder of the size of some counties i s  San .Bernardino 
County, California,  which covers over 20,000 square miles. 
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I n  many instances the very  large  territory  of a county gives i t  a  special  advantage i n  
handling  airport services for   a l l  or major  portions of a metropolitan area. Where the boun- 
daries of a  county  approximate  the boundaries of a metropolitan area, which is  the case 
i n  about two-third  of  the  metropolitan areas i n  the country @rimarily, however, the 
smaller one& the assumption of various urban functions by  the  county  can mean the  pro- 
vision  of area-wide services without  any changes i n  the geography 0.f existing units. 2 
Historically, the county has been ineffective  in  the resolution  of dif f icult  urban  prob- 
lems, as i t  was developed i n  an  agrarian era and was designed for the local performance 
of functions  regarded as primarily  of State concern. These functions consist mainly  of the 
collection  of revenues, the enforcement of criminal law, the peaceful adjustment of 
private disputes, the recording of  land titles, the provision  of  inter-community highways, 
and the care of  the poor. In  exercising these functions  the county acts as the aged  o f  the 
State, a d  i s  tightly bound by constitutional provisions, with  l i t t le disc.retion as to the 
selection  of i t s  duties. Nevertheless, i n  an increasing number of instances the urban 
county i s  able to shed such parochial restrains, and is emerging as a potent  local  admi- 
nistrative  force. By 1962 thirteen States had constitutional home rule  for  their counties: 
Alaska (for boroughs), California, Florida (for Dade County only), Hcswaii, Louisiana 
(for East Baton Rouge and Jefferson parishes only), Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri (for 
counties over 85,000), New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas (for counties over 62, 000), and 
Washington. Six states have laws authorizing.optiona1 county 3harters: Montana, New 
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, and Virginia. 
In  California counties are becoming increasingly  important i n  the performance of 
urban  functions as a  result of  their  ability  to  contractwith  cities for various municipal 
services. Los Angeles County, for example, already closely approximates a metropolitan 
government. Despite the assumption of special area-wide responsibilities by counties, 
however, the  cities  of  California exercise greater  discretionary powers than do munici- 
palities  in most other States. There is  a strong tradition  of "home-rule" in  California 
which i s  partially  protected  and promoted by the counties' assumption of functional 
responsibilities whose character i s  peculiar to the various urbanized areas of the state. 
The operation  of  a  metropolitan-wide system of airports, for example, need not diminish 
the role of the individual  municipalities.  On the contrary, the shifting  of  operating 
functions  and  discretionary powers among various levels of  local government can assist i n  
the  retention  of  discretionary  control  within  the  metropolitan region, and strengthen 
operating effectiveness. Thus i t  can assist i n  the economy of scale, provide a better 
relationship between taxes and benefits, and  retain  local  control  over  area-wide concerns 
while preserving local responsibility for non area-wide services. 
Where the accident of local boundaries makes a courty a logical sponsor or  participant 
i n  the development d an area's system of airports, the county's established multi-purpose 
structure  can  often be employed to advantage. Close to  f i f ty per  cent of .the urban 
counties reporting  to the Municipal Year Book i n  1962 had zoning ordinances, a quarter 
of  which  applied to  incorporated areas that did not  have their own ordinances as well as 
to the unincorporated sections of the counties. 4 Partly as a  result  of  the Urban Planning 
Assistance Program of  the Federal government, sixty  per  cent  of the  urban  counties 
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reporting i n  1962 had a  county planring agency, many  of which had superior planning 
staffs. In  1964 the Executive Director of the National Association of Counties could 
report  to the Municipal Year Book that: 
Urban counties made important strides i n  inducing and 
controlling development i n  1963. Urban renewal began 
to  look more l ike a  county  preoccupation as a significant 
percentage of the nation's 55,000 local government 
employees i n  urban renewal were provided by counties. 
DeKalb County, Georgia, h a s  the results of a two-year 
industrial development program.. .80 new plants with $8 
mill ion added to the county's valuation each month. 
Gaston and Cleveland Counties, North Carolina, showed 
similar growth wiping  out the last vestiges of unemploy- 
ment in the Charlotte area. Allegheny County, 
Pennsylvania, made use of a no-longer-needed county 
work farm and converted i t s  437 acres into an industrial 
park for the Pittsburgh  region. 
Forward looking counties took measures to insure balanced 
development and beneficial growth patterns. Jackson 
County, Missouri; Montgomery County, Pennsylvania; 
and Santa Clara County, California, strengthened open - 
space programs to provide  future  population with green 
areas. Careful county planning has made possible the 
development of whole new towns, complete with a variety 
of housing, commerce, industry, recreation, schools, 'and 
public facilities. Orange County, California, has a 
planned  town  that wi l l  cover an area six times as large as 
that of Manhattan. Reston i n  Fairfax County, Virginia, 
i s  under  way after a  pioneering  effort in community devel- 
opment planning  by  county  officials and developers. 
Howard County, Maryland, wi l l  have 120,000 new resi- 
dents added to i t s  population when a new 14,000-acre 
community between Baltimore and Washington i s  completed. 5 
Whether a county acts alone or i n  concert with other counties or with municipalities, 
the  special financial and  operating problems attendant on airport development, as well as 
the  inter-community influence  of major airport operations, have led  public  officials  to 
explore new techniques of cooperation.  One such device  that i s  being  widely employed 
i s  the ''authority" or llspecial  district". 
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4. Special Districts and Other Autonomous Public Agencies 
Broadly speaking, special  districts are: 
. ..organized (governmental) entities, possessing a 
structural form, an official name, perpetual succession, 
and the rights to sue and be sued, to make contracts, 
and to obtain and dispose of property, They have 
officers who are popularly  elected or are chosen by 
other  public  officials. They have a high degree of 
public accountabi li ty . Moreover, they have con- 
siderable fiscal and administrative independence from 
other governments. The financial and administrative 
criteria distinguish  special  districts  and  other  govem- 
ments from a l l  dependent or subordinate districts and 
from moit  authorities which, lacking one or both of 
these standards, are  not  governmental  units. 6 
There are, of course, various types of special districts. The coterminous district, one 
whose boundaries correspond with a specific  municipality,  includes most local housing 
authorities and school districts. Districts on the urban fringe and i n  rural areas generally 
pertain  to unincorporated  territory  and  often  are  created to supply necessary ut i l i ty  
services to expanding residential development. However, i t  i s  the so-called metropolitan 
district, the specially devised government unit  which extends throughout  the  major portion 
of a  metropolitan complex, whose future i s  specially  involved  with  the  resolution  of 
complex-transportation problems. 
Like other  special  districts, the primary  feature of the typical metropolitan district i s  
i t s  highly specialized nature. It i s  most often created to perform a single function. Well- 
known examples of such special district organizations  are the Metropolitan  Airports Com- 
mission i n  the Minneapolis area, the Huron-Clinton  Metropolitan  Authority i n  the Detroit 
area, and the Metropolitan Park District and the Metropolitan Transit Authority  in the 
Boston area. 
The important controlling force in the  creation of metropolitan  districts i s  the State, 
as such districts  are  normally  locally established pursuant to  enabling  legislation  applicable 
anywhere in a Stote . The usual impetus for such legislation i s  a request by  local  officials 
for special powers to handle a specific problem shared by several local jurisdictions. The 
common method for  organizating  metropolitan  districts under established enabling  legis- 
lation i s  the petitioning of some higher unit  of government and the submission of the 
proposal to the electorates of the various units of government which  are  to be included 
within  the boundaries of the  special  district. 
Such districts have several important virtues. Generally they are established to 
cover the  geographic area within  which the most pronounced  effects of a public problem 
are experienced. Thus the Metropolitan Transit Authority  of Boston owns and operates 
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m a s s  transit facilities throughout the densely populated areas of  the Boston metropolitan 
area; and  the Cleveland  Metropolitan Park District  which covers some 480 square  miles, 
including the City of Cleveland, owns approxi tely 14,000 acres of land, some of which 
i s  outside of the  district's f o r m  I boundaries. p"The latter  District evidences a second 
attribute important to many metropolitan districts: i t  has the abil ity to incorporate addi- 
tional areas i n  a more simple manner than the usual arduous annexation process accorded 
municipalities . 
A strength which accrues to  the usual metropolitan  district as a  result of i t s  large 
jurisdiction i s  its abil i ty to draw upon the financial resources of the entire area. This i s  
a  matter  of great importance, as the principal obstacle to the  resolution  of most urban 
problems i s  the lack of  an adequate and equitab1.y based tax program. 
The principal source of revenue of most metropolitan  districts derives from charges 
for the services which are rendered. Special fees and assessments, consumption charges, 
tot Is and rents are the commont types of levies. In  addition, most special  districts  can 
issue bonds which are usually retired from specially derived revenues. However, i n  many 
important instances, metropolitan  districts  are  specialty  authorized to tax real  property 
.within their  district.  Usually there i s  a stated ceiling on the amount that can be levied, 
but the abil ity of  a district to rely  at least partially on this stable fmm of municipal income 
assists i n  assuring a constant level  of service. 
One  of.the  generally  recognized virtues of most metropolitan  districts i s  their unusual 
excellence of public administration. Many of the large authorities, while sometimes 
criticized for myopia i n  their policy vision, are  simultaneously commended for the highly 
professional manner i n  which they administer their programs. The abil ity to employ and 
to  retain the services of an interested and informed leadership as well as a  professionally 
oriented staff, i s  largely due to the technical nature of the district's activity and the 
common belief that i t s  successful management depends upon the removal of the agency 
from politics. 
Unfortunately,  the  organizational  structure designed to take  metropolitan  districts  out 
of the mainstream of partisan politics has i t s  negative aspects. The principal service 
performed i s  often  isolated from broader metropolitan considerations, and the legitimate 
forces at  work to  make the agency responsive to popular expressions of opinions are 
thwarted. 
One  of  the  overriding needs in the resolution of metropolitan-wide  transportation 
problems i s  the effective at location  of resources to the ,vurious means of transportation. . 
It is  not unusual to find a  major authority  handling  prafitable  toft operations relating  to 
auto use white mass transit facilities  within the same metropotitan area flounder in  deficit 
operations. The inadequate integration  of major airport operations with other necessary 
modes of transportation i s  equally  well known. Thus, the creation  of separate authorities 
to handle very  specific aspects of  an  important  public  function can  lead to wasteful 
expressions of  self-interest and competition  for  public monies. 
Although  metropolitan  districts  offer  specialized service,  they do not  enforce  two 
important instruments i n  the control  of development over large areas: building codes or 
land use regulations. However, these limitations can be substantially overcome i f  the 
special district i s  the creation  of a large  county  or takes the form of a joint  city-county or 
a multi-county authority. In such instances, the regular organs of local government are i n  
a position  to augment the  specialized  operating  force  of the special  district. The same i s  
true, of course, i f  the  authority i s  a State agency such as the New York  State Park 
Commission or the previously mentioned Puerto Rico Ports Authority. 
The jurisdictional boundaries of the special district  of the Port of Seattle  are  coter- 
minous with  King County, Washington, which includes the City of Seattle. In this instance 
the Port of Seattle i s  responsible for the development o f  and  operation  of  port  facilities  for 
a l l  modes of transportation, including the region's commercial air  facil i ty, the Seattle- 
Tacoma International Airport. 
Dade County, Florida, i s  in a unique position as regards the effective  coordination  of 
airport operations with general  land  development policies since the directors  of  the Dade 
County Port Authority  are the County Commissioners and the County operates under a home 
rule charter. In 1945 a  special act of the Florida  Legislature vested the  County Board of 
Commissioners with the powers of a Port Authority  and  authorized  the  Authority to build, 
lease, operate and maintain airports, and other  transportation  projects including adminis- 
trative buildings, t o l l  highways, tunnels, causewarj and bridges ancillary to airport 
operations. Later, in 1957, the County was provided with a counci I-manager form of 
government and sufficient home-rule provisions to make i t  probably the only  truly metro- 
politan government i n  the  United States. 8 
Because of the pervasive and complex  nature of transportation problems greater 
ingenuity  will probably be employed i n  the future i n  the arrangements devised to resolve 
these problems than i n  any sphere of metropol8tan concern. In an  effort to devise methods 
for overcoming the usual limitations of metropolitan  districts - their piecemeal  upproach to 
the solution  of broad public problems, their  addition  of still more agencies to  an  already 
complex local governmental machinery, and their sometime lack of responsiveness to the 
wil l   of the people - the  Advisory  Committee  on  Intergovernmental Relations has drafted 
model legislation  pertaining  to  "metropolitan  service  corporations". 
Accordingly: 
The metropolitan  service  corporation proposed could be of  
a multi-functional  type  that  would meet the argument that 
the authority  inevitably leads to a  piecemeal and fragmented 
approach. In the form proposed i t  would be susceptible, i f  
the area residents so chose, of  handling numerous areawide 
services and functions. Secondly, by  providing  for a board 
of directors made up of members ex  officio from boards of 
county commissioners, c i ty councils, and mayors, the affairs 
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o f  the corporation  would be kept  in the hands of elected 
officials and not entrusted to  an independent, untouchable 
body. Poor performance of the corporation would carry 
the possibility of retribution  at  the polls  for i t s  board of 
directors. Third, the corporation could at  the most result 
i n  the addition  of a  single unit  of government i n  any given 
metropoIItan area, while  holding the potentiality  of ab- 
sorbing  the  functions  and  responsibilities of a considerable 
number of separate organizational units within  the  existing 
units of local government i n  the area. 
In summary: (1) the draft b i l l  would  authorize the estab- 
lishment bf a  "metropolitan  service  corporation" on the 
basis of a majority vote in the area to be served by the 
corporation, pursuant to  an  election resulting either from 
resolution  of  the  governing bodies of maior local govern- 
ments or from petition. 
(2) The corporation would be empowered by statute, subject 
to  local voter approval,  to  carry on one or more of severul 
metropolitan functions, such as sewage disposal, water 
supply, transportation, or planning. If the function of 
comprehensive planning were voted  to the corporation, 
performance on a metropolitan area basis would be required, 
i n  contrast to permission for a smaller ''service  area" i n  the 
case of  other  functions. 
(3) The corporation wou Id be governed by a metropolitan 
council consisting of representatives from the boards of 
comt y commissioners, and from the mayors and  councils 
of component cities. 
(4) The corporation would have power to impose service 
charges and special-benefit assessments, and to issue bonds. 
Whether the corporation  would also possess property-taxing 
power would depend on the range and nature of its 
authorized functional responsibilities. 9 
The suggested legislation i s  similar to that adopted i n  the  State of Washington and 
obviously provides an  improved instrument for the establishment of  metropolitan  service 
districts. However, while i t both permits and encourages metropolitan planhing activities 
of  an advisory nature, i t  does not include  authorization  for  effecting major land use 
changes through regulatory measures or by specific  action programs, althouth there  are no 
legal  prohibitions against  a State's inclusion  of such provision i n  enabling statutes. 
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D. ZONING 
Zoning, i n  theory, should be able  to  produce  land use patterns 
compatible with aircraft noise. In actual practice, however,zoning 
often  falls short of its desired  local  objectives  for a variety  of reasons. 
In most instances, zoning appears after  the patterns  of  development 
are fixed, and simply reflects the existing situation. Zoning can be 
of  significant use only  in  connection  with a well  thought out compre- 
hensive land use plan, and  then only as applied  over  the  long  run i n  
hitherto undeveloped areas. Further, i n  dealing with the problems 
o f  aircraft noise, which  usually  affects many municipalities in  the 
vicinity of an  airport,  zoning i s  a t  a disadvantage, since i t  i s  
generally administered a t  the local level. To be effectively used i n  
connection  with the noise problem, zoning  would  have to be care- 
fu l ly  coordinated  at a  higher  level, or else transferred to  another 
level of government that  can  take  the  entire  affected area into 
consideration. 
1 . Genera I Nature 
Zoning i s  the employment of the police power of the State  to  regulate  the use of 
land and buildings, their height and bulk, the proportion  of the lot  they may cover, and 
the  density of population. 
Zoning  can be used by  airport planners in  cooperation  with  municipal  authorities 
to  prevent the  enhance of noise-sensitive activities  into the  airport  noise-affectid area 
and  to discourage the extension of  existing noise-sensitive activities.  Over a period of 
time, isolated undesirable uses can be eliminated. 
This type  of  control i s  accomplished  by dividing  an area into districts, within 
each  of  which a specific set of regulations i s  applied  uniformly  to  all  property.  In  any 
general discussion the  term "zoning" refers to this broad application  of  land use control. 
"Airport  zoning" i s  a restricted  special use of the  device. 
The basis for  zoning derives from the  power of State governments to  restrict or 
regulate  private  action i n  .the broader  interest of the health, safety, morals, or general 
welfare of the community as a  whole. Actually the  zoning  power i s  rarely  exercised a t  
the State level. A notable  emeption i s  Hawaii, one of the smallest States, as well as 
the newest. 
Prior  to  achieving Statehood, the  territorial government  of Hawaii  had  undertaken a 
program to prepare a comprehensive general plan for the entire territory. Under the Land 
Use Law of 1961 2 a State Land Use Commission was created whose duty i t  was to divide 
the State among four kinds of generalized  land use districts, based on the comprehensive 
plan, and  to  prescribe  the  regulations  for  land use in  each  district. The four  districts 
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are: agricultural, conservation, rural, and urban. Within this framework, the four 
counties of Hawaii may adopt detailed  zoning provisions. 
In  Massachusetts the State  Constitution provides for  the  legislature itself to exercise 
zoning power in certain instances. 
In  Nebruska a statute was adopted  during  World War II which  authorized the creation 
of a State Zoning Agency. Its power superseded all  local  planning and zoning autonomy 
i n  counties and/or municipalities  affected by the location  of Federal military posts and 
munitions plants, as the legislature felt that  the  intensity of development act ivi ty  in these 
areas, coupled with the large influx of peo le, presented problems beyond the capacity 
o f  any individual  municipality to handle. 3 
Such instances of states becoming directly  involved  in zoning are unusual. Zoning 
i s  normally  exercised at  the lowest levels of government where i t  i s  most responsive to 
local needs and pressures. In Louisiana and Missouri the power to zone i s  specifically 
conkrred on local governments by the State Constitutions; the Constitutions of four other 
States (Delaware, Georgia, N e w  Jersey, and Pennsylvania) provide that zoning powers 
may be conferred on local governments by the State Legislature. In the majority of 
instances, however, zoning powers are conferred on local government by the legislature 
through State enabling acts derived from the poli ce power. These are frequently  modelled 
after the standard State Zoning  Enabling Act published by the United States Department 
of Commerce in  1926. 4 
In a few States the grant of  zoning power i s  not  a general one which  applies  to a l l  
municipalities;  rather the legislation i s  restricted  to  cities  or to classes of smaller 
municipaIities. In more than half the States the zoning authority extends to county 
governments. 5 
2. Relatiomhip  of  Zoning  to  Planning . 
Zoning has come to be the most widely used device  for the control  of  land use. 
More than 85 per cent  of  the  munitipalities  with more than 5,000 population in the United 
States have adopted zoning regulations. Because of its close association with planning, 
zoning i s  frequently confused with plahning. This i s  due i n  part to the language of the 
enabling statutes that  require  a  zoning  ordinance  to be i n  accordance with a compre- 
hensive plan and i n  part  to the fact that many communities adopted  zoning ordinances 
before they became actively  involved'in organized planning programs. Zoning i s  not 
planning, however. 
As described by a former President of the American Institute  of Planning, 
Planning, to be both  realistic and effective (and i t  must 
be both  to be either) must be regarded as a continuing 
process in  public administration, consisting of (1) the 
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establishment of  policies  with respect to  the desirable 
physical form and  character 4f the community  and (2) 
the use of these policies as a  guide (a) for  public 
activities and (b) for various regulations applying  to 
private development. 7 
Zoning is but one of the regulations, albeit a  maior one, by  which comprehensive develop- 
ment plans are implemented. 8 
3. Effectiveness of  Zoning 
Zcming has been i n  use for more than f i f ty years, sufficiently  long  to  allow  for 
an assessment of i t s  strengths and its weaknesses. Where zoning has been based on a well 
thought out comprehensive plan and has been stoutly administered, excellent results have 
been achieved in terms of pteserving the quality of a community. However, such instances 
are atypical and  are more common in  small communities father than in large municipaIities 
or cities. 
Zoning has visually produced  very  mixed results, partly  by reason of the  exclusive 
reliance on zoning as the  device  for  guiding development, often  without proper planning 
as a base, and partly as a result of the watering down of the zoning regulations by 
variances and amendments granted without regard to  the  overall  objectives  of the 
ordinances. 9 
Some of the weaknesses of  zoning  are inherent; others are the result of poor 
administration. A primary weakness i s  that i n  most instances zoning cannot be retroactive; 
structures or uses existing at  the  time of the adoption  of a  zoning  ordinance  are  generally 
not  affected  by  the regulations  even though the structures or uses do not comply with the 
regulations. Other weaknesses of zoning are: the essentidlly negative character of the 
instrument  and  its relative  lack  of  f lexibilffy  in the  face of  swift changes in  technology 
and  living patterns; the general  insistence that i t  be  effected  exclusively  at the local 
level;  and the lack of  understanding on  the  part  of many local administrators and  municipal 
officials of the proper role of zoning. 
Non-Conforming Uses: Structures or uses that antedate the zon.ing regulations and that do 
not meet the requirements of the district  in  which they  are  located are termed "non-con- 
forming". As the laws i n  the United States reflect a high regard for property rights, i t  i s  
di f f icult  to remove such uses even though they  are at  odds with  long range comprehensive 
plans. I n  a few States non-conforming uses are  granted  special  protection by the  enabling 
legislation  and  are exempted from  municipal  action to eliminate them under zoning. On 
the  other hand, i n  a  small number of States, the statutes provide  that the  discontinuance 
or elimination of such non-conforming uses legally may be  required i n  the zoning ordinance 
provided  that  certain minimum safeguards are met, such as a  ieasonable period  within 
which the owner may amortise his investment. 10 I n  the majority of the States, however, 
non-conforming uses are  permitted  to  continue but  are not  permitted to expand or  to change 
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unless they conform to the zoning  regulations. They may even  be reconstructed after a 
f i re or other catastrophe provided the damage does not exceed a stated proportion of  their 
value. 
It i s  apparent that i n  the main, munici  palities  cannot  rely on  zoning to eliminate 
non-conforming uses. The alternatives  to  their  continued  existence appear to be outright 
purchase by the public or by private  individuals who feel  strongly about their  continued 
existence; condemnation by the  health, housing, or safety administrators i f  the uses fai l  
to meet the provisions of regulations  governing those matters; or acquisition hy condemna- 
tion i f  necessary under urban renewal procedures. As such non-conforming uses are 
generally  incompatible with surrounding uses, they contribute  to the instability of an area 
and  provide a criterion for clearance or rehabilitation. 
Negative Character of Zoning: Zoning developed from rudimentary controls over land 
use that were based on nuisance. Many ordinances stiIl.Fonsist of long l i s ts  of prohibited 
"
uses and are weak for the  very reason that with the passage of time the kinds of uses that 
may be  compatible or incompatible i n  a particular area change. Further, such zoning i s  
a restriction on, rather than an incentive to, private development. A zoning ordinance 
does not  create new ratables nor build a community. It establishes minimum ground rules 
which guide individual actions. 
In recent years there have been attempts to introdwe new zoning approaches that  are 
more positive i n  nature. One i s  to  provide  for  "exclusive"  districts  within  which  only 
specific classes of use may be permitted.  Another is  to substitute performance standards 
for the long l is ts  of  prohibited uses. However, as these devices often require not only 
sophisticated equipment but also specially  trained technicians and administrators, i t  i s  
di f f icult  for the average small community to attempt such refinements. 
Lack of Flexibility: Granted the theoretical efficacy of new approaches to zoning, i t  i s  
frequently  difficult for  a municipality  to undertake them without  specific  enabling 
legislation from the State. In  part this is  because State enabling legislation must be general 
i n  stating the principles  that  apply  to  call  municipalicies but specific in  defining the 
powers granted to local government. The precise powers required to effect certain zoning 
techniques may  be inadvertently  restricted by omission  or by lack  of  clarity ef the language 
of the legislation. However, to be effective, zoning must be tailored to meet the require- 
ments and the circumstances of each individual community. 11 
A body  of  zoning law has been bui l t  up case by case from tests of local ordinances. 
Although each ordinance was applicable  to a  given set of circumstances, the legal 
decisions establish precedents which encourage or inhibit the  actions of other  jurisdictions. 
A community which undertakes zoning innovations must be  prepared to face  long  and 
expensive court proceedings, even if i t  i s  assured of  legal support for its actions  and 
especially where there i s  no specific mention in the  enabling laws of the precise kind of 
regulation  that i s  being attempted. 
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This situation has been  demonstrated recently  with regard to  the  device  known as 
"cluster zoning'', which provides for a reduction in  the  average  size  of lots i n  a  subdivision 
provided  the  developer dedicates  the "surplus" land to public  recreation or  other open 
space use. In  New York State, the Ci ty  Law and the Village Law contain  specific 
authorization  for the local  governing  body  to  confer upon  the planning board the power to 
modify the  precise requirements of  the  zoning  ordinance i n  considering  a  subdivision plot. 
For a long time, however, there was no  similar  provision i n  the Town Law which  affects 
ninety-five per cent  of the territory  of  the State. Under the circumstances no Town could 
consider  cluster zoning  until  appropriate  legislation was adopted  by  the State legislature. 92 
In  New Jersey, where the zoning enabling statute applies to a l l  municipalities, there i s  no 
specific mention of such a power, but i t  has been implied. When the Township of South 
Brunswick adopted  regulations  pertaining to  cluster  zoning as an integral  part  of i t s  zoning 
ordinance, i t  was required to argue the case for its action  in the courts where, happily,its 
position was sustained. 13 
Extra-territorial jurisdiction: One of the serious impediments to the use of zoning to 
resolve problems on a metropolitan  or  regional basis i s  the di f f icul ty  in overcoming the 
strong sentiment  for ''home rule",  which i s  based partly on  the  fact 'that, from i t s  inception, 
zoning has been exercised almost exclusively  at the lowest level  of government. This 
impediment i s  often encountered i n  efforts  to  control  land uses i n  areas affected by airport 
operations where aircraft noise extends across many municipal boundaries. 
In more than thirty States, the counties have been granted zoning power over unin- 
corporated lands. These powers have been exercised almost exclusively in  areas where 
the pressures for new development have spilled  over  the  municipal boundaries. In  nine 
States municipalities have been given  the power  to  zone  the land beyond their  corporate 
boundaries within a  distance of up to  three  miles  provided  there i s  no'county zoniAg i n  
effect. l4 The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations suggests that this 
practice should be more generally employed and has proposed a standard enabling act to be . 
adopted by other States. 15 
The coordination of zoning  on  an  area-wide basis can  be accomplished i n  a variety  of 
ways. The example of Hawaii has already been described. This, however, i s  really a 
special case based on the  intense  concentrations  of  population i n  a relatively  few  developed 
areas among the islands, the  knowledge  gained in  a relatively few  developed areas among 
the islands, the  knowledge  gained  from  previous  planning as a territory, and the oppor- 
tunity  to  start afresh as a State. In few cases has i t  been possible otherwise to overcome 
the intense emotions aroused by attacks on ''home rule'' powers. In most instances where 
action has been taken at a metropolitan or regional  level i t  has been of  an  advisory or 
coordinating nature. An outstanding exception i s  Marion County, Indiana, which includes 
Indianapolis, the State capital, and twenty-three other municipalities. An act of the 
State legislature i n  1955 withdrew a l l  planning  and  zoning powers from  the  several  muni- 
cipalities and  the county government and vested  them i n  a Metropolitan  Planning Commission, 
which was charged with the prepamtion  of  an  area-wide  plan  of development  and  a com- 
prehensive zoning ordinance. The County  Council was assigned the  responsibility  for  the 
legislative enactment of  the  ordinance. 16 
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If zoning i f  to be at   a l l   ef fect ive  in assisting in the  control of land uses around major 
airports, i t wi l l ,   in most instances, have to be  developed  and  administered on a rnulti- 
jurisdictional  level such as the example of  Marion  County represents. Practically, such a 
procedure need not  involve the  making of  detailed decisions at a level above that  of the 
local  jurisdiction. Rather i t  could mean the development and enforcement of basic poiicy 
decisions concerning maior land use groupings and overall  density standards. Within the 
confines of these general, area-wide determinations, local jurisdictions  could  be  free  to 
handle a l l  zoning matters. 
An  intermediate  position has been taken in  New York where the counties  have  no 
zoning powers. The City, Town, Village, and General Municipal Laws were amerrded i n  
1964 to provide  for a measure of  coordination  of  municipal  zoning actions. Except fo r  
those counties which  operate under special charters (which  are  therefore  free to make their 
own rules), where a county has a plahning board a l l  municipal  zoning  actions  affecting land 
near municipal boundaries, county and State parks and reservations, parkways, expressways, 
and other limited access highways, or designated streams or  drainage channels, must be 
reviewed by the  county  planning board prior  to  final  action  by the municipality.. Where 
there i s  no county  planning board, a minimum of intermunicipal  coordination i s  required, 
and the affected  neighboring  jurisdictions  are accorded  the right  to appear at  the  required 
public hearings to present their comments  (though. they  are  denied the privilege of 
resorting  to  judicial  action). 17 
Administrative Problems: The fact  that  zoning operates almost exclusively a t  the local 
level subjects i t  to weakening from several directions. One i s  the lack  of expertise of 
the officials responsible for  preparing  zoning ordinances, for  enforcing them, and  for 
supporting them when they  are  attacked i n  court. Most zoning ordinances were created 
without basic planning considerations i n  mind, and generally there is  no professional staff 
on hand to assist the local  legislative body to  define  and  articulate the intent  of various 
zoning provisions and  the proper standards  or  safeguards that should be adhered to i n  
establishing various kinds of regulations. In addition, although zoning i s  an Important tool 
of  local government, i t  represents only a minor element of  municipal law; few  municipal 
attorneys can  give i t  the attention i t  should have. l 8  Further, the enforcement of zoning 
ordinances i s  customarily assigned to another official, usually  the building inspector, 
whose professional training i s  often  very narrow. Only   in  recent years has the  full-time 
zoning administuator made an appearance, and then principal ly  in the  larger cities and 
towns. 19 
As zoning Ordinances acquire new complexity, not only in  their substance but in the 
gadgetry  required  for enforcement of performance standards, the  zoning  administrator 
required  additional  special  training and  a broader knowledge  of  the aims of the ordinance 
for  which  he i s  responsible. Such expertise may be costly; certainly i t  is  in short supply. 
It is  more likely to be afforded at  a  higher level of government where the economy of 
larger  scale  administration and operation makes i t  possible to employ professional 
specialisis and to use their services to best advantage. 
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The  second factor  which reduces the  effectiveness  of most zoning ordinances i s  the 
unnecessarily large number of  actions  of  the  local  legislative body i n  amending the zoning 
map or the  regulations for particular districts, usually i n  response to pressure from property 
owners or  prospective developers. Such decisions are  often made with  limited  objectives 
i n  view - frequently  only  the temporary  advantage of a  new  structure added to  the assess- 
ment rolls.  While  the  immediate results may be pictured  to the governing body as increased 
tax revenue, jobs, or income from the sale of  municipal property, there i s  seldom a long, 
hard  look a t  the  eventual outcome of  any such re-zoning, such as could be provided  by 
an adequately  staffed  planning  agency  with a good working  knowledge of the community's 
needs and resources. 
A third  direction from which  weakening  actions  are  taken stems from  the  operations 
of  boards of appeals. These public bodies, created to protect the individual property 
owner against any undue  harm which  might be caused by the strict  interpretation  of  the 
regulations, frequently  fail to grasp the relationship between their  activity and the 
general community goals as expressed i n  the zoning ordinances. In many instances, 
instead o f  protecting the municipalityb-y  permitting  only the minimum  variance  required 
to  alleviate a hardship, boards of appeals  go to the  opposite  extreme  and  approve any 
variance  virtually  without  qualification.  It has been dif f icult  to  restrict the actions of 
such quasi-judicial boards, because the usual legislative language by which they are 
created does not  provide  clear standards for  the  review  of cases or for  findings of  fact on 
which  to base decisions. 20 
4. Zoning for Open Space 
One  result of the population  "explosion" has been an increased  interest i n  ways 
and means of preserving open space in an near urban areas. 21 In addition to wooded 
areas and forest preserves, such open spaces include  agricultural lands, flood plains, 
gold courses, and other l ightly used tracts of land. The provision  of such spaces i n  the 
general  fabric of a  community  can reasonably fa l l  under  the  general welfare provisions 
o f  the police power as a means of  restricting the overall  density of population. However, 
there i s  an understandable reluctance to preserve open land through zoning. Indeed, where 
attempts have been made by municipalities, they have usuaily been struck down by the 
courts as an  unlawful  taking  of  property  rights  without due compensation. 22 Nevertheless, 
in  States where there i s  considerable conflict between  the pressure for urban development 
and the desire to retain lands currently  in  agricultural use, the principle  of  exclusive 
agriculturnl  zoning has gained acceptance. 23 This device i s  being used extensively i n  
California especially in  the Santa Clara Valley. Such agricuitural zoning i s  the principal 
device  being employed  to protect  the proposed  new  Sacramento Metropolitan  Airport 
against incompatible land uses in  its vicinity. 24 Agricultural zoning has been employed 
i n  similar fashion in  Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, where the County  Airport i s  also 
locdted i n  a farming area. 25 Unless such an interest i n  agriculture i s  present, however, 
i t  does not seem reasonable to expect  that  large tracts of open land  around  airports  can  be 
retained in  an open state through zoning. Positive action i s  required i n  such instances, 
such as public  acquisition  of  land  or of rights in  land i n  connection  with programs for 
conservation of  recreation. 26 
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5. Airport  Zoning 
The approaches to  airport runways require  a  minimum  of  unobstructed space that 
must be protected against encroachment by high structures. The Federal Aviation Agency 
requires that  public  airports  constructed or  improved with Federal funds have this kind 
of protection.  Since  height  of structures i s  among the features subject  to  zoning  control, 
i t  has been customary to refer to this protection as ''airport zoning". Also, i t i s  becoming 
accepted  practice  to  include the provisions for  airport  protection i n  the comprehensive 
zoning ordinance, especially where a l l  the territory  involved i s  under a single  jurisdiction. 
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Airport zoning, however, i s  based on certain other elements of the police power 
and  properly requires separate enabling legislation. The model statutes prepared by the 
Federal Aviotion Agency and by the  National  Institute  of  Municipal Law Officers, for 
use a t  the State and local levels, have been uti l ized  in somewhat haphazard fashion. 
The basic statutes have seldom been tested in court  and  certainly never on a  matter of 
substance. Thus far, efforts to clearly establish the extent of Federal interest in  and 
responsibility for such zoning have been unsuccessful. Although the national interest in 
aviation has been demonstrated, the  continuing  policy i s  that the development and 
operation  of  airports is  a local matter. 
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The basic test of  airport  zoning thus far appears to be its reasonable application. 
Where an  airport does not acquire  sufficient  clear zone  and where the municipal  airport 
zoning  ordinance does not provide minimum safeguards for the relief of  property owners 
close to the ends of the runways, where the inclined  plane  defining the protected airspace 
extends so close  to  the ground as to  preclude the reasonable use of the land, the 
ordinance may be ruled  unconstitutional, as a tuking  of  property rights without due 
compensation. 
A m i o r  problem  related  to the protection  of  airports  and the  proper use of  land 
i n  their vicinity i s  that  frequently  the  territory  affected by airport operations i s  i n  two  or 
more jurisdictions, only one of  which i s  under contract to  the  Federal  agency and therefore 
under compulsior! to take the steps necessary to  protect the airport approaches. The 
President's Airport Commission i n  1952 recommended a  combination of airport  zoning  and 
i:omprehensive land use zoning  to  restrict  not  only the height  of structures in  the vicinity 
of the  airports but. also  the character. of development  and  the  density of  population in  
areas exposed to hazards from aircraft crashes. 29 Such a  provision was written  into the 
Federal Airport A.ct only i n  March d 1964. 3o However, so far as can be determined 
there h a s  been little  effort  exerted thus far to  achieve  coordination  of  airport development 
and  protection  with  land use controls, es:peciaIly where there i s  more than one jurisdiction 
involved. 
An  exception  to this situation i s  the City of Chicago,  which i s  working  on  an 
agreement with the  several municipalities  affected by the operation of O'Hare  lnter- 
national Airport. In this case, however, the power to effect airport zoning no longer 
rests with  any  of the municipalities, the  State  of Illinois  having  withdrawn  that power from 
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local governments and vested i t  with  the State Commissioner of Aeronautics. 31 
Sacramento, California; Tulsa, Oklahoma; and Wichita, Kansas, are  other cities 32 
where.comprehensive planning i s  attempting  to  relate  airport development with  land uses. 
A demonstration project study for the HHFA has recently been completed based on the 
Detroit  Metropolitan - Wayne County  Airport, where a single community, the Township of 
Rornulus, surrounds the  airport and i s  subjected  to  the  bulk  of  objectionable  aircraft noise. 
The Township has taken the in i t ia l  step of  re-zoning  land exposed to fly-over noise to a 
Transitional Zone, while  awaiting completion of State and Federal review of the Compre- 
hensive Land Use Plan upon which the balance of  the  municipal program i s  to  be  predicated. 
Most states which expressly permit:  municipalities  to  acquire, develop, and  operate 
airport  facilities outside of their corporate limits, also authorize muni palities to develop 
and enforce zoning regulations designed to  protect  flight operations. 3’ In most instances, 
however, the intention of such legislative  authorization i s  to prevent the erection of towers, 
poles, wires or other hazardous obstructions, and does not  extend  to  the  adoption of 
district zone classifications  which  control the use to  which  land can be put  in the vicinity 
of airports. Thus, the statute of the State of Montana which authorizes extraterritorial  zoning 
powers i n  connection  with  airport development  and which is  representative of such legis- 
lation provides  that: 
If i n  the judgment of a polit ical subdivision  owning or controlling an  airport,  the 
pol i t ical subdivision within  which i s  located  an  airport hazard area appertaining  to  that 
airport, has failed to adopt or enforce reasonably adequate airport  zoning regulations  for 
each area.. . and i f  that  political subdivision has refused to join in creating a joint  air- 
craft zoning board. ..the polit ical subdivision  owning or controlling  the  airport may itself 
adopt, administer, and  enforce  airport  zoning regulations  for  the airport hazard\area i n  
question. 34 
I t  i s  clear  that  airport zoning, i n  and of itself, has a minimum short term impact  on 
land use patterns. There can be no assumnce of compatibility between the  airport and i t s  
neighbors unti l such time as a general development  guide  can be prepared for the entire 
area affected  by  airport operations and adequate zoning  devices  can be effectively coor- 
dinated  with other public instruments which  affect development. 
E. BUILD1 N G  A N D  HOUSl N G  CODES 
Building and housing codes, which affect the construction, the 
layout  and  size  of  interior spaces, and the provision  of  certain 
amenities, appear to be a logical  vehicIe:for  enforcing acoustic 
standards. Such standards affecting the transmission of sound within 
structures are now being devised  and considered i n  connection  with 
the  current program of transforming building codes to reflect 
performance standards rather than the specification  of materials  and 
dimensions. 
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1 . Bui Idi ng Codes 
Background 
Efforts to prohibit  building practices inimical  to the  health and  safety of the public 
reach back a long way, perhaps to 2,000 B.C. and the Code of Hammurabi wherein, if a 
man bui l t  a house for  another man, and built so badly  that  the house collapsed and ki l led 
the owner, the  builder was put  to death. 
In  less dramatic form, in  colonial America local ordinances controlled the construction 
of  chimneys and roofs, and, subsequently, other  important components of residential struc- 
tures. The gradual accretion  of such regulations and their  codification  into  building codes 
have come to constitute  the  primary  local  device  for  insuring minimum requirements for 
light, ventilation, safety, sanitation and fire protection. Such regulatory measures have 
gradually expanded to cover most building construction  practices  and have been  grouped, 
i n  most instances, into extremely  complex sets of  regulations. 
Building codes can be extended to include sound proofing provisions for  buildings i n  
noise affected areas or areas which  are expected to become so affected on  the basis of 
projected  airport  activity. Since building codas apply to new construction, they wi l l  not 
help  alleviate  existing noise problems. 
The increasing?, complex  and  diverse local  building codes - there are currently more 
than 5,000 different codes in force i n  the United States -have  a.concentrated  attention i n  
the last several decades upon the development of common standards or model codes which 
can be adopted, often  by reference, by local communities. Several of these, such as the 
Uniform  Building Code, developed by the International Conference of Building  Officials, 
and the Basic Code, sponsored by the Building  Officials Conference of America, have 
assisted i n  reducing many of  the  glaring discrepancies among locally  drafted standards. 
However, much remains to be done i n  the standardization of building controls; for nearly 
every  metropolitan area has l iterally scores of  different codes with  widely  varying 
construction standards. 
Several metropolitan areas, often  taking  their  lead from county-wide groups, have 
made significant advances i n  the  standardization  and simplification  of  building  require- 
ments. A single model code has been adopted by the local jurisdictions within St. Louis 
County; and i n  Allegheny County, around Pittsburgh, some thirty  of the one hundred 
twenty-nine communities have adopted the Uniform Building Code. ' Similar effQrts 
exist around the  country. 
Performance Standards 
All ied  with the  efforts to achieve a  greater harmony among the codes of various local 
jurisdictions  are the  efforts  to shift the emphasis of  control from the detailed  specifications 
of materials and equipment to the elabomtion of minimum performance standards. The 
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State of  New York has progressed unusually  far in  creatively  involving  itself  in  obtaining 
the  local  adoption  of  and subsequent compliance  with  improved  building  construction 
performance standards. It has done this primarily through the development of  the  New York 
State Building Construction Code, 2 
. . .a performance  code which uses nationally recognized standards 
established by industry groups or independent  testing  organieations. 
Established in  1950, i t  now serves 421 Communities with a total 
population of more than 5 mi IIion (65% of communi ties i n  the state 
that  are  "codeable" - that is  big enough to  benefit  by a code. (sic.) 
It i s  general ly  recognized as the clearest  and most comprehensive 
on the books anywhere. It consists of four sections : residential 
one-and two-family, multiple dwelling, general construction, and 
plumbing. These are contained in  four pocket-sized booklets, none 
over 200 pages long. They are accompanied by an advisory manual 
which  illustrates and  explains commonly used materials and methods 
which meet the code's performance standards i n  such clear terms 
that  any layman can understand them. 
Under the  state law  setting i t  up, adoption  of the  code i s  voluntary. 
Administration and enforcement are local responsibilities. Towns 
establish their own permit fees, hire inspectors, and even share 
their services with other towns using  the code. 
The code i s  kept up to  date  by a building code bureau in the state 
Division of Housing 8t Community Renewal. The bureau provides 
these services - a l l  free - to communities using the code: 
* Bulletins  advising them of the  latest  generally  accepted standards 
applying  to the code, which are  also compiled  at least  every six 
months i n  a booklet. 
* Bulletins reporting what products have been reviewed and 
certified as acceptable  by  the code council. 
* Aid i n  code interpretation,  and i n  reviewing  building plans that 
are  too  complicated or bulky for local  officials to handle (e.g., a 
big  industrial  plant proposed for  a  residential  village). 
* Seminars and clinics for local officials, architects, builders, 
and others on the code, how i t  works and how to use it. 
Under the code, the local inspector i s  the judge of whether a 
given material or technique satisfies the code. The manual and 
accepted standards are  purely advisory. And the inspector i s  entitled 
to ask for  proof. If i t  does not satisfy him - or the  situation presents 
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practical problems i n  compliance  which  he  cannot resolve - 
the owner, builder,  architect,  or producer may appeal to the 
construction  board of  review  of  the State Building Code Council 
for a review or variance. The review board's decision i s  
binding unless either party takes the case to court. An 
application fee-0 i s  charged for this service. 3 
Other States, however, have not proceeded as far as New York. About twenty have 
approved codes, but, for  the most part, these have few  specific standards, are  purely 
advisory, and  are limited to  the regulation  of  buildings  other than private residences and 
farm structures. 4 
Noise Transmission Standards 
Historically, construction codes have concerned themselves with establishing minimum 
requirements for  structural safety and for  Iight,vmtilation, sanitation, and fire  protection. 
Increasingly, as apartment development assumes a  greater proportion  of the home building 
market, standards are being  developed and enforced  which seek to reduce the transmission 
of noise within buildings, and the Federal Housing Administration has actively  lent  itself 
to  the  efforts  to  prevent  disagreeable  and recurring noises originating  in one apartment 
or area of a building from  disturbing  families in other pasts of  the building - above, below, 
or  adjoining on  the same floor. A new code i s  being  developed  for  New Yo& City  by 
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. The draft submitted to the Ci ty Government for considera- 
tion includes  controls for the transmission of  interior noise. 
As yet, however, performance standards have not been developed and popularly 
adopted  which  consciously seek to prevent  unusually high levels  of noise generated 
outside of structures from penetrating  into the interior structures. Traffic and general 
street sounds are  the usual disturbances from outside, and the appropriate  siting of structures 
and the use of standard building materials  are normally adequate  to  attenuate this type of 
noise. 
As manufactuting operations have historically been the genemtors of disturbances 
inimical to residential development, communities have sought through zoning to segregate 
industrial development from residential areas. Where previously established conditions 
have produced sharp conflicts between industrial operations and family  living,  publicly 
supported urban renewal activities have been employed to achieve this separation. 
However, the continued expansion of airport Operations and particularly the introduction 
of  iet  aircraft create  a  condition  wherein noise i s  distributed over  very  wide areas, great 
portions of  which are otherwise admirably suited to residential development. In such 
instances i t  would  appear reasonable that  acoustical performance standards may be 
adopted  which  would have as their  objective the attenuation of  outside noise to an 
acceptable  interior noise level. 
The additional  acoustical treatment  required would unquestionable raise the toto1 
cost of construction above that  required under "normal" conditions. However, i f  the area 
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under  consideration  for  development was sensibly zoned, the  additional cost  would be 
consistent with the proposed land use. For example, in   an area where it would be 
necessary to increase the cost of construction by 50% in order to reduce  the interior 
noise level from 120 to 90 db i t  i s  obvious that a  non-residential use such as a  commercial 
or  industrial enterprise of some kind would be  more appropriate than private residences. 
Similarly, i n  a situation where required noise attenuation measures would increase the cost 
of  construction by  only 10% a  residential  zoning  classification  might be entirely reasonable. 
Such varying situations are  roughly analogous to  the  influence  which topography has 
on  zoning  district  classifications. Grades under 10% are  normally considered as having 
l i t t l e  bearing  onrconstruction costs and thus are  largely  ignored i n  the determination of the 
kinds of development which  are  permitted  within an area. Grades greater than lo%, 
however, may progressively raise the cost of site preparation as well as the cost of a 
structure. Increasingly, however, areas of unusual slope are neither prohibited from 
development, nor automatically classified as recreation. Their development potential 
i s  analyzed in the light of  other relevant considerations, such as existing contiguous uses, 
the availabil ity  of access, etc. Thus sites which from the standpoint of the steepness of  
the slopes are  marginally  suitable for development, often  are deemed to be eminently 
suitable when viewed from a broadened frame of reference. Many areas around maior 
airports  can  likewise be satisfactorily  developed i f  the building and  zoning controls are 
appropriately matched to the special requirements of the areas. 
2. Housing Codes 
Background 
The development of housing codes i s  a much more recent development than that  of 
building codes; they do not as yet have as wide a local  application.  In 1953, the Housing 
and Home Finance Agency stated i n  an official  publication that, ' I . .  . minimum housing 
standards are at  present in a trial and error stage of development." This i s  still very 
much the case. 
A housing code, 
. . .establishes  standards governing  the occupancy, minimum 
facilities, and  maintenance of  existing structures used for 
habitable purposes. By occupancy i s  meant habitable space 
requirements, such as: minimum dwelling units space (per 
pepon); minimum ceiling height; minimum living  unit space; 
regulation  of use of basements and cellars; natural  light 
requirement; and ventilation requirement. 6 
Since housing codes deal  with  existing conditions, housing codes could be used to enforce 
soundproofing  of existing structures i n  noise affected areas around  airports. The maior 
problem then i s  to  allocate the cost on a rational basis among the  property owner, the 
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airport and the  community. The fact that such codes are  directed a t  existing conditions 
rather than prospective  development accounts for  the  very different patterns of  acceptance 
as between building codes and housing codes; i t  i s  obviously more dif f icult  both polit ically 
and  legally to impose higher standards retroactively. 
California has a State housing code, which  municipalities 
must adopt i f  they do not have their own. New  York and 
New Jersey have prepared model housing codes which 
localities may adopt by reference. Some of the States, 
such as New York  and Tennessee, provide  technical 
assistance to local units  for  preparation  of  a housing code. 
These States are the  exception, however, and by and 
large the States have done l i t t le to move their  local 
governments toward housing code  adoption or to help them. 
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The first model housing law was published i n  1914. Until  that t ime there were only 
tenement housing laws, based principally on New York City's experience. The States which 
adopted these model laws generally limited their  application to cities over  a certain size. 
In many instances they contained elements of both building and housing codes; this i s  
still the pattern i n  some jurisdictions.  Wide spread interest i n  the establishment of 
minimum acceptable l iving standards greatly increased during the 1930's, with the creation 
of  the Federal Housing Administration, the Home Owners Loan Corporation, the advent of 
the  public housing program and  other measures designed to establish  a popularly supported 
underpinning for the improvement of housing conditions The national policy subsequently 
enunciated in the Federal Housing Act  of 1949, was that  every  family was entitled to a 
''decent, safe, and sanitary home." Efforts to develop stancbrds upon which housing codes 
can  legitimately  be based and to have such standards popularly  accepted  derive  their force 
from this national concern. Currently, one of the most widely used codes is, A Proposed 
Housing Ordinance devised by the American Public Health Association. 
Since the period  of the 1930's there have been persistent efforts to have every 
community establish a housing code. These efforts have received  their greatest support from 
the Federal government which, as an outgrowth of the Housing Act of 1949, required that 
before any community can participate  in the urban renewal or community facilities programs 
i t  must have as part  of i t s  overall improvement plan  (officially known as the Workable 
Program) a formally adopted  and appropriately administered housing code. A basic reason 
for this requirement i s  the  recognition  that the local enforcement of  the occupancy standards 
and other provisions of a housing code can materially  retard the rate of decay within our 
cities. As the Federal government i s  channeling enormous sums into the revitalization  of 
the country's urban areas, i t  considen i t  appropriate  to request that  local communities which 
are  the  recipients  of  Federal assistance developrprocedures to insure that the rate  of 
obsolescence and decay do not  outstrip efforts to eradicate such conditions. 
Housing codes, as i s  the case with  building codes, have been seen primarily as the 
adoption  of a  single  but comprehensive set of regulations  which  applies i n  a  uniform manner 
throughout a particular community. Similarly, there does not seem to be any overriding 
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legal or technical obstacle to the inclusion of  housing code measures which have appli- 
cation to  special areas of a community, such as would be the case i f  ''higher" standards 
were applied  to  districts  especially  affected  by  fly-over noise. An  important component 
of contemporary  zoning i s  the  imposition of  different requirements in  different  section of 
a community. 
Problems of  Retroactivity 
The problem posed by the possible incorporation of such special  provisions for  different 
areas of a  community i s  that as portions of a housing code  they would  apply  to  existing 
structures rather than, as i s  the  instance of a building code, to new structures erected 
after the adoption  of the code. The practical result of this situation i s  that, i n  order 
to establish the equitability  of imposing extraordinary  regulatory provisions, i t  would 
probably  be necessary for the local community to establish  special financial inducements 
to guarantee compliance. The various devices such as special loan and grant programs, 
tax abatement procedures, and the  like,  which can become part of an overall housing 
improvement:program  are discussed in detai l   in other sections of this report. 
F. EMI NENT DOMAl N 
The theory of eminent domain, under which government may 
acquire property for public purposes, has been expanded in recent 
years  to permit  activities  that were not  previously considered to 
be public functions, such as urban renewal. In connection with 
the aircraft noise problem, eminent domain i s  applicable  to the 
acquisition  of l imited rights i n  land, for  avigation easements, 
restriction  of development, preservation of open space uses, and 
other similar purposes. 
1 . General  Nature 
Historically "eminent  domain" refers to the power of government to acquire 
private property for public use. In the United States this power i s  closely circumscribed 
by the requirements of  fair compensation and  "due process of  law'' as provided i n  the 
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. The maior distinction between the 
power of eminent domain and the so-called police power i s  that, as a  rule, the latter is  
used to  regulate or restrict  private  property i n  general, while eminent domain affects  a 
specific  property  which i s  taken from private ownership and  appropriated  to some 
particular public use. 1 
Airport  planning  authorities  can use eminent domain  to acquire needed real 
property at a fa i r   mrket  pr ice i f  the owner does not wish to  sell or asks an excessive price. 
Planning  authorities for a new airport can use eminent domain  to.complete assembly of 
necessary land in  undeveloped areas and then use zoning and other techniques to  prevent 
the  incursion  of noise sensitive activities. 
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If owners of property i n  noise affected area seek to  limit  airport operations to  reduce 
their noise exposure, the  airport  authorities  can use eminent domain to purchase these 
properties. The airport can then resell the property with a noise easemenkthus obtaining 
relief  from claims at minimum cost. 
2. Des Moines Municipal Airport 
The City of Des Moines, Iowa, obtained such easements for the Des Moines 
Municipal Airport, i n  the required  clear zone beginning 200 feet beyond the  end of the 
runway  and  extending  out 2500 feet. Where necessary to remve obstacles or to  provide 
sites for necessary LCS facilities, properties were acquired  and  buildings demolished. 
In most instances, however, easements were acquired over existing residences, many of 
which were one story high. A t  the outset, the city thought to obtain such easements for 
a token value of $1. However, as property owners became aware of the programr the 
asking  prices were raised. The average cost of such easements acquired  by  direct 
negotiation  with  property owners was $250-300. 
In a number of instances, the owners preferred  to sel l  the property to the city, 
rather than suffer an anticipated loss i n  value of their houses. In other cases, where the 
c i ty  was unable to negotiate a reasonable price for  the easement, the c i ty invoked 
eminent domain and  the fu l l  fee was condemned (at  a price close to ful l  market value). 
In both these types of instances, an easement was imposed through  a deed restriction,  and 
the house was offered  for sale on the open market, through the prevailing  multiple  listing 
system. The sale price was generally lower than the purchase price  by $1,500 to 2,000. 
This amount was accepted by the city as the cost of the avigation easement. Three facts 
of interest came out  of this program: 
1 .  People are wil l ing  to  l ive under the noise conditions close to the end of the 
runway which i s  exposed to over 110 PNdb. In part this i s  due to  their becoming 
accustomed to the noise environment  and in  part  to a  reluctance  to  leave  a 
neighborhood with which  they were otherwise  satisfied. The desirability  of the 
area was born out  by the  willingness of  other  people  to purchase houses i n  the 
area, accepting the noise as a corollary  of the slightly lower money cost of the 
house. 
2. In the recent re-appraisal of a l l  property in  theClty  of Des Moines by an 
independent consultant, no differential was included  for the area subject to 
airport noise. A i l  property i n  the c i ty was found by the  consultant to have 
appreciated i n  value, including both  the  residential  and  commercial areas i n  the 
vicinity of the  airport. 
3. Commercial properties very close to the edge of the clear zone have been re- 
developed  and  improved with one story  service stations that  comply with the 
height  restrictions. 
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Under the  police power, government may condemn and i f  necessary demolish 
structures in  the presence of conditions judged to be injurious  to the health, safety, or 
general  weltare of  the community.  Abandoned and/or dilapidated  buildings  are  the 
usual targets of such action. However, i n  these situations the government acquires no 
right, title, or interest i n  the property affected. O n  the other hand, under eminent 
domain, fu l l  or partial  t i t le i s  acquired  by government. Where an owner is wil l ing  to 
sell for an agreed upon compensation, this transfer of rights may be achieved  by  negotia- 
t ion  in  the same voluntary manner as most sales of  real  property between private parties. 
Where an owner i s  not wi l l ing to sell, or where agreement cannot be reached as to the 
fair value of the property, government can acquire t i t le from the owner through con- 
demnation with  the amount of compensation determined  through  a judicial proceeding. 
3. Acquisition for Public Purposes 
The acquisition  of  private  property  by government i n  order to  further a public 
purpose, as contrasted to a public use (such as a school, fire station, highway, park, 
or airport), i s  a recent and extremely  significant  innovation. The extent to which 
government can acquire and dispose of  rights i n  real  property has been greatly expanded 
as a  result of the legal determinations by  which this innovation has been sustained i n  the 
courts. In a large measure, the impetus for this broadened view of eminent domain 
stems from the efforts o f  the Federal government to assist municipalities  to improve the 
l iving conditions of  their residents. 
4. Federal Legis la tion 
The United States Housing Act  of 1937 2 had as its objective the elimination of 
slum areas and the construction  of public housing projects  for low-income families. 
Under this Act municipalities were  required  to establish local  public housing agencies. 
These in  turn were empowered to use eminent domain to  obtain  title to  property  required 
for a  project,  to  clear the land  of its blighted structures, and  to construct and operate 
housing projects on these sites. Since Congress had indicated  the  public purposes to be 
served (the provision  of housing for families  of  low income who were unable to  obtain 
decent, safe, and  sanitary housing on the open market), eminent domain was used i n  its 
original sense. The innovation was the declaration of housing as a public "use". 
The Housing Act   o f  1949 3 adhorized the Federal  Government to extend 
financial assistance to States and local units of government for the clearance  and  re- 
development of slums and  blighted areas. Under the provisions of this Act, a local 
public agency  (defined in  the Act as ' I . .  .any State, county, municipality,  or other 
governmental entity  which i s  authorized  to  undertake the project  for  which assistance i s  
~ 0 u g h t . I ' ) ~  was expected  to  acquire  land i n  the blighted areas of a community, to  clear 
the  land  within such areas, to  re-plat the land  into  marketable parcels, to  install the 
public  utilities and services necessary to support the proposed re-use of the land, and 
then to  sell or lease the land  to  private sponson for  redevelopment i n  accordance with  an 
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approved plan. The primary objective  of this legislation was s t i l l  the alleviation  of 
sub-standard housing and environmental conditions i n  residential areas. The land to be 
cleared had to be predominantly resid tial  either before the project was undertaken or 
upon the redevelopment of the areas. ?? 
The redevelopment provisions of the Housing Act  of 1949 were b a s e d  on  the use of 
eminent domain. It was clearly intended that the t i t le to property i n  blighted areas was 
to be acquired by local  public agencies (not necessarily public housing agencies as 
specified i n  the 1937 Act)6  and  by condemnation where necessary. However, once the land 
was assembled and cleared, the fu l l   t i t le or l imi ted right  to develop such land was to be 
conveyed at  a fair  value  to  other  private parties who wculd agree  to build upon the land. 
The principle upon which this program rested was the belief  that  priwtely amstructed  re- 
development projects serve a public purpose. A series of profoundly significant court 
decisions sustained the premise that government may acquire rights i n  real  property from 
one  party and dispose of these rights  to  another  party. One  of the most important cases 
decided by the U.S. Supreme Court was Berman vs Parker in which Justice Douglas i n  his 
majority  opinion declared,"Once the object i s  within the authority of Congress, the 
right to realize i t  through eminent domain i s  clear. For the power of eminent .domain is  
merely the means to the end.. . Once the object i s  within the authority  of Congress, the 
means by  which i t  w i l l  be obtained i s  also for Congress to determine. Here one of the 
means chosen i s  the use of  private enterprise  for the redevelopment of the area." 8 
The Housing Act  of 1954 resulted i n  a  further brwdening  of the use of eminent domain. 
In this Act stress was placed on techniques for  preventing the development of blight and 
for  ameliorating adverse environmental  conditions through rehabilitation rather than the 
total clearance of  existing structures. 9 In contrast to clearance projects entailing 
inmense acquisition costs, the 1954 legislation aimed for projects i n  which l i t t le  of the 
land  and  few  of the improvements within  the  project areas would be acquired  by  local 
public agencies. 10 It provided for the adoption of local rehabilitation standards for 
residential properties  ,and sought to encourage private owners  to upgrade their properties 
to these standards. The future exercise of eminent domain was to  be  limited  principally 
to the elimination of structures too  dilapidated  to  justify investment i n  renovation; to the 
removal of  obviously  incompatible  land uses (such as automobile  repair shops in predo- 
minantly  residential areas); to  the  clearance of impediments to the carrying out of a 
general plan for the area (such as structures astride the route of a proposed street change); 
and  to the acquisition  of structures whose  owners either  would  not  or  could  not upgrade 
their properties to acceptable standards. In the last-cited instance, local public agencies 
might  acquire such properties, rehabilitate them, and sell them to new owners, or, after 
acquisirfion, sell the unimproved properties to other private  parties who agree  to carry  out 
renovations  to the desired standards. 
Whereas the 1954 Housing Act still related  to residential development, the Housing 
Act   o f  1964" extended  the scope of urban  renewal still further by providing  for  the 
rehabilitation  of non-residential structures. It also authorized Federal assistance to 
programs that consist entirely or substantially of measures for  enforcing housing and/or 
building codes. The possibility  of using eminent domain powers as a back-up to  rehabilitation 
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efforts  and  selective  clearance  projects assumes considerable  importance in  view  of the 
variety  of problems that must be resolved in  dealing  with properties affected by excessive 
aircraft noise. 
Senator Joseph Clark  of Pennsylvania introduced  legislation  during the 1963 session 
of Congress (S.2031) which  specifically  provided  for urban renewal assistance to areas 
adversely  affected  by  airport operations. This measure was opposed by the Housing and 
Home Finance Agency, which i s  responsible for  administering  the renewal program, 
primarily on the ground that few areas have  the  administrative instruments necessary to 
implement  the program, but  also because the Agency did not  believe  that noise alone 
could  be accepted as a maior basis for a declaration  of  blight  in an area. Although  the 
bi l l  received l i t t le support, and  eventually  died  in committee, i t  served to demonstrate 
the  growing awareness on the part  of Congress of the problems attendant upon airport 
development i n  urban areas. Even with massive Federal assistance, the cost of acquiring, 
clearing, and redeveloping  the tremendous urban areas that are affected  by the  take-off 
and  landing  of  jet  aircraft i s  beyond the capacity  of most municipal governments. A 
combination of  selective  clearance of  structures and of  rehabilitation  of buildings  to 
suitoble  acoustical standards seems to be more practicable. 
It i s  too early to ful ly assess the significance  of  special code enforcement programs. 
However, i t  seems feasible to develop, at the local level, special code provisions 
applicable  exclusively  to areas affected  by  aircraft noise; to designate these areas as 
suitable for  special code enforcement programs; and  to  obtain  compliance with the code 
enforcement program because of a partial  reliance on eminent domain for  selective 
clearance. 
5 Acquisition of Limited Rights i n  Property 
Of developing  interest i s  the use of  eminent domain to acquire less than the ful l  
fee i n  real property. The use of this device i s  based on  the premise that various public 
objectives often may be attained by acquiring only a l imi ted interest i n  land. Thus, i n  
the effort to  restrain urban sprawl and to preserve large open spaces-within  metropolitan 
areas, i t  has been suggested by some thoughtful  public  officials  that recourse be made to 
the acquisition of "development rights" or ''easements." The latter term i s  preferred by 
many in  the United States as the former i s  associated with the 1947 British  legislation 
under which  the  national government sought to  acquire the development  rights of a l l  land 
lying outside bui l t  up areas. However, regardless of the terminology used, the concept 
involves the public  acquisition  of a landowner's right to  develop his property  with  any 
uses more intensive than those existing at  the time of the tmnsaction. He is, of course, 
compensated for this limitation  of his freedom of action. 12 
Acquiring less than a fee, the  whole  bundle of property 
rights i n  land has been common for centuries, and there 
can be no objection' to i t  i n  principle.  Only a limited 
property  interest  customarily has been taken for railroads, 
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for highways, for  the laying  of lines  and ducts for 
utilities,  for  flowage rights where water i s  to be 
impounded by  a dam, and  similar purposes. 13 
In  1928, through the Rights i n  Land Act 14, the National  Capital Park and Planning 
Commission was specifically  authorized to acquire easements for  park purposes. And more 
recently, i n  1956, the Massachusetts legislature authorized the State Commissioner of 
Natural Resources to  establish The Massachusetts Bay Circuit, ''as a system of  publicly and 
privately owned open spaces, including parks, forests, reservoirs, wi ld  l i fe preserves, 
scenic  and historic sites, and other  properties or reservations, surrounding Metropolitan 
Boston.. . I' 15 and empowered him to  acquire  by eminent domain such property or interest 
i n  property as might be required. The statute  also authorized him to  acquire  by  negotiation 
and agreement such rights as he might deem to be necessary for the purpose of  creating the 
Bay Circuit, a variety of means including contracts, leases, and gifts from private 
individuals. k 
The acquisition  of  limited rights i n  land rather than the ful I fee  can be of  significance 
i n  two major areas of  public  action. The first i s  where l i t t le or no development has 
occurred, and where the public  acquisition  of development  rights may cost much less than 
the ful l  fee. This situation exists, for example, where land adjacent to an existing or 
proposed major airport i s  used for  agriculture,  a golf course, or other open land  recreation 
purposes, and i t  i s  i n  the long range public interest to continue these activities.  In such 
instances the local  jurisdiction  would  acquire  only those rights that would preclude the 
owner from putting  the  land  to a more intensive use. How much the owner would  give up 
or be  compensated for  would depend on the circumstances irr..each particular area, 
including the pressure for development. 
The acquisition of limited property  rights appears to be particularly useful i n  those 
instances where development pressures around an  airport have not reached a point where 
the cost of acquiring  limited rights is tantamount to the fu l l  fee. This i s  most apt  to be 
the case with new or proposed airport  facilities. 
Another  instance where i t  may be  advisable for a local government to seek  to acquire 
a limited interest in property i s  where the imposition  of  height  limitations under airport 
zoning i s  so restrictive as to constitute a taking  of property. Here i t  i s  desirable  that the 
responsible municipal  jurisdiction  acquire  certain rights  or easements over the  property  for 
which the owner can be compensated. This situation i s  covered specifically  in the Flight 
Hazards Act  of  New York State. '7 The program under which  the  City  of Des Moines, 
Iowa, has been acquiring  llavigation easements" to protect i t s  municipal  airport has been 
described above. It must be clearly borne in mind, however, that as in  al l   publ ic takings 
of property, the acquisition  of easements or development rights must be supported by 
evidence of a public purpose. Where this can be done, the use of public powers and 
funds i s  apparent, and the action can be supported i n  the courts. 
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6 . .  Extra-Territorial  Jurisdiction 
Municipalities  are  able  to purchase, or  to  acquire through  eminent domain, property 
which  lies outside o f  their  formal  jurisdiction when i t  can be demonstrated that such 
acquisition i s  designed to support a public use important  to  the  well-being  of  the residents 
of  the city. Reservoits and sewage disposal plants  are classic examples of  facilities  which 
often  require tha't municipalities  acquire  and  improve  land outside of  their  corporate limits. 
Although most  States expressly grant  cities  the  authority  to  construct  and operate extra- 
territorial airports, i t  i s  generally regarded as unnecessary for  specific state enabling 
legislation  to  exist i n  order to support such an undertaking,  for the courts usually  take  the 
view  that  cities may acquire and manage airports and other  important facilities as a 
legitimate  and  logical assum tion  of  their  responsibility  to  provide necessary corporate 
service  to  their residents. 14 
Many stgtes also  permit the local government which owns an  airport  to impose special 
extra-territorial  restrictions on the height of structures adjacent to the airport. Typical 
are cities and towns i n  Louisiana which may "police"  their  extra-territorial airports and 
enforce  special  zoning  regulations  which  protect the approaches to the airports. 20 I n  
most instances there are definite geographical l imi ts within  which such regulatory measures 
may be enforced. Thus, for example, cities of the first-class i n  Indiana are restricted i n  
their  zoning  activities  to  the areas within  fifteen hundred (1,'500) feet of  the airfield. 
There i s  as yet, however, no body of precedent to support extra-territorial Condemnation 
and  clearance or rehabilitation  of structures, or other types of activities associated with 
urban renewal. As these are  activities  closely  identified  with  the fundamental preroga- 
tives of local government, i t  i s  l ikely that condemnation, renovation, and development 
powers must be  applied  within the formal boundaries of the affected  jurisdiction. 
G. TAXING POWERS 
A l l  but  a  few states impose severe constitutional and/or 
legislative  restrictions on the use of  taxing powers by  local 
units of governments. In the few instances i n  which programs 
for  tax abatement have been authorized,  they  have been 
limited to  specific kinds of development, such as housing. 
Thus, although  theoretically possessing considerable  potential 
to assist in  inducing compatible development, this device i s  
not now generally available for local use. Counties and 
special  districts,  which  have  a  broader  tax base, appear to 
be i n  a  better  position to take  action  with respect to land 
use modification programs on  a large scale. 
1 .  General 
A basic prerogative extended  to I m a l  units of government by the separate 
States i s  the power to  levy taxes. This authority derives from State constitutions and 
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statutes and i s  circumscribed by them as well as by Federal constitutional provisions. In 
most instances local powers of  taxation are extended i n  an  explicit manner. The severest 
restrictions  are those which prescribe local debt  limitations  and  which establish a ceiling 
on local tax rates. Most States have such requirements. 1 
Taxing powers can be  used to  attract non-noise-sensitive activities  to the vicinity  of 
airports  by  giving  preferential  tax treatment to such activities. Taxing powers also can be 
used to encourage soundproofing of  existing structures and soundproof construction of new 
structures by  exempting the cost of soundproofing from the assessment of the  property  for 
tax purposes. 
At various h e s  the States have  authorized  local  public jurisdictions to establish a 
wide range of imposts such as sales, income, and excise taxes. In general, however, 
local jurisdictions  are  too limited in extent  to impose such taxes effectively and are so 
understaffed  that  they  can not  provide the trained personnel necessary to administer  a 
sophisticated tax collection system. Moreover, the States, and more particularly the 
Federal government, have effectively pre-empted most types of imposts (the graduated 
income  tax is  the most dramatic  instance of this pre-emption) with the result that most 
municipalities  find themselves limited to a quite elementary  tax base. 
As a result of the numerous limitations imposed on local  tax  policies,  municipalities 
must rely almost exclusively on the property  tax and on special  service charges as their 
primary sources of income, Although the  property  tax has certain  faults i t  comprises the 
principal  financial  tool  aSailable  to encourage various types of desired development. 
2. Property Tax 
In  its broadest sense the general property  tax i s  a  tax 
on a l l  tangible  and  intangible property, guided by 
designs of  uniformity and equality, assessed at  cash 
value  or  a constant percentage  thereof,  and taxing 
a l l  property i n  a  single  taxing area of a common rate. 2 
Although the actual  imposition  of the  property  tax  rarely conforms to this theoretical 
formulation, and there  are legitimate  criticisms as to  the  equity of the tax, reflecting 
either abil ity  to pay or services received, i t  remains the basic locally  collected  tax. 
The judicious manipulation  of  the  propertyttax  can be of considerable  value t o o  
municipality  in i t s  search for techniques to encourage the development of land use 
patterns compatible with major airport  facilities. 
3. Tax Abatement 
A technique increasingly employed to encourage development  compatible with 
the general welfare o f  the country’s local communities i s  selective, partial tax qbatements; 
that is, the temporary relief from full  real estate taxation. In the State of  New York, 
under the  Limited-Profit  Corporation Law3 (often referred  to as the Mitchel l-Lam Act), 
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communities are empowered to  grant up to f i f ty  per cent abatement  of local  property taxes 
on  new  residential development for a period  of as long as' thirty years,if the  developer 
agrees to produce housing a t  moderate rental rates. A special feature of the New York 
program i s  that the  State as weII!as cities may  make  loans to devetopers covering  up  to 
ninety per cent  of  the cost, repayable  over f i f ty  years with  the  rate  of interest  the same as 
that  paid  by  the State or c i ty  when i t  sells i t s  bonds to raise  the funds. Because of i t s  
great  f lexibil i ty this i s  an extremely popular and successful program,. The Mitchell-Lama 
Act  i s  an  important  variation  of  an  earlier New York  statute  which  permitted  municipa- 
lities  to  tax new middle-income housin projects on the basis of the assessments which 
existed  prior  to  the new development. B 
During the 1930's and 1940's many States other  than New York  enacted  so-called 
"limited - dividend'' programs which sought to encourage the  construction of housing by 
granting tax abatement to private groups. In return for tax concessions the developers 
agreed  to l imit their annual  profits, usually  to  about  six per cent  of  their  equality,  and 
to  maintain rents under an agreed upon ceiling. Most of these programs were directed 
towards  the achievement  of private redevelopment of substandard areas, and  the housing 
sponsors were granted powers o f  eminent domain. However, l i t t le  was accomplished under 
these programs, as tax abatement alone  proved  an  insufficient inducement to  private 
capita!; the Federal "write-down" oh land  acquisition costs was subequently  evolved  to 
elicit  private interest i n  slum clearance  activities. 5 Nevertheless, the use of  tax 
abatement remains available to municipalities. When used with other incentives i t  can be 
a powerful  public instrument  to encourage private  development toward  desired  objectives. 
The State of New Jersey recently  developed a useful variation  on  the  local  tax 
abatement theme. It enacted legislation to permit municipalities to tax new construction 
i n  urban renewal project areas on the basis of a percentage of gross rental receipts. The 
rationale  for this program was the  recognition  that new  housing  and non-residential 
developments i n  areas which  are i n  the process of up-grading  often  experience dif f iculty 
i n  achieving occupancy rates sufficient to support the fu l l  tax burden. Thus the New 
Jessey law, locally referred  to as the Fox-Lance Act,6 greatly  facilitates redevelopment, 
as spomorz are protected from the immediate imposition of  full  local property taxes which 
do  not  reflect  actual  occupancy rates. A correlary  feature  of this program, and  one  which 
i s  common to most local  tax abatement schemes, i s  the  imposition  of a ceil ing on profits 
during the period  in  which  tax abatement i s  granted. 
e 
Tax abatement formulae, designed to assist i n  the  enlargement of the  supply of 
standard middle-income housing, are constantly being reevaluated and revised. Of 
particular  significance i s  the  fact  that they are  being  adopted  to a wide range of 
objectives such as the encouragement of  the  rehabilitation  of  existing structures. New 
York City,  for example, currently offers tax abatement  on tenement properties which  are 
up-graded to meet acceptable housing standards. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico applies 
the same type  of  incentive system i n  historic areas to encourage the  restoration  of structures 
to  their  original Spanish colonial design, an  objective which, i n  the eyes of the Puerto 
Rican government, i s  a  desirable public  objective  related  particularly to  the  development 
of tourism. 
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Where a local  jurisdiction i s  anxious to encourage improved accoustical treatment of 
existing structures within the vicinity  of airports, i t  should explore the possibility of using 
partial tax abatement to  effect such improvements. 
There i s  a  considerable body of  opinion  which  rejects the use of  tax abatement to 
encourage the improvement of property, as 
It grants  no tax relief  to the  property-owner who 
maintains his property and benefits the property-owner 
violates the basic principle  of the property-tax; 
namely, that the incidence  of the tax should be based 
upon the value  of the property owned. It i s  also a 
hidden subsidy i n  that i t  seemingly encourages action 
without cost to the city.  In fact, i t  i s  both a cost to 
the c i ty and  a cost,in terms of increased load, to 
the property-owners who have consistently  maintained 
their property. 7 
'who has a1 lowed his property to deteriorate. It also 
The extension of favorable financial terms under the home improvement programs of 
the Federal Hwsing  Administration i s  designed to encourage the private up-grading of 
residential properties without recourse to the manipulation  of  local assessment practices. 
However, the character of the home improvement problem i s  altered i n  those instances 
where airport  facilities are either established or expanded within  an  already developed 
area. Here the problem i s  usually not one of up-grading structures to community-wide 
standards of  acceptability,  but one of improving properties to above normal standards to 
effect a reduction  of the noise generated by the operations of a public  airport. Where 
additional improvement costs must be incurred  by  the home owner i n  order to reduce the 
impact  of  fly-over noise, i t  would seem logical and fair that the extra cost of such 
unusual improvements should be assessed a t  a special low rate. This view would extend to 
existing and proposed non-residential  and  residential structures. 
The use of  tax abatement for stipulated  time periods to attract industry i s  a widespread 
device  which has been employed throughoui the country for many years. States such as 
Mississippi have made it an  important  feature of their efforts to  attract industry. While 
the employment of  tax abatement for this purpose has, perhaps, only marginal  significance 
i n  the effort  to improve land use relationships adjacent to major airports, the knowledge 
that  tax abatement i s  currently extended i n  various ways to  effect development i s  of great 
importance when complex  development problems are  faced  which  require the application 
of  a variety  of approaches and  techniques. 
4. Extra-Terri toria I Jurisdiction 
The levying  of taxes is  only permissible within the area of  jurisdiction of the 
taxing unit. There i s  some legal evidence to suggest that, with specific legislative 
authorization,  local units may extend their powers of  taxation beyond their territory, but 
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the precedents are so circumscribed i n  their  application as, to constitute an  irrelevancy. 
It is  a valid generalization, therefore, that  municipal  taxing prerogatives, whatever the 
particular requirement  and  restrictions imposed by a State, extend  only  to  the  municipal 
boundaries. The same i s  true for counties and special districts. * In  addition  to a tax 
levy on real  property  special  districts may also collect various types of special charges 
to  develop  and  maintain  the  particular  facilities  for  which  they  have been granted 
responsibility. 
The abil ity  to draw tax support from the entire area served by a public  activity  which 
extends across several municipal boundaries i s  one of the reasons why  special  districts and, 
increasingly, counties, are so often employed to handle multi-jurisdiction problems. 
The Huron-Clinton  Metropolitan  Authority was created i n  1942 to  provide maior park 
areas for Wayne County  and four surrounding counties  comprising the  Detroit  metropolitan 
area. It has developed one of the most impressive regional  park systems i n  the country. 
A principal strength of its operation has been i t s  statutory ability  to  levy taxes up to a 
prescribed l im i t  on real  property  within the five  county area. Assessed values equalized 
by a  state-wide  formula provide the base for the real estate  tax levy, which accounts for 
about  nine-tenths of the Authority's revenues. 
Aiming  at preserving  and developing  recreational  facilities 
i n  two river valleys  and  making them, as well as other 
recreational opportunities, readily accessible to a five- 
county  population, the authority has constructed or i s  
constructing  a beach site, numerous parks, and  an extensive 
connecting parkway 160 miles long. Furthermore, with its 
broad territorial jurisdiction, i t  can cooperate effectively 
with 0 t h  park-and road-building agencies that  are parts 
of smal Ier governments i n  the area. 9 
The ability  of the agency to plan, construct, and  maintain such a huge undertaking 
i s  directly  attributable  to i t s  abil i ty to anticipate a relatively steady income. 
H. ESTIMATING EXPOSURE TO NOISE 
The exposure of a given area on the ground to  aircraft noise may be estimated 
by  developing a Composite Noise  Rating for each runway of  an  airport and plotting the 
noise level contours on a map. 
This procedure was developed for the Federal Aviation Agency  by Bolt, Beranek, 
and Newman, Inc., as published in  "Land Use Planning Related to Aircraft Noise''! A 
pertinent  extract  of this document i s  reproduced on the following pages for the convenience 
of the reader. 
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This  report is interim in nature  and  the FAA makes no representations 
and assumeS no responsibility regnrding the matters and opinions contained 
therein. 
SECTION  B-DETAILED  DESCRIPTION OF THE  PROCEDURE 
The step-by-step procedure for estimating com- 
munity reaction to noise from  inilitary  and civil 
aircraft operations  is  described and illustrated  in 
this section. For ready  reference, the six steps  in 
the procedure  are: 
step one: 
Step Two: 
Step Three: 
Step Four: 
Step Five: 
Step six: 
Obtain data on  aircraft  operations. 
Select noise contours. 
Determine perceived noise levels. 
Determine proper corrections for 
Determine Composite Noise Rat- 
Estimate community response. 
operational  factors. 
ing. 
4. Step One: Obtaining Data on Aircraft Opera- 
tions: 
The first step in the procedure is to obtain a 
description of t,he aircraft operations occurring, 
or forecast to occur, at the airport in question. 
For flight operations, information is required by 
aircraft  type  on  the tot.al  number of takeoffs and 
landings,  on the percent  utilization of each 
runway,  and on the flight paths used. For  runup 
operations the type of aircraft, location of the 
runup  area,  aircraft  orientation,  and  the  nature of
the  runup operation are  the required  information. 
One or two-engine piston and  turboprop  aircraft 
need not be considered  because  in  almost  all 
instances  requiring  evaluation  they  do  not 
contribute materially in establishing final Com- 
posite Noise Rating contours. 
A suggested  format  for  collecting the required 
information on takeoff and landing  operations  and 
on runway utilization is Ehown in  Table 1. This 
information  should be gathered  separately  for  the 
daytime (0700-2200) and the nighttime (2200- 
0700) periods. If an airport has several active 
runways but  the problem at hand concerns only 
one residential area, data need not be gathered 
for runways whose operations obviously do not 
affect that area. 
In  recording takeoff and landing information 
in Table 1, use the  arithmeticalaverage  number of 
movements  per  time  period (0700-2200 and 
2200-0700) for the entire airport. The average 
values  should be computed  from long term data 
( i e . ,  annual movements). If the number of 
daily  movements shows pronounced  variations 
according to a weekly or seasonal pattern, use the 
average  number of movements  over the period of 
maximum activity. For example, at a military 
base where activity is heavy on weekdays but 
very  light  on weekends, use the average  over the 
five weekdays. 
After  arriving at a figure to represent the  total 
number of Operations on the entire airport for 
each type of aircraft,  as  explained  above,  obtain 
an estimate of the percentages of these  movements 
which take place  on  each  runway  being  considered. 
Record  these  estimates  on Table 1 under the 
“Percent Runway Utilization” column for each 
aircraft type listed. In  some cases an aircraft 
type  may follow one of several  flight paths  after 
takeoff from, or preceding landing on, a given 
runway. In  this event, consider each flight path 
as -a separate  “runway”  (this  situation is treated 
in Example 4). 
A suggested  format for collccting information  on 
ground runup operations is shown in Table 2. 
The  aircraft classes and as5ociated engine power 
settings  are  entered in the first column. The 
number  and  duration of runups  occurring  for  both 
daytime  and nighttime  periods are  entered  in  the 
remaining columns. Table 2 should be filled out 
for each runup  area.  The number of runups 
shown should be the average number of single 
engine  runups that occur  for that  particular 
runup area. The average  should be computed 
from long term data, and allowances should be 
made  for  pronounced  variations as previously 
discussed for flight  operations. It is  not  necessary 
to record time during which water injection is 
used. However, estimates of afterburner use are 
required to aUow appropriate  separations  between 
runup  groups 1 and 2 or ’2 and 3, respectively. 
The number of flight or runup  operations 
and  ‘the  percent runway  utilization need not  be 
3 
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Toblo 1.  Summe8t.d Formot for Collectlnm Informotion on Tokooff and Londinp Oporalionr ond on Runwoy  Ulikolion. 
" ~- -~ 
I r 
I '  Time  Period ____________ 
Aircraft 
Category 
3viI Takeoffs 
Military 
Takeoffs 
3v i l  Landings 
Military 
Landings 
8n footnotem on I 
.~ .~ 
Aiicrajt Type' 
___. - . - . " - 
" ~ - ~ _  - 
Turbojets-Trips  under 2000 mi 
Turbojets-Trips over 2000 mi 
Turbofans-Trips  under 2000 mi 
Turbofans-Trips over 2000 mi 
Four-engine  piston 
Four-engine  turboprop 
Helicopters  (Sikorsky S-61, Vertol 107, and  Vertol 44) 
Jets-Flight group 1*'* 
__-  . . " - 
" 
- ~ " " 
___- 
___" 
__ 
- "" 
_c_ 
" 1, 2 
' I  I' 3 
' I  I' 4 
" ' I  5 
( I  1' 6 
". 
" I' 7 
I' " 8 
I' ,, 9 
'1  ' 1  10 
Four-engine  piston 
Four-engine  turboprop 
Four-engine piston  and  turboprop 
Turbojet  and  turbofan 
Helicopters-Vertol 44 
- """ 
.__ 
'' -Vert01 107, Sikorsky S-61 
All jets 
Four-engine piston and turboprop 
t page. 
4 
Acerage 
Number of 
" I 
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FOOTNOTES TO TABLE 1 
* Other  designalions  for  aircrnft  types  are ~ . l  fo~~orvs: pure  jet  for  turbojet:  prop  jet  for  turboprop:  fnn  jet  for Lurbofan: and  conventional  or  propeller 
for  piston engine. 
*t Runwaya are deeignated by  their  magnetic  headings  (with  the  laat  digit  dropped).  For  example,  Runway 9-27 ia an  eaat-weet at:ip where takeoffa 
on R/W-9 are  to  the  east,  and  landin69  on R/w-9 are  from  the west. Therefore, takeoffa on a Riven runwny  and landingn on  the  reciprocal  runway 
will uaually pnas over  the  same  area. It is suggested t h a t  ah many columna be allowed  here as thcre nre active  runways to be considered. 
* 6n group claasificationa for  individual  military  aircraft  (Table 1-1, attachment 1). 
Table 2. Suggeated Formot for Collecting informollon on  Runup Operaliona Conducted at Each  Runup Area' on an Airport or Air &Ire. 
Aircraft  Category  and Type 
"" _"" "" " "_"" """" 
I 
3vil  
Military 
Turbojets a t  "trim" (or "part") and takeoff  power 
Turbofans a t  75% thrust  to full takeoff power 
~. . _ _ _ ~  ~ . _ _ _ ~  
I" . . _ _ _  ~ _ ~ _ _ _ _  ' Runup group 1** 
Runup  group 2 
Runup group 3 
-- ~ -_____- 
. . ~ ~  
Runup  group 4 
~ ~ ~ - .. 
Average Number 
of Runup in of Runups 
Average Duration 
Minutes 
"_ "_ 
0700  220  0700 
2200 
0700 1 2200 to to to 
I--I--- 
* When aircraft are oriented in more than one direction at a aiven runup location. conaider each orientation as a aepamte "runup area" (gee 
Example  Four.  paragraph 13. Section C). 
** See  group clsssifications for  individual  military  aircraft  (Table 1-2, attachment 1). 
determined  more closely than 20-25 percent. 
However, it is important  to differentiate aircraft 
movements and runway  utilizations  by the  aircraft 
types specified in Table 1, and  runup  operations 
by  the classifications specified in Table 2. 
When it  is necessary to assess the effects of 
proposed or planned  future  operations, flight and 
runup information  should be compiled from fore- 
casts as far  into  the  future as possible. 
For civil airports, adequate information con- 
cerning  current  operations  can usually be ob- 
tained  from  airport  authorities, airline  opera- 
Lions personnel, pilots and published schedules. 
Forecasts of future operations can be obtained 
from appropriate offices of the  Federal Aviation 
Agency. On a military air base, the base com- 
mander and his  designated  representatives are  the 
best information sources. Detailed data on run 
way utilization are often  not  kept in routine 
records of civil or military airfields, but special 
studies are sometimes available to substantiate 
estimates. 
To  explain  the application of  each  step of the  proce- 
dure, we will carry a running illustration throughout 
the  course  of  this  section. Let us assume that r e  are 
interested in the perceived noise levels and corre- 
sponding estimated response for  an area adjacent 
to Runway 17 at  a  civil airport. To  simplify  the 
example, let us confine our analysis to the 0700-2200 
period. 
Illustration o/ Step I .  W e  determine the following 
information by  inquiry  and complete  Table 1 ac- 
cordingly: 
a )  Runway 17 is used  only for takeolls  of turbofan 
and turbojet aircraft departing on trips greater than 
2OOO miles. 
I 
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b)  For the entire airport, the average number of 
takeoffs of these aircraft types between 0700 and 
2200 is 40 turbofans  and 40 turbojets per day. 
c)  The runway utilization  for Runway 17 is approxi- 
mately 55 percent  for  both  types of aircraft. 
d )  The  departure flight path is straight out along 
the runway heading. 
5. Step Two: Selecting Noise Contours: 
After the information  on airport  operations 
required in Tables 1 and 2 has been collected, the 
next step in the procedure is to select the ap- 
propriate noise contours. Attachment 2 contains 
5 sets of preceived noise level contours covering 
takeoffs and landings of military and civil jet  and 
propeller aircraft  and corresponding contours for 
selected civil helicopters, plus 3 sets of contours 
covering ground runups of turbojet  and  turbofan 
aircraft. These contours permit the determina- 
tion of noise level in PNdB over a wide area 
beneath and off to the side of a flight path, or 
around  an  aircraft  operating  on  the ground. 
The  appropriate contours for a particular 
problem can be selected by referring to  Table 3; 
in this table, civil and  military  aircraft  are 
separated,  and each of these categories is divided 
into takeoffs,  landings, and runups. Each of these 
operations is further divided by aircraft  type. 
(The last column of Table 3 indicates  corrections 
to be made to the designated  contours  depending 
on aircraft  ype  and/or mission length; these 
corrections are made in Step 3.) 
IUuscration of Step 2. From the  operational infor- 
mation  collected in Step 1 and a study of Table 3 we 
find that the appropriate noise contours to use for 
takeoffs of these  aircraft  are  those  in Contour Set 1B. 
Tabje 3. Charl for Selecting Noise Confourr. 
-~ 
Operation Aircraft 
Category 
- 
Civil - 
- 
Sw footnote at end of tsble. 
Aircrajt  Type’ Correction 
to Contour 
Takeoffs 
Landings 
Turbojets-Trips  under 2,000 mi. 
Turbojets-Trips  over 2,000 mi. 
Turbofans-Trips  upder 2,000 mi. 
Turbofans-Trips  over 2,000 mi. 
Four-engine  piston 
Four-engine turboprop 
Helicopters  (Sikorsky S-61, Vertol 107, and Vertol 
- .  
____ ”~ 
” ~ __ 
. ~~ . 
~ _ _  
44) 
Turbojet 
Turbofan 
Four-engine  piston and  turboprop 
- 
0 
1A - 5 PNdB 
I 1B I -5  PNdB 
I I I 4 I -5PNdB 
Helicopters-Vert01 44 5B - 10 PNdB 
Vertol 107, Sikorsky S-61 I 5 = I o  
~ 
Turbojet 
0 7 Turbofan 
0 6 
Rwups  
6 
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Aircraft 
category 
Military 
Operation 
Takeoffs 
Landings 
Runups 
Aircraft Type* Con(0ur 
SCl 
Jets-Flight group 1** 2A 
I' 1' 2 I 2A 
I 2* 
" " 9 2c 
" " 10 2D 
Four-engine piston 4 
Four-engine turboprop 4 
All jets 
Four-engine piston  and  turboprop 
- ." . - 
" . - - 
~" - ~ "~ 
- ~ -__ 
3B 
" ~~~ . " ~ 
I 3* 
Runup group 1** 8 
" " 2 8 
" " 3 8 
." 
. . ~~ 
" ' I  4 l 7  
Cmcdion 
lo Conbur 
+5 PNdB 
0 
-5 PNdB 
+5 PNdB 
0 
- 5 PNdB 
0 
-5 PNdB 
- 10 PNdB 
0 
0 
-5 PNdB 
0 
0 
+5 PNdB 
0 
-5 PNdB 
0 
"_ 
~- 
-" 
"- 
* For turbojet aircraft taking OR. or during mnup, the appropriate noiae contours apply for water injection ("wet") an well an "dry" conditions. 
See group clnssificationa for individual aircraft (Tables 1-1 and 1-2, attnchment 1). 
For runups, the selection of the proper  contours 
ismadeinthesamemanner. Inthecaseofciviloper- 
ations, one must determine  only  whether turbojet 
or turbofan  aircraft (or both)  are to be considered. 
Table 3 shows that the corresponding contours 
are given in  Contour  Sets 6 and 7. Contour  Set 
8 is used for all military turbojet runups; for 
military turbofans, Contour  Set 7 applies. 
If an  area is exposed to noise from  aircraft at 
the beginning or in  early st.sges of the takeoff roll, 
the  determination of expected response is  made  by 
a combination of the above procedures. This 
method  is  illustrated in Example Four. 
Attachment 3 outlines the procedures for con- 
structing the preceived noise level contours for 
new types or classes of aircraft, as required. 
7 
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6. Step  Three: Ddermining Perceived Noise 
levels: 
After selecting the noise contours that corre- 
spond to  the aircraft  operations  on the runways 
in question  (and the  appropriate  runup  contours, 
if runups are considered an  important  contributor 
to  the noise levels in the residential area),  the next 
step is to determine the perceived  noise levels in 
PNdB for the area of interest. This is done by 
reading the Ferceived  noise levels directly  from the 
appropriate  contour set and  applying  the correc- 
tions as noted in the last column of Table 3. 
Perceived  noise levels must be determined for 
each of the operations noted in Tables 1 and 2 
that is pertinent  to  the problem. 
One way to determine the perceived  noise levels 
for in-flight activity from the noise contours is to 
outline the  runway, flight path,  and  the  area@) in 
question on a sheet of translucent  (tracing)  paper; 
this  should be  done to the same  scale as the 
contours. This outline  drawing  can  then be 
superimposed  directly  on the contours. For take- 
off operations, the beginning of the runway on the 
overlay  drawing must coincide with  the  point  for 
start of takeoff  on the contours. For landings, 
the runway threshold on the overlay must coin- 
cide with the threshold on the contours. The per- 
ceived noise level at any given location can then 
be read  directly. 
Another way to determine perceived  noise levels 
is to specify the location of the region with  respect 
to t.he start of takeoff roll (for takeoffs) or 
runway  threshold (for landings). For example, 
let us assume a particular community is located 
about 3000 ft. to the side of t.he takeoff path at a 
Foint 28,000 ft. from the  start of takeoff roll. For 
takeoffs, the noise levels are  then determined 
simply  by  reading the perceived  noise levels from 
the  appropriate noise contours  (and  applying 
corrections  from Table 3) at this same  location. 
One complication that may arise in using the 
noise contours is that the takeoff path may be 
curved  due to  aircraft making  a  right or left turn 
after takeoff. For a straight-out takeoff, the 
contours in attachment 2 are used directly. 
However, if the flight path is curved,  the takeoff 
contours  must be  modified to conform to the 
curved flight path. If we ignore the effect of the 
turn in  flattening the aircraft’s climb profile (and 
hence in raising the noise levels somewhat), the 
contours need only be “bent” or curved so that 
their centerline coincides with  the  actual curved 
flight path. Figure I illustrates how the  contours 
are  “bent”  to conform to a curved flight path. 
In  Figure 1 we see that at corresponding dis- 
tances along, and at perpendicular distances to 
the side of the flight path,  the  contour values are 
the same for a straight-out path and a curved 
path. For example, at Point A nine miles from 
the start of roll on the curved flight path, the 
perceived  noise level is the  same as at Point A on 
the straight-out  Fat.h, which is also at nine miles. 
Similarly, the perceived noise level a t  Point C, 
which is six miles out  and one mile to  the side of a 
straight-out flight path, is the same as at Point C 
six miles out along the  curved flight path  and one 
mile to the side of, and perpendicular to, the 
flight path.  Other points on the  curved noise 
contours  can be located in a  similar  manner.  Only 
enough  points should  be determined to enable one 
to draw the curved  contours  over the  area under 
study. 
Since only typical  aircraft flight paths  are 
normally  used in this  tep,  the resulting  de- 
scription of the expected response is valid  only if 
the  actual flight paths  are reasonably  represented 
by the selected average paths. The user of this 
procedure, especially in planning zoned areas 
around an  airport, should consider the potential 
effect of typical  deviations of aircraft from the se- 
lected  average takeoff and landing paths used in 
the analysis  procedure (see Section D). 
Illustration of Step  3. In our running illustration, 
let us further suppose that the  area is located approxi- 
mately 20,000 feet from the start of takeoff roll and 
2500 feet to the side of the flight path. In Step 2, 
we determined that the appropriate noise contours 
to  use were contained in  Contour Set 1B. We 
read from Contour Set 1B that the perceived noise 
level at  his location is 105  PNdB. Applying the 
corrections noted in Table 3 (0 PNdB for turbojets 
and - 5  PNdB for turbofans) we find that the per- 
ceived  noise  levels  at  this location are: 
Turbojets-105 PNdB. 
Turbofans-100 PNdB. 
7. Step Four: Determining Corrections for Oper- 
ational Factors: 
The next step in the procedure  is to apply 
corrections to the perceived  noise levels deter- 
mined by Step 3 for other factors important in 
8 
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t 
Sfraighf -0uf Flight Pofh Curved Flight  Path 
Figure 1. Illustration of Adapting Porcoived Noise Level  Contours to Curved Flight Path. 
affecting reaction to aircraft noise. For takeoffs 
and landings  these  factors are: number of opera- 
tions, runway utilization, and time of day. The 
corrections  for  these  factors are given  in Table 4. 
For  runup operations, the  important  factors are: 
number of runups,  duration of runups,  and time 
of day. The corrections  for  these  factors are 
given  in  Table 5. 
Illustration o/ Step 4. To show how corrections for 
operational factors u e  determined, let us continue 
with our running  illustration. In etep 1. we found that 
there ue  a tow of 40 turbojet takeoffti and 40 tarbofui 
takeoffs per day during the 0700-2200 period; the 
utilization of Runway 17 is about 55 percent. The 
correction from  Table 4 for the  number of operatione 
is +5 for both types of aircraft. The correction for 
runway utilization h 0 for both types. Finally. the 
time of day WM reatricted here to the 0700-2200 
period. 80 the  applicable correction is r). In  summary. 
the  total of the  correction  numbers for turbojet 
operations is 4-5. and for tarbofan  operatiom is i-5. 
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Number of T a k w j s  or  Landings  per  Period 
Day (0700-8800) Night (22004700) 
Less than 3' 
3-9 
Less than 2 
6-15 10-30 
2 -5 
31-100 16-50 
More than 100 
Percent  Runway  Utilization 
More than 50 
~~ ~ - - - " 
31-100 
~ ~~ 
- ~~ ~- ~ ~ _ _ _  - -. . ". 
10-30 
3-9 
Less than 3 
Time of Day*' 
-. - 
~~1 ~ 
~~ ~~~ ~ ~~ - . - .. 
0700-2200 
2200-0700 
~~ " 
- ~~~ ~~ 
. . .. 
Correction 
- 10 
-5  
0 
+5 
+10 
Correction 
0 
-5 
- 10 
- 15 
"___ 
Correction 
0 
* If the  average  number of operatiom  for  an  aircraft  type is l e m  than one  per  time  period, that  aircraft  type  should  not be considered  in  the  analysh. 
Q In general. the ratio of daytime-to-nighttime operations is such  that  daytime  operations  determine  the  Composite Noiae Rntings  at  airports. 
Only  when  the  nighttime  activity  is  disproportionately  high will the  nighttime  correction  affect  the  Composite  Noise  Rating. 
10 
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Tmbh 1. O p r n H ~ ~ l  Curoctienr Io Apply k ?wceivod Noire Levolr from Engine Runups. 
- 
Number of Single  Engine  Runups per Period I I Correction 
Day (07mmW) Night (22W700) 
5 or leaa 
More than 3 More than 5 
3 or less 
Duraiia of Runup (in minuted) Corredion 
I Less than 1 I -5 I 
I l t o 5  I 0 I 
More than 5 
Time of Day Correction 
0700-2200 
I 2200-0700 I 
8. Step Five: Dotormining Comporito N o h  
Rating: 
Thc Composite Xoise Rating ( W R )  ior 
each type of flight  operation is computed by  add- 
ing algebraically the  total of the correction num- 
bers as determined in Step 4 to the perceived 
noise level in PNbB  as determined  in Step 3. 
Illustration of Step 5: 
For  turbojet takeoffs  the  Composite Noise Rating is: 
For  turbofan takeoffs it is: 
CNR=105PNdB+(+5)=110 
CNR = 100 PNdB+ ( +5) = 105 
At  this point  in the analysis, a CNR will result 
for each takeoff and landing  operation being con- 
sidered. From these various  values one CNR 
must be chosen to  apply  to  the  area under study 
for all flight operations. Since both takeoffs and 
landings have been divided into various  categories 
(see Table 3) and since the noise perceived at any 
given location will frequently come from opera- 
tions on several runways  and/or flight paths, pro- 
vision must be made  to recombine CNRs of com- 
parable  value. Only those CNRs  that  are within 3 
units of the maximum CNR need be considered. 
If there  are  three or more CNRs fulfilling this re- 
quirement,  add 5 units  to  the highest one to deter- 
mine the CNR that applies for all flight opera- 
11 
tions; if there are less than three, the highest 
CNR applies. 
Illustration of Step 5 (continued): 
In our illustration we found that the CNRs for 
the  two  types of takeoff  operations  were  110  and 105. 
According to the rules stated above. the CNR  for 
takeoffs at  the location in question is 110. Had  there 
been three or more  values of CNR between  107  and 
110. the  resultant CNR would have been 115. 
If runup operations were also involved, their 
analysis would proceeed in a similar manner. 
The appropriate runup contours would be em- 
ployed and corrections from Table 5 would be ap- 
plied to  the perceived noise levels. If several  run- 
up operations were involved, a Composite Noise 
Rating would  be determined for each one, and  the 
highest CNR selected. If there were three or more 
CNRs within 3 units of the maximum CNR, 5 
units would be added to  the highest to determine 
the CNR for all runup operations. This CNR 
would not be directly combined or compared with 
the CNR for flight operations. As will be seen 
later, however, the  estimates of community 
response which correspond to the controlling 
CNRs for flight and  runup operations are com- 
bined or compared to arrive at the estimated 
overall response of a community to all aircraft 
operations. 
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9. Step Six: Estimating Community Response 
On  the basis of case histories  involving aircraft 
noise problems at various military installations 
and civil airports, an empirical relationship has 
been  developed  between Composite Noise Ratings 
and the expected response of residential com- 
munities. This relationship is given in Table 6. 
As a consequence of the various degrees of ex- 
pected  community response, the geographical 
area in the vicinity of an  airport can be charac- 
terized  by  three response  zones:  Zone 1, Zone 2, or 
Zone 3. It is stressed that these  expected re- 
sponses  apply only to residential areas within the 
respective zones. 
Note  that one  Composite Koise Rating Scale  in 
Table 6 applies to runups and another to flight 
operations.  This  emphasizes  again  (as in Step 
five) that runups must be analyzed separately 
from flight oFerations. In the practical applica- 
tion of this procedure, therefore, we can derive 
two separate descriptions of community response 
for one  particular  aeographic  location. The more 
severe  description (e.g.,  Zone 2 description as 
opposed to Zone 1 description) will, of course, 
represent the community response at that loca- 
tion to all operations. In Example 4, Section C, 
this combination of the zones  describing flight 
operations  with  those  describing  runup  operations 
is  demonstrated. 
Illustration of Step 6. For the Composite Noise 
Rating of 110 for takeors,  as determined in Step 5. 
we see that the  area  in  question  lies in Zone 2 and that 
the corresponding expected community response i s  
described as:  
“Individuals may complain, perhaps vigorously. 
Concerted group action i s  possible.” 
This sixth step completes the procedure. The 
end  product of this  analysis is a  description of the 
average response we can  expect from the  residents 
of communitieslying i n  the  three zones derived  from 
the procedure.  Several  factors which may modify 
this response in a particular  community  situation 
are discussed in Section D. 
Table 6. Chad for Estimating  Response of Residential Communities from Composite Noise Rating. 
Takeoffs  and Runups 
Less than 
100 to 115 80 to.95 
. ” 
I ” ” 
1 Zone I Description of Expected Responsc 
1 
2 
Essentially  no  complaints would be expected. The 
noise may, however, interfere occasionally with certain 
activities of the residents. 
Individuals  may complain, perhaps vigorously. Con- 
certed  group  action  is possible. 
_ _ ~ _ _ _ _  
3 
ous complaints. Concerted  group  action  might be  x- 
Individual reactions would likely include repeated, vigor- 
pected. 
12 
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@ TRIP LENGTH  LESS THAN 2000 MILES. 
J 
7 @ TRIP LENGTH  MORE THAN 2000 MILES. z ' Ir) PERCEIVED  NOISE  LEVEL  CONTOURS  FOR  TAKEOFFS  OF CIVIL JET  TRANSPORTS. 
I CONTOUR  SET I 1 
""" 
@ FOUR-ENGINE  PISTON  AND  TURBOPROP  AIRCRAFT. 
01*1..cc ..a1 ."I.., 1*.1**rnD I. l l r l  
@ TURBOJET  AND  TURBOFAN  AIRCRAFT. 
e PERCEIVED  NOISE  LEVEL CONTOURS  FOR C s 
3 
l V l L  AND MIL ITARY LANDINGS. 
I CONTOUR  SET 3 I 
w 
Y 
PERCEIVED NOISE  LEVEL CONTOURS  FOR TAKEOFFS  OF 
FOUR-  ENGl NE PISTON AND TURBOPROP A I  RCRAFT. 
z 
!- PERCEIVED  NOISE  LEVEL CONTOURS ' 3 SIKORSKY S-61, VERTOL 44, AND VEFTOL 
@ TAKEOFFS 
N 
I CONTOUR  SET 4 I 
- I I I I I I 
0 lDDD .ooD w - moo $1- 0.- 
01,,..c1 1111 -I- 0 . 1  I. .E, 
@) LANDINGS 
FOR TAKEOFFS  AND  LANDINGS OF 
107 HELICOPTER OPERATIONS AT AIRWRTS. 
CONTOUR SET 5 I 
\ POWER SETTINGS- 
PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL CONTOURS- ONE ENGINE RUNUPS. 
CIVIL JET AIRCRAFT - NON-TURBOFAN ENGINES. 
I 
I 
ICONTOUR SET 61 
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PERCEIVED  NOISE LEVEL CONTOURS.- ONE  ENGINE RUNUPS. 
CIVIL AND MILITARY JET AIRCRAFT WITH TURBOFAN ENGINES. 
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I. ACOUSTICAL CONTROL IN STRUCTURES 
The average building offers substantial noise reduction i f  
the windows are closed. Additional noise proofing  can be added 
a t  moderate cost. Satisfactory interior noise levels can therefore 
be maintained even i n  severely noise affected areas. Aircondition- 
ing or mechanical ventilation i s  necessary. There appears to be 
no way of  protecting outdoor activities from noise. The market 
value  of properties seems to be unaffected i n  noise zones of less 
than 112 PNdb. 
1. Costs of Noise Reduction 
Building noise reduction calculations performed by Arde, Onc. indicate that the 
average wood frame building  wil l have  a noise reduction  of about 30 decibels with closed 
windows. The interior noise level  wil l then be acceptable as long as the exterior noise i s  not 
more than 30 db above the desired interior noise level. 
Cost estimates by Arde, Inc. indicate that sound proofing  can be installed i n  existing 
structures at a cost of about 1% of  the building base cost per  decibel  of  extra noise reduction 
up to about 10 db or 40 db total noise reduction. Storm windows w i l l  improve noise reduction 
by about 2 db at a cost of  about 2 per cent of the base cost of the  structure. To obtain m r e  
than 10 db additional noise reduction wi l l  require basic changes in the Structure rather than 
simple add-ons. 
The cost of  building a soundproof one or two  story  structure i s  also  about 1% of the cost 
of a basic frame structure per decibel  of  extra noise reduction.  Since the building i s  designed 
to be soundproof to begin with, the total noise reduction i s  not l imi ted to 10 db. 
An average multistory commercial building has a noise reduction of 35 db. Additional 
noise reduction wi l l  cost about 1-1/2% of the base cost per db. 
Since windows must be closed  for noise reduction, extractor fans or ais  conditioning 
are  required. Air  conditioning  will cost about 10% of the building base cost; extractor fans 
about 1% of  the building base cost. 
This information can be used to  estimate the cost of soundproofing existing structures 
i n  noise affected areas and to estimate the extra cost of  building  in noise 6ffected areas. 
These figures are based on conventional  building  practices  which Rave been developed 
with  only secondary consideration of noise proofing needs. Research on noise proofing  would 
undoubtedly  generate new construction techniques giving better noise reduction at  lower 
cost. 
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The noise and cost reduction figures were determined in  the following manner: 
a .  Basic architectural designs were prepared for three common detached residential 
types of structure and for a multi-story commerc ia l  building. The plans are shown in  
Figures 4, 5 ,  6, 7, 8 and 9; construction  details were obtained from a standard reference. 1 
Various combinations of structural  materials and interior finishes are described in  Tables 
5 and 7. The cost of each structure was estimated using a standard construction  estimating 
handbook.2 
b. The noise reduction of each structure w a s  calculated as described in Section 7,  
below, entitled  "Noise Reduction Calculations". 
c. Various sound proofing modifications were added to the structures as shown i n  
Tables 5, 6,and 7. The cost and noise reduction  of each modified structure was 
calculated i n  the same manner as for  the basic structure. 
All of the calculations  are based on the assumption that  the  building surfaces are free 
from cracks and that there are no sound flanking paths around the surfaces. Noise 
attenuation can be severely  reduced i f  sound can  enter  a building through cracks around 
poorly  fitted doors and windows or around pipes and wiring. The presence of  flanking 
paths such as air ducts through which sound can  enter  a  structure  without  being actually 
transmitted  by the wall or ceil ing surfaces wi l l  also reduce the amount of attenuation 
possible. 
2. Noise Reduction Required 
Table 1 presents a list of noise levels  for various activities which most people 
wi l l   f ind acceptable. Since definition of acceptable noise levels i s  a personal thing, 
many people w i l l  consider the noise levels i n  Table 1 unacceptable, while others w i l l  
accept even higher  levels. 
The amount of noise reduction  required  by a building i s  the difference between  the 
acceptable noise level and the composite noise rating  of the building location. Table 1 
shows the  external noise levels for  which  an average structure wi l l  have an  acceptable 
internal noise level. Table 1 also shows the allowable external noise level i f  10 db of 
soundproofing i s  added. 
The Table does not present allowable external noise ratings for the activities  listed 
under special uses since the buildings  for these activities vary so greatly one to the other 
that no meaningful  average noise reduction  can  be  projected. 
Table 2 shows the amount and cost of  the soundproofing required to maintain  acceptable 
internal noise levels  for  buildings i n  various external noise zones. 
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3. Limitation of the Effectiveness of Acoustic Treatment for Residences 
Acoustic  treatment i s  not  effective  for uses which  involve outdoor as well as 
indoor  activities. This i s  true of residences whose occupants are l ikely  to be outdoors i n  
good weather. Once outside, the occupants wi l l  receive the ful l  impact of the aircraft 
noise. We must accept the fact that some of the amenities of outdoor l iv ing  wi l l  be lost 
i n  noise affected areas .. 
4. Allocation of Costs for Acoustic Treatment 
Property owners who install acoustic  treatment to shut out  the noise of iet  aircraft 
claim they should be  compensated for  the expense by those who benefit from the fl ight 
activity. The direct beneficiaries are travellers, shippers, the airport and the aircraft 
operators. The community benefits indirectly from the commercial act ivi ty generated by 
the  airport; the property owner benefits directly from his access to  rapid transportation, and 
indirectly from the  general  growth  of  commercial activity. 
The British government has recently  initiated a policy  that each of these parties should 
bear a share of the cost. 3 On  March 10, 1965, the Aviation  Minister announced a 
program under which a  grant  of  up  to $280 would be made to each home owner toward 
soundproofing homes in the western outskirts of London near the London airport. In 
making this offer, the Government  accepted  the principle  that noise made near an  airport 
i s  a responsibility of the whole community. The Government expects to recover some of 
the  grant from the airport  authorities  and the airlines so that the cost of such soundproofing 
wil l   be distributed among the airport,  the community and the property owner. 
The Supreme Court  of the State of Washington has ruled in  Mart in vs the Port of Seattle 
(1964) that  a  property owner should be compensated, but only  to the extent  of the loss, i f  
any, of the market value of his property. This may be more or less than the cast of 
soundproofing. The extent of such loss has not yet been determined. 
5. Effect of Airport Noise on Property Values 
According  to a Port of New York Authority report, airports do not affect the 
market value of surrounding properties adversely. 5 In fact, in some cases, proximity to 
the airport was the apparent reason for  higher prices than  would be otherwise justified. 6 
In Des Moines, Iowa, a recent reappraisal of property values gave no adverse allowance 
to properties near the Des Moines Airport. As mentioned above, the Des Moines autho- 
rities did suffer a 20% loss on properties purchased and resold i n  the clear zone just beyond 
the runways. The New York Ci ty areas considered were i n  noise zones of 112 PNcb or less. 
We can  tentatively  conclude that the market price  will  not be  adversely  affected  until the 
noise level i s  somewhere between 112 and 120 PNdb. 
r 
It i s  clear that to a  substantial part  of the public,  particularly to those who are less 
sensitive  to noise than others, the  advantage  of being close to air  transportation  and to the 
commercial activities generated  by an  airport,  adequately compensates for  the  attendant 
noise. 
6. Tables and Charts 
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the installed cost and noise transmission loss of a 
variety  of  wall,  floor  and  ceiling constructions. The correlation between cost and 
transmission loss i s  not  significant. For example, 12" concrete block at  $1.34 per square 
foot i s  just as good as fieldstone veneer at four times the cost. This i s  not surprising since 
the various construction techniques were devised for  aesthetic and structural  consideration 
rather  than  for  acoustical purposes. 
Costs are estimated using Reference 7. Noise transmission loss is  calculated  in 
accordance with Equation 3 i n  the Handbook of  Noise  Control. 7 
The construction costs and extra noise reduction costs mentioned in  this section were 
computed for three residences and a  multistory  commercial  building.  Floor plans of  the 
residences are shown on Figures 4 through 8.  The floor  plan of the office  building i s  
shown on Figure 9. 
Table 5 shows the add-on modifications considered to soundproof a basic frame 
building. The cost and noise reduction  of the basic house and the modified house are 
shown on Figure 1.  
Table 6 l i s t s  eight  different.types  of constructions investigated for cost and noise 
reduction. Figure 2 shows the relation between noise reduction and the lowest cost a t  
which a given level of noise reduction can be achieved. The structures considered ranged 
from  the basic frame house to  a house with double  walls 24" overall thickness and  double 
glazed windows with 6" air space. 
The cost and noise reduction  for a five-story  office  building were computed for 
three types of construction. Table 7 specifies the types of construction considered in  
order of increasing noise reduction.  Figure 3 shows the cost and noise reduction  for 
each type  of  construction. 
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7 .  NOISE REDUCTION CALCULATIONS 
a. Procedure 
In general ,  noise  reduct ion,  N, can be expressed as: 
r s  1 
1 + O 2 1  t N = TL - 10 loglo ( 1) s (+ r 1-a (ref 9,page 160) 
where TL = Average transmission loss - db 
St = Total t r ansmi t t i ng  su r face  area 
S = Total area of receiving room surface 
a = Average  sound  absorption  coefficient 
r 
Transmission loss i n  the classical form is: 
TL = 10 loglo I (ref. 7, page 20-3 ) 
where T = Transmi t t iv i ty  r a t i o  
= Ratio of t ransmit ted sound energy t o  
inc iden t  sound energy. 
For a homogeneous s t r u c t u r e ,  TL can be expressed by 
the mass l a w ,  i,e,n 
where w = Weight of s t r u c t u r e  i n  pounds per square 
foot of surface. Reference 7 , Page 20-7 , 
Equation 20.5 
The average T and a values  required t o  assess the 
a t t enua t ion  characteristics of an enclosure are 
obtained from: 
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a =  n=l  
2 *Rn 
n=l  
n 
where ARn = Component receiving area; = x ARn 
n=l  
a = Absorpt ion  coeff ic ient   of   receiving area, and n 
2 Tn ATn 
n = l  T =  
where A = Component t ransmi t t ing  area; Tn St = x ATn 
n=l  
T = T r a n s m i t t i v i t y   r a t i o  of   t ransmit t ing area n 
The var ious values  of Tn and an w e r e  t a k e n  d i r e c t l y  from the  
references listed under Acoustical Control or computed by methods 
set  for th  i n  these references.  
(1) we  obtain:  Subs t i t u t ing  i n  Equation 
N = -10 1- 10 
n=l 
Sample N ca l cu la t ions  for the l i v i n g  room of a t y p i c a l  c o l o n i a l  
res idence follow. 
.. ......... . -. . . . . 
b. Noise Reduction of Colonial  Livinq Room 
Component 
~~ ~ ~~ 
Window 
Front Exterior 
Wall 
Side Exterior 
Wall 
Inter ior  Wall 
Cei l ing  
Carpeted Floor 
Heavy Drapes 
Sum 
a n 
a = .02  6 
a =.05 2 
a =.05 
a =.05 
a = . 0 3  
a = .60  
2 
3 
1 
4 
a13=. 46 
"" 
5f 
108 108 
226 { 
27 0 
27 0 
B 
I 
Tn 
3.17 l o w 4  
4 . 1 7 . 1 0 - ~  
L *A  n Rn 
5 . 4  
11 .3  
8.1 
16 2 
7 4  
260 
a = 260 + 1034 = .251  
T = .218 + 268 = 8.136 x lo'* 
Substituting in Equation (6)  
I- 1 
N = -10 log 8 ,136  . low4 [E 268 . . . 251  749 + .25j 
*nATn 
.138 
, 0 3 4  
.045 
. 2  18 
N = 30.8 db 
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e .  Room Constants 
I 
Component 
Cei l ing  (basic) 
Exter ior  Wall (wood shingle)  
I n t e r i o r  Wall 
Floor (wood and carpe t )  
Floor   ( l inoleum,asphal t ,  t i le)  
Window ( g l a s s  1/8) 
Door ( e x t e r i o r )  1 1/4 w e s t e r n  
pine 
Door ( i n t e r i o r )  
Tile-Floor or Wall 
Drapes (medium) 
Drapes  ( l ight)  
Floor (wood) 
Drapes  (heavy) 
Cei l ing  (acoust ic)  
Exter ior  Wall (brick veneer) 
Exter ior  Wall (1/2 brick, 
1/2 wood) 
T n -
1.58 x 
4.17 x 
1.78 x 
1.78 x lo-* 
6.30  x
2.63 x loo5 
d .  Noise Reduction w i t h  Storm Windows 
The u t i l i z a t i o n  of no-leak storm windows is equiva len t  
to the i n s t a l l a t i o n  of fixed double glazed windows. 
The transmission loss for the double glaze system 
w a s  ca lcu la ted  from m a s s  l o w  considerat ion t o  be 
about 3.5 db higher than i t s  s ing le  g l a s s  coun te rpa r t .  
However, s i n c e  the rece iv ing  room is s l i g h t l y  
reverberant ,  the  en t i r e  t r ansmiss ion  loss cannot be 
reflected i n  the noise  reduct ion.  Recalculat ing w i t h  
storm windows we  ob ta in  a noise  reduct ion of 32.7 
or 1.9 decibels more than without storm windows. 
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TABLE 1 
ACCEPTABLE EXTERIOR NOISE LEVELS FOR VARIOUS ACTIVITIES BASED ON 
~~ -. ..  .. 
AVERAGE NOISE REDUCTION BY BUILDING 
Activity 
INDUSTRIAL (7) 
Appare I 
Printing 
Food Processing 
Metal Working 
OFFICES (7) 
Private-one floor 
Private-multifloor 
Genera I -one floor 
General-multifloor 
HOTEL (1 1) 
SCHOOL (7) 
STORE (7) 
RESIDENCE (1 1) 
SPECIAL USES (9) 
Concert Ha I I 
Theater 
Church 
Hospi ta I 
Arena 
Acceptable 
Interior Noise 
Level (PNdb)* 
85 
80 
80 
90 
50 
50 
60 
60 
60 
55 
70 
60 
40 
50 
45 
50 
70 
Acceptable 
Exterior CNR** 
(without 
modification) 
Acceptable 
Exterior CNR** 
with 10 db extra 
Noise Reduction 
115 
110 
110 
120 
80 
85 
90 
95 
90 
85 
100 
90 
1 25 
120 
120 
130 
90 
95 
100 
105 
100 
95 
100 
1 00 
*Noise level in PNdb obtained  by converting noise levels noted in references from 
db to PNdb. (References designated by numbers in parentheses) 
**CNR = Composite Noise Rating 
TABLE 2 
COST OF SOUND PROOFING IN HIGH NOISE AREAS 
Acceptable Interior Noise Level (PNdb) 
Extra Noise  Reduction Required (db) 
Cost per square foot (dollar-) 
Composite Noise Rating Zone: 120 db 
(A) - - (B) (C) Activity 
INDUSTRIAL 
Apparel 
Printing 
Food Processing 
Metal Working 
OFFICES 
Private-One Floor 
Private-Mu I t i f  loor 
General-One Floor 
General-Multifloor 
RESIDENCE 
HOTEL 
SCHOOL 
ST OR E 
85 5 
80  10 
80  10 
90 " 
50 40 
50  35 
60 30 
60 25 
60 30 
60 30 
55  35 
70 20 
1 .oo 
2.00 
2.00 -_ 
8.00 
14.00 
6.00 
10.00 
6.00 
12.00 
7.00 
4.00 
" 
" 
" 
" 
30 
25 
20 
15 
20 
20 
25 
10 
" 
" 
" 
" 
6.00 
10.00 
4.00 
6.00 
4.00 
8.00 
5.00 
2.00 
" 
" 
" 
" 
20 
15 
10 
5 
10 
10 
15 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
4.00 
6.00 
4.00 
2.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.00 
" 
NOTE: 
TABLE 3 
EXTERIOR WALL NOISE REDUCTION AND COST  CHARACTERISTICS 
W - Weight of wall per square foot 
T.L. - Average transmission loss db. 
C. - Cost i n  doldars  per square foot 
EC - Effective cost in dollars per 100 square feet of wall per db 
~- ___ ~- ~~ 
CB - 
FLP - 
HB - 
HCB - 
SB - 
PB - 
GP 1 - 
GP 2 - 
transmission loss. 
Common Brick 
Furring, Lath and Plaster 
Hollow  Concrete  Block 
Hollow  Cinder Block 
Solid Concrete Block 
1/2" Plaster Board 
5/8" Gypsum Plaster on Masonry 
3/4" Gypsum Plaster on Metoll Lath 
TYPE CONSTRUCTOON 
I. Cinder  Block 
A. Basic Wall-Hollow 
1 * 4" 
2. 8" 
3. 92" 
B. A + GP-1 
1 . 4" 
2. 8" 
3. 12" 
1 . 4" 
2. 8" 
3. 12" 
C. A +FLP 
II. Concrete Blocks  (Dense) 
A. Basic WaJI-Hollow 
1 6'l 
2, 8" 
3. 12" 
B. Basic Wall-Solid 
1 . 6" 
2. 8" 
3: 12" 
w - 
16.7 
33.4 
50 .O 
29.7 
38.4 
55 .O 
24.2 
40.9 
57.5 
35 .O 
46.6 
70 .O 
55.5 
74.0 
111.0 
'T. L. 
28.8 
32.5 
36.3 
42.3 
43 .O 
46.0 
41.5 
44 .O 
46.5 
39 .O 
46.0 
47 .O 
44-0 
47: 0 
51 -0 
C - 
0.55 
0.77 
1.33 
0.70 
0.92 
1.48 
0.78 
1 .oo 
1.56 
0.96 
2.08 
1.22 
1.01 
1.12 
1 . 3 4  
EC 
9.91 
2,37 
3.69 
1.65 
2.93 
3.28 
2.12 
2.27 
3.35 
2.46 
2.34 
2.59 
2 2 9  
2.38 
2.62 
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TABLE 3 (Cont'd.) 
TYPE CONSTRUCT1 ON 
C. A + GP-1 
1. 6" 
2. 8" 
3.  12" 
1. 6" 
2. 8" 
3. 12" 
1 . 6" 
2. 8" 
3. 12" 
F. B + FLP 
1 . 6" 
2. 8" 
3.  12" 
D. B + GP-1 
E .  A +  FLP 
II I .  Brick (Common) 
A. Basic Wall 
1 . 4" 
2.  8" 
B. A + GP-1 
1. 4" 
2. 8" 
1. 4" 
2. 8" 
C. A + F L P  
IV. Clay Tile 
40.0 
51.6 
75 .O 
60.5 
79.0 
116.0 
42.5 
54.1 
77.5 
63 .O 
81.5 
117.5 
T.L. - 
43 .O 
46.0 
47 .O 
46 
50 
51 
45.5 
46.5 
50 .O 
47.0 
50 .O 
51 .O 
C. - 
1.11 
1.23 
1.37 
1 .I6 
1.27 
1.51 
1.19 
1.31 
1.45 
1.24 
1.35 
7.59 
EC - 
2.58 
2.67 
2.91 
2.52 
2.58 
2.96 
2.61 
2.81 
2.90 
2.63 
2.65 
3.11 
35.0 44 .O 1.07 2.43 
74 .O 48 .O 1.94 4.04 
40.0 43 .O 1.22 2.83 
79.0 50.0 2.09 4.78 
42.5 45 .O 1.30 2.88 
81.5 50 .O 2.17 4.34 
A.  Basic Wall 
1.  4" 
2.  6" 
3. 8" 
1. 4" 
2. 6" 
3. 8" 
6 .  A + GP-1 (IS) 
22.5 41 .O 0.55 1.34 
32 .O 42 .O 0.61 1.45 
38.0 43 .O 0.87 2.02 
27.5 42 .O 0.70 1.66 
37.0 43.0 0.76 1.76 
43.0 46.0 1.02 2.21 
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TYPE CONSTRUCTION 
C. A+FLP 
1 .  4" 
2. 6" 
3. 8" 
V. Pre-Cast Concrete Walls 
A. Basic Wall - 4" 
(Lightly Reinforced) 
VI. Brick Veneer on Concrete 
~ ~ ~~~~ 
A. 4" .Brick + 8" HB 
B. 4" Brick + 8" SB 
C. A + GP-1 (IS) 
D. B + GP-1 (15) 
E .  A + FLP (1s) 
F. B + FLP (IS) 
TABLE  3 (Cont'd.) 
VII. Brick Veneer on Cinder Block 
W - 
30 .O 
39.5 
45.5 
42 .O 
81.6 
109.0 
86.6 
114.0 
89.1 
116.5 
T.  L. C EC - - - 
42 .O 0.77 1.80 
44 .O 0.84 1.90 
46.0 1.10 2.39 
46.5  3.10  6.66 
50.4 
51.3 
50.5 
51.4 
50.6 
51.5 
2.15 4.26 
2.19 4.26 
2.30 4.55 
2.34 4.55 
2.38 4.70 
2.42 4.69 
A.  4"  Brick + 8" HCB 68.4 
B. A + GP-1 (1s) 73.4 
C. A + FLP (1s)  75.9 
47.3 1.84 3.89 
47.5 1.99 4.18 
50.1 2.07 4.13 
VIII. Stone (Sandstone or ~~ Bluestone) with Varied Masonry) 
A. 4" Stone + 8" HB 
B . 4" Stone + 8" SB 
C. 4" Stone + 8" HCB 
D. 4" Stone + 8" CB 
E.  A + GP-1 (1s) 
F. B + GP-1 (1s) 
G. C + GP-1 (1s) 
H. D + GP-1 (1s) 
1 .  A + FLP (1s) 
J. B + FLP ('IS) 
K .  C + FLP (1s) 
L. D + FLP (1s) 
95.6 
123.0 
82.4 
123.0 
100.6 
128 .O 
87.4 
128.0 
103.1 
130.5 
89.9 
130.5 
50.8 
51.6 
50.4 
51.6 
51 .O 
51.8 
50.6 
51.8 
51 .O 
52 .O 
50.7 
51.8 
5.46 
5.51 
5.27 
6.44 
5.61 
5.66 
5.42 
6.59 
5.69 
5.74 
5.50 
6.67 
10.74 
10.67 
10.45 
12.43 
11 .oo 
10.92 
10.71 
12.72 
11.15 
11.03 
10.84 
12.87 
TABLE 3 (Cont'd.) 
TYPE CONSTRUCTION W T.L. - - 
IX. Wood Frame with Varied 'Exteriors 
A. Shingle  Siding  (Wood) 
1. With GP-2 
2. With PB 
B. Stucco Facing 
1. GP-2 
2. PB 
C.  Brick Veneer - 4" 
1.  GP-2 
2. PB 
D. Stone Veneer - 4" 
1 .  GP-2 
2. PB 
12.0 
10.0 
20 .o 
18.0 
45.0 
43 .O 
59 .O 
57 .O 
35.8 
33.8 
38.5 
38 .O 
46.0 
45.8 
46.8 
46.7 
C - 
1.14 
0.94 
0.85 
0.65 
2.78 
2.58 
5.05 
4.85 
EC 
3.18 
2.78 
2.20 
1.71 
6.04 
5.63 
9.26 
10.38 
TABLE 4 
-~ CEI1I NG-FLOOR NOISE REDUCTION AND COST CHARACTERISTICS 
NOTE: T.L. - Average transmission loss (db.) 
C. - Cost in dollars per square foot of floor. 
E.C. - Effective cost in dollars per 100 square feet of wal l  per db 
transmission loss. 
Style Floor Structure 
1 Wood  Joists 
2" x 8", 16" O . C .  
2. Wood  J ists 
2" x 8", 16" o .c. 
4 Wood  Joists 
2 x 8", 16" O.C. 
7 Wood  Joists 
Independent floor 
and ceiling joists 
wi th common 
bearing 
8 Combination Floor, 
6" x 12" x 12 'I Clay 
t i le  18" O . C .  and 2" 
concrete slab above 
tile. 
Ceil'ing Floor Finish T.L. C 
" 
7/8" Gypsum 13/16" subfloor 33 
plaster on ex- and 13/16"  oak . 
panded metal finished floor 
lath. 
7/8" Gypsum Subfloor,  3/8" 46 
plaster on finished wood 
wood lath. floor. 
7/8" Gypsum Subfloor,  1/2" 58 
plaster on fiberboard, 
wood lath. 1' '  x 3" nailing 
strips, rough and 
finished wood 
f loon. 
1/2" lnsulite Rough floor, 63 
$laster 1/2" 1/2" fiberboard 
fiberboard Floating floorof 
1" x 2" nailing 
strips,  rough 
floor and 3/8" 
hardwood finished 
floor. 
518'' Brown No finish 
coat and hard 
white  plaster. 
1.40 
1.40 
2.20 
2.70 
EC 
4.24 
3.04 
3.79 
4.28 
49 1.95  3.97
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TABLE 4 (Cont'd .) 
Style  Floor  Structure  C i l ing Floor  Finish T.L. C EC 
"- 
10 Combination  Flonr, 2" x 13116" No finish 57 2.60 4.56 
4" x 12" x 12" clay furring strips 
t i le  17" O.C. and 16" o.c., 
2-1/2" concrete 1/2" wood 
slab  above tile. fiber board 
and 1/2" 
gypsum brown 
coat  and hard 
white plaster. 
12 Combination Floorr, 2" x 13/16" 
4" x 12" x 12" clay furring strips 
t i le  17" O.C. and 16" o.c., 
2-1/2" concrete 1 /2" wood 
slab  above tile. fiber board 
and 1/2" 
gypsum brown 
coat  and  hard 
white  plaster. 
1 " ~ 2 ' '  nai I ing 66 4.10 6.21 
strips 16" O.C. 
3/4" rough 
flooring  and 
3/8" oak finish 
floor plus 1/2" 
wood fiber board 
between  concrete 
slab and  nailing 
strips. 
14 Combination Floor, 1/2" gypsum 2" x 2" nailing 41 2.70 6.58 
4" x 12" x 12" clay brown coat strips, 16" O.C. 
t i l e  18" O.C. and2"  and hard 1 3/16" oak 
concrete  slab  above  white plaster. finish  floor. 
ti le. 
16. Concrete  flat  slab4" 13/16" x 2" No finish 
thick reinforced with furring strips 
No. 3 and rods 9"o.c. 16" o.c., 
1/2" wood 
fiberboard 
1 /2" gypsum 
plaster. 
57 1.60 2.80 
17 Concrete flat slab 13/16"x 2" Floating  floor 60 2.50 4.13 
4" thick reinforced furring strips of  nailing
with No. 3 and 16" O.C. , strips, 3/411 sub- 
rods 9" o .c . 1/2" wood floor  and 3/8" 
fiberboard oak finished 
1/2" gypsum floor. 
plaster. 
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TABLE 4 (Cont'd.) 
Style 
191, 
70 1 
702 
705 
706 
707 
710 
1 80A 
Floor  Structure  Ceiling  Flo r Finish T.L. 
Concrete  Slab 4" thick.  Construction  Above  lath:3" 54 
beneath slab. Special coiled spring ground cork. 
stirrup hangers 24"x34" o.c., 1-1/2" 
furring channqtL 34" o.c., 3/4" chan- 
nel crossfurring 16" o.c., 3/8" gyp- 
sum lath, 1/4" gypsum brown coat  and 
1/2" acoustical plaster (trowel finish). 
Insulation  above  lath varies. 
- 
Joists 2" x 8" 16+ O . C .  Floor: 1" pine subfloor 1" pine 45 
finish floor. Ceiling: 1/2" fiberboard, 1/2" gypsum 
plaster. 
Same as panel 701 except floor. Floor: 1 I' pine sub- 50 
floor, 1/2" fiberboard, 1'' x 3" sleepen 16" o.c.; 
1" pine  finish  floor. 
Same  as panel 701 except  ceiling.  Added second 56 
ceiling  of 2" x 2" wood joists, 16" o.c., 1/2" 
gypsum plaster. Second ceiling suspended 4" below 
original  ceiling  by screw eyes and wire loops 36" 0.c ., 
2" x 5" x 5" fiberboard pads between second ceiling 
joists and  original  ceiling plaster. 
Same  as panel 702 except old ceiling removed, added 58 
2" x 4" joists, 16" o.c., 1/2" fiberboard, 1/2" gypsum 
plaster (air space not be 10" dimension of 2" x 10" frame) 
Joists 2" x 8", 16" O.C. Floor: 1" pine subfloor, 1'' 40 
pine subfloor, 1" pine  finish subfloor. Ceiling: 3/411 
fiberboard. 
Joists 2" x lo", 16" O.C. Floor: Pine subfloor, 51 
building paper, 13/16" pine  finish floor. Ceiling: 
expanded metal  lath  held on 1/4" rods and spring clips 
3/4" gypsum plaster. 
Joists 2" x 6" Floor: Wood subfloor, 2" x 2" sleepers, 38 
16" o.c., hardwood finish floor. Ceiling: Expanded 
metal lath, 3/4" gypsum plaster. 
C - 
3.10 
1 .m 
2.80 
3.40 
2.90 
1.70 
1 . 4 0  
1.60 
EC 
5.74 
4.22 
5.60 
.6.07 
5.00 
4.25 
2.74 
4.21 
Style 
71 1 
71 5 
1 37 
804 
805 
802 
61 
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TABLE 4 (Cont'd .) 
Flo3r Structures Ceil ing Floor  Finish 
2" x 10" wood joists 16" o.c., cross braces with 1" x 
3" wooden bridging strips bisecting  length of  panel. 
On  ceil ing side 1/2" gypsum wallboard, joints f i l led 
and taped; on floor side 3/4" subflooring, rosin paper, 
and  floating  floor consisting of 1/2" x 2" fiberboard 
16" O.C. trapezoidal sleepers (1-1/8" wide a t  top, 2" 
a t  bottom, 1-5/8" thick) 16" o.c., w k  flooring. 
2" x 8" wood joist, 16" o.c., 3/4" subfloor, building 
paper, and 3/4" tongue and groove fir finish floor; 
ceil ing side 1/2" gypsum wallboard  nailed  to  furring 
strips held  by spring  clips,  the latter  nailed  tofroor 
joists. 
Open web 8" steel joists, 20+ O.C. Floor 3" thick 
wood-shaving board (portland-cement binder) clipped 
to joists, 1/2" concrete, 1/4" linoleum cemented to 
concrete. Ceiling: 1 I' thick wood-shaving board 
clipped to joists, 1/211 gypsum plaster. 
Concrete slab, reinforced, 4" thick 
Same as above except 1 I' concrete made with 
asphalt-water emulsion added on floor side. 
Concrete slab,  reinforced, 4" thick; 3/4" furring, 
expanded metal lath, and 7/8" gypsum plaster added 
on ceil ing side; 3/32" mastic, 3/4" parquet floor. 
T.L. 
37 
- 
52 
53 
47 
51 
49 
4.3" reinforced  slab 0.4" plaster 0.8" hard  plaster 49 
on soffit. 
4.3" reinforced con- Separute 0.8" hard  plaster 55 
Crete slab. wooden ceil- 
ing joists 
on the walls; 
lath, reeds 
and mortar . 
C 
2.10 
- 
1.55 
2.40 
.70 
.80 
2.35 
1.20 
1.50 
EC 
5.67 
2.98 
4.52 
1.48 
1.56 
4.74 
2.44 
2.72 
TABLE 4 (Cont'd.) 
Style  Floor Structures 
B5  4.3" reinforced 
concrete slab. 
B6 Prefabricated  floor 
of 5.1" pumice  con- 
crete  roof slabs with 
cassettes. 
B 9  7" wood joists 
Ceil ing Floor  Finish T.L. C 
" 
0.4" plaster  Magne site  tiles 50 1.20 
on soffit. on ,layer of  bitu- 
men paper and 
Tree tex . 
Hard plaster 
Separate Boarded 
cei I ing joists 
supported on 
the walls; 
lath, reeds, 
a nd  morta r . 
42 1.20 
46 1.55 
EC 
2.40 
2.05 
3.36 
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TABLE 5 
MODIFICATION OF EXISTING BASIC ONE FAMILY HOMES 
Frame:  Wood. 
Window: Fixed - Resilient  Mounted - 1/8" Glass. 
Interior Walls: (Except Bath) N B S  Panel 504 13/16" gypsum plaster on both sides with 
Floor  Covering:  Full  carpeting a l l  rooms except  kitchen & baths where vinyl,  asphalt or 
Drapes: Heavy drapes for  picture  window  and  supporting wall; medium  drapes i n  
Interior Bath Walls: A l l  baths have t i le walls half way up. Remainder is  N B S  Panel 504. 
3/8" gypsum core  lath. 
linoleum i s  used throughout. 
a l l  other rooms except  kitchen, where lightweight drapes prevail. 
TYPE Exterior  Wall  Ceiling  Floor 
_I 
CAPE COD (2 
Levels) 
Basic Wood shingle Top level: 1/2" Upper level: Z'x8' on 16" 
a1 I around with gypsum plaster O.C. 1" pine  floor. 1 s t  
1 /2" gypsum + 1-1/2" blanket  level: 2" pine on 2'x8'- 
plaster board on insulation on  Z'x8'- l6 " ,0 .~ .  studs. 
inside . 16" O.C. wood 
- 
studs . 
First level: N B S  
m i b e r b o a r d  
+ 1/2" gypsum 
plaster on 2'x8'-16" 
0. c . wood  studs . 
Mode! #1 Same  s Basic. Same  s Basic, but Same  s Basic. 
2 bedrms. on top 
level use acoustic 
tile, type TMW 
cemented . 
Model #2 Same  s Basic. Same basic ceil ing Same  s Basic. 
but  acoustical  tile, 
type TMW cemented 
on a l l  ceilings. 
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TABLE 5 (Cont'd.) 
TYPE Exterior  Wall  Cei I ing Floor 
Model #3 Same  as Basic but Same  as Model 12. Same  as Basic. 
with 4" brick veneer 
over entire  front  of 
house. 
RANCH 
Basic Wood shingle  on 3 1/2" gypsum plaster  2'x6'  on 16" O.C. - 1'' 
sides, 1/2 of  front & 4" insulation p:ine floor. 
with 4" brick veneer blanket on 2'x6'- 
& remainder with 16" 0.c . wood studs . 
wood shingIes,inside 
I/2" gypsum piaster 
board. 
~~ 
Model # 1  Same  s Basic. Same  Basic ceil ing Same  s Basic. 
~~ 
but with acoustica I 
t i le cemented - Type 
PRW - on a l l  ceilings, 
Model #2 Wood shingle  on 3 . Sameas Model 61. Sameas Basic. 
sides, front side 
a I I  4" brick veneer. 
~ . . ~ - ~~ 
COLONIAL 
(2 levels) 
Basic A l l  Walls - wopd Top level: 1/2" gyp- upper level: 
shingle  with 1/2" sum plaster + 4" in- 2'x6'on 16" O.C. - 1"  
gypsum plaster on sulation on 2'x6'-16" pine  floor. 
inside. o .c . wood studs . lower level: 2" pine floor 
1 s t  level: 1/2" fiber- on 2'x6' on 16" O.C. wood 
board, 1/2" gypsum  studs. 
plaster on 2'x6'- 16" 
o .c . studs. 
Model # l  Same  s Basic  Same basic ceilings Same  s Basic. 
on a l l  levels except 
acoustical t i l e  type 
PRW cemented on a l l  
bedrooms 
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TABLE 5 (Cont'd.) 
TYPE Exterior WaI I Cei I ing Floor 
Model #2 Same  as  B icSame basic ceil ing on a l l  Same as Basic. 
levels with acoustic t i l e  
type PRW cemented i n   a l l  
rooms. 
Model #3 3 sides  same  as basic Same  as Model #2. Same  as Basic. 
but  front side 100% 
4" brick veneer. 
Model #4 4" brick veneer  on Same  s Model #3. Same  s Basic. 
a l l  sides with 1/2" 
gypsum plaster on 
inside. 
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TA'BL E 6 
RESIDENTIAL " STRUCTURES INVESTIGATED FOR NOISE REDUCTION & COST 
The following constructions  typesare investigated  for Cape Cod, Ranch and  Colonial 
style  bui [dings. See Figures '4 through 8 for  floor plans. 
A l l  internal  walls  are Panel 504 of the National Bureau of Standards basic series; 
lower  level floors are 1" pine, intermediate  level  floors  are 2" pine; top floor  ceilings 
are 1/2" gypsum plaster with  insulation  and wood studs, intermediate  level  ceilings  are 
1/2" fiberboard plus 1/2" gypsum plaster  on wood studs; no sound transmitted  through 
. "  _" 
any  ceilings. 
CONSTRUCTION TYPE 
A. Wood  Frame 
1. Model x1 
2. Model f2 
WaI Is Windows 
100% wood shingles 1/811 glass resilient mounted- 
with 1/2" gypsum fixed e 
board. 
50% wood shingles 1/4" double  glaze-1/4" 
+ 50% 4" brick veneer airspace resilient mounted. 
with 1/2" gypsum board. 
- "" 
3. Model #3 100% Brick veneer 1/4" Dbl glaze - 1/2" 
(4") with 1/2" gypsum airspace - resilient mounted. 
board. 
~~ 
4. Model #4 100% stone  veneer (4") 1/4" Dbl Glaze - 1'' air- 
with 1/2" gypsum board. space - resilient mounted. 
B .  Varied Masonry Frames 
1. Model x1 4" brick veneer  on 8" 1/4" Dbl Glaze 1" airspace 
solid  concrete  block  resilient mounted. 
with furring, lath and 
plaster. 
2 . Model t2. 4" stone (blue or  sand) 1/4" Dbl glaze-1"  airspace 
on 8" solid  concrete  r silient mounted. 
block  with  furring,  lath 
and plaster. 
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TABLE 6 (Cont'd .) 
CONSTRUCTION TYPE WaI Is 
C .  Double  Wall 
Windows 
1. Model #l  4" brick  veneer on 8" 1/4" Dbl glaze 1" airspace 
solid  concrete  block resi 1 ien  t mounted. 
+ 4" airspace + 8" solid 
concrete  block  with 
furring, lath and  piaster. 
2. Model #2 Same as Model #l but 1/4" Dbl glaze 6" airspace 
with 8" brick. resilient  mounted. 
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TABLE 7 
OFFICE BUILDING. STRUCTURES INVESTIGATED FOR NOISE REDUCTION AND COST 
-- STEEL FRAME -- 
Externa I - 
Internal  Wall  In terna I Wa I I Wi ndow Ceiling-Floor 
Basic 
Single  Wall 4" Precast Rein- N B S  Panel 504 Double Glaze  Holland type struc- 
forced  concrete 13/16" gypsum (1/4") 1/2" ture #B-4 3/4" 
modules with plaster on both airspace-  plaster  ype floor on 
furring, lath and sides of  a 3/8" fixed  resilient 4-1/4" reinforced 
plaster  inside  walls. gypsum core - mounted. concrete slab- 
lath, separate ceiling 
joists on walls with 
lath, reeds, and 
mortar with acous- 
tical ti le(cemented). 
Model #l 
Double  Wall 4" precast rein- Same  as Basic. Double Glaze Same  as Basic 
forced  concrete (1/4") 1"air- 
module + 4" air- space fixed, 
space + 4" resilient 
concrete module movlted . 
(precast) with 
furring, lath and 
plaster. 
Model #2 
Double  Wall 8" precast rein- Same  as Basic. Double Glaze Same  as Basic. 
forced  concrete (1/4") 6" air- 
module + 4" air- space-fixed, ' 
space + 8" con-  resilient 
c  rete modu I e mounted. 
(precast) with 
furring, lath and 
p laster . 
See Figure 4 fgr floor  plan. 
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COST OF INCREASING  NOISE  REDUCTION 
OF EXISTING  RESIDENCES 
."- 
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FIG. I 
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GENERAL COST - NOISE LEVEL 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR THREE 
TYPICAL  SINGLE  FAMILY  HOUSES 
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J. DESI&4BLE LAND USES FOR AIRPORT APPROACHES AND IN NOISE 
AFFECTED AREAS 
Desirable land uses near airports  have one or more of the following characteristics: 
a. Land use involving few people such as reservoirs or sewage treatment 
b. Uses which are inherently noisy so that aircraft noise has l i t t l e  
c. Indoor uses, commercial, industrial or institutional, which can be 
d. Activit ies  all ied  to the airport such a s  maintenance shops, truck 
plants. 
additional impact, i .e., a printing  plant. 
protected from aircraft noise by  suitable soundproofing. 
depots, and warehouses. 
Other examples of  desirable  land uses are listed below: 
Natural-Corridor Uses 
I 
1 . Riven, lakes and streams 
2. Swamps 
3. Areas subject to flooding 
4. Other forms of unpopulated land 
Open-Land Uses 
1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 .  
6 .  
7. 
9 .  
10. 
a. 
Cemeteries 
Reservoirs 
Reservations 
Game preserves 
Forests 
Water-treatment  plants 
Sewage-disposal plants 
Sod farming 
Truck farming 
Other  vegetable  and plant  crop  cultivation 
11 . Landscape  nurseries 
12. Golf  courses 
13. Riding academies 
14. Picnic areas 
15. Botanical gardens 
16. Passive recreation areas 
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Industrial and  Commercial 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11.  
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Aircraft and aircraft parts  manufacturem 
Airfreight terminals 
-Trucking terminals and other allied uses 
Aviation schools 
Aircraft-repair shops 
Warehouses 
Aerial survey and other similar compani es 
Aviation research and testing laboratories 
Airline schools 
Auto storage  parts 
Parking lots 
Airport motels and hotels 
Restaurants 
Taxi and bus terminals 
Wholesale distribution centers 
Gas stations 
Machine shops 
Printing plants 
Chemical rocessing  plants 
Food  processing plants 
Shoe factories 
Apparel factories 
General offices i f  suitably soundproofed. 
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A P P L I C A T I O N  OF L A N D  U S E  C O N T R O L  T E C H N I Q U E S  
TO A H Y P O T H E T I C A L  E X A M P L E  
A demonstration of the use of the various powers and techniques 
available to local government i s  provided i n  the following hypo- 
thetical  situation. The intent  of this example i s  to show how the 
problem of  aircraft noise in the vicinity  of a  major airport may  be 
approached i n  a comprehensive manner. N o  particular course of 
action i s  recommended as applicable i n   a l l  instances. 
The conditions  illustrated  in the map and  described i n  the text 
were created  for  the purpose of providing  an example with a diversity 
o f  governmenial arrangements, geographical relationships, land use 
patterns, and commurrity situations. Any resemblance i n  whole  or 
in  part to  actual  conditions i n  any  existing  airport  situation i s  
entirely  coilicidental. Every element of the hypothetical situation 
can be changed at   wi l l   to increase or decrease the complexity of  the 
problem. Al l  figures cited are illustrative, for the purpose of 
establishing the scale of the various factors  and costs involved. 
Numbers i n  parentheses refer  to the page in  this report  on  which 
may be found more detailed discussion relating to  a  mentioned  topic. 
BUSY CITY AND ENVIRONS 
Busy City,  located i n  Rolling County, i s  a  metropolis of more than 250,000 population. 
It i s  the focus for finance, marketing, and distribution  for a thriving  region that includes 
rich  agricultuml areas as well as major industries whose products are shipped to a l l  parts 
of the  country and to  other areas of the world. Beyond the ci ty l imits are several 
incorporated villages, some adjoining the ci ty and others at some distance  and physically 
separated by open land. 
Two villages  of immediate  concern  are Industry, which i s  adjacent  to Busy City,  and 
Progress, which i s  south of industry but not contiguous to Industry or to Busy City. Both 
villages  are  on the  main line  railroad that enters Busy Ci ty  from  the southwest. Industry 
i s  an old manufacturing  community with a belt  of large  and  small  plants  along  the  railroad. 
I t s  inhabitants  are employed primarily  in the local plants, but some work i n  similar 
act ivi t ies  in Busy City. Development, both residential and non-residential, has occurred 
i n  such a manner that i t  i s  now virtually impossible to  distinguish  the  village from the 
city  at  their common boundary. 
Progress, on the other hand, i s  a residential community bui l t  on Pleasant Lake. I t s  
residents take great pride i n  their community’s appearance and i n  the high standards of 
municipal services provided  by  their taxes. They are employed primarily  in the 
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professions or i n  executive or management positions i n  Busy City and Industry. It i s  
considered the most desirable suburb of  the several surrounding Busy City. 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIRPORT 
The municipal  airport  at Busy City developed  out of a private  f lying  f ield established 
during the 1920's. It was acquired by the c i t y   i n  1935 and soon became a  very active 
airport. It i s  now operated by a City  Airport Commission of three members. Located i n  
the  southwesterly corner of Busy City,  adjacent  to Industry, the airport h a s  greatly 
expanded over the years. Its original  site w a s  enlarged during World War II i n  order to 
accommodate military  aircraft  being serviced or equipped  by  the several nearby factories 
that were converted  to  military  production or that  were bui l t  as part  of the national defense 
effort. 
Following the war, civil  aviation expanded swiftly, and Busy City became a  regiondl 
hub formirline passenger traffic. The major runways were extended to permit  the  operation 
of four-motor commercial airliners. Still another extension program was undertaken about 
1959 to provide adequate runway length for the init ial  turbojet  aircraft  introduced  into 
regular service. With the continuing  growth  of  air  traffic, general aviation  aircraft have 
been encouraged to ut i l ize other, smaller airport  facilities  in the vicinity  of Busy City. 
However, the volume of  passenger  movements quickly outgrew  the capacity  of  the  original 
terminal building. The Airport Commission retained consultants to investigate the 
situation and to recommend an  appropriate  development plan and  schedule for  improving 
the  airport, 
Their recommendations include:  construction of a new iet runway south of the existing 
main runway and parallel to it; extension of the existing  diagonal runways, with one to 
serve as an active runway  and the other  to become a  taxiway; relocation of the terminal 
area from the north side of the site  to another  site that w i l l  provide a more suitable 
relationship  to the maior runways and that wi l l  provide for  a  better connection  to a 
proposed new express:highway from the  center o f  Busy City. The existing and proposed 
future  conditions  are  illustrated  on the  accompanying map. 
There are no immediate obstacles to the city's  undertaking  the improvement of the air- 
port. It can acquire the needed additional  land through the exercise of  i t s  power of 
eminent domain, both within  the  city l imits and beyond i t s  boundaries. The project has 
been approved by the Federal Aviation Agency and i s  included in the National  Airport 
Plan. It i s  thus eligible  to  receive Federal funds for such purposes as: development of a 
general plan  for the ultimate expansion of the airport; preparation of detailed  engineering 
plans for runways, taxiways, drainage, lighting, and other features eligible  for Federal 
support; acquisition of the necessary land  for expansion; and b r  construction of these 
eligible  facilities. The municipal share of the required funds, including the cost of the 
new  terminal  building, w i l l  be obtained through general purpose municipal bonds or through 
revenue bonds to be repaid  from the rents and  other  income of the  airport operation. 
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HYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT SITUATION 
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However, since  the introduction  of  iet  aircraft the owners and tenants of  property i n  
the vicinity  of the airport  have become increasingly  irritated. Numerous complaints have 
been made concerning  the  noise  generated by jets taking  off or landing a t  the  airport  over 
parts of Busy City, Industry, and the unincorporated areas beyond  the'existing runways. 
A local noise abatement committee has publicized the efforts made by the aircraft industry 
i n  modifying  aircraft power plants to reduce  the amount of noise generated, and  the results 
of studies made by  the  regional representatives of the  Federal agencies, the airlines  and 
their pilots,  and the airport manager with regard to modification  of the takeoff  and approach 
patterns i n  order to reduce the area exposed to  aircraft noise. Most of  the  people  living 
and  working i n  the areas affected  by  the  existing runways had become accustomed to  the 
noise of  piston engines, but  reacted  sharply  to the  different  characteristics  of  jet noise. 
In addition, the expansion program would expose to aircraft noise severe1 areas thdt  had 
not been affected previously, including  the  Village  of Progress and the parts of Busy City 
and  unincorporated  Rolling  County in  l ine  with the new runway. 
One  result  of  the studies has been a suggestion that a system of  preferred runways be 
established. In view  of the prevailing winds at  the airport  and the fact  that the  heavier 
new aircraft  can  take  off  and  land i n  cross winds, i t i s  feasible  to make a l l  landings from 
the east or northeast, and  all takeoffs to the west or southwest. 
The Airport Commission has issued an  attractive brochure to demonstrate the need for 
expansion, pointing  out the jobs, income, and other economic benefits that wi l l  accrue 
to the entire region. Neighborhood groups i n  Busy City, however,have joined forces i n  
opposition  to the program, suggesting that  the faci l i ty be removed to another part  of the 
region. The nearby villages  affected  by  the  airport program Rave been critical  of the lack 
of regard displayed by Busy City  to i t s  smaller neighbors, while the business and civic 
leaden i n  the c i ty and  the  county are concerned with the  lack  of  sensitivity of  the  smaller 
municipalities to the over-riding needs of the entire  region  that are carried on the shoulders 
of Busy City alone, 
CREATION OF A STUDY COMMITTEE 
Sensing a need to discuss the  entire  problem  of  airport development on a more objective 
basis, the  Rolling  County Civic  Council organized  an ad hoc commi ttee comprising 
representatives of  al l  levels of government, leaders of  major business and civic organizations 
and  institutions, and professionals, to examine the circumstances and make recommen- 
dations for appropriate public and private  action. The committee's findings with respect 
to the airport locations  and  the ways and means of  creating  compatibility between the 
airport and i t s  environment  are presented i n  the following pages. 
The committee found that the present location  of the airport has great val idity  in the 
regional pattern of land use and  circulation.  Although other areas offer open land, they 
are a t  a great distance from the  city, and would  require  a  large investment in public 
highways and other modes of transportation. Further, the commiteedound that investment 
i n  plants and  facilities  by  the  private sector of  the economy, over and above  the capital 
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investment of the  airlines, as represented by the hangers and  other installations  that  are 
essential parts of an  airport, was very  great i n  the vicinity  of  the airport, was directly 
related  to the airport's operations, and  would  suffer i f  the  airport were to be physically 
relocated.  Changing  the  surface  transportation system to provide  for the movement of 
people and goods between airport  related  activities and homes or markets would  also 
entail considerable expenditure, and would  be accompanied  by  a  disruption i n  travel 
patterns during a change from one location  to another. TherGfore, the committee 
decided  that  the  public and private investment at  the  existing  airport, plus the availabil ity 
of  land  for the expansion at  that site, outweighed the  anticipated cost of developing a 
completely new airport  at a  greater  distance from the  city,  and its report  vindicated the 
proposed expansion program. 
The committee did not stop at  that  point  in its deliberations, however. It next 
reviewed  the  relationship  of the proposed airport program to the development patterns of 
the surrounding area and determined  that  extensive areas would be affected  by  the noise 
of turbine  powered aircraft  landing  and  taking  off from both the new and  the  extended 
runways. The committee proceeded, therefore, to  explore  quickly the ways and means of 
affecting  compatibility between existing  and possible future  land uses and  the  airport 
ac t iv i  ty . 
CURRENT PLANNING EFFORTS: BUSY CITY 
Busy City has an  active  planning department whose primary  concern i s  with  city func- 
tions. I t s  staff i s  aware of the municipalities  adjacent to the city, and regularly attempts 
to  coordinate  planning  and  zoning matters of mutual interest at the k i ty limits. There i s  
no  formal  machinery  for this purpose, however, since the sbte laws do not  require  inter- 
municipal  referral  of  planning and zoning matters.(32) Further, while the Village  of 
Progress has an  active  planning board which has adopted  a  Master Plan and  a  zoning 
ordinance, neither  the Village  of Industry nor Roiling  County have planning agencies. 
Industry h a s  an old zoning ordinance, but the county has none. The c i ty and a l l  the 
villages operate under a state-wide bullding code. (36) Only Busy City has established 
an urban renewal agency; its primary  interest has been with the deteriorating areas 
adjacent  to the central business district. (45) 
The Master Plan of Busy City was prepared at the end of  World War 111 i n  order to guide 
postwar development. However, i t  i s  now quite  out  of date and the planning  staff i s  
undertaking  the in i t ia l  surveys of  a new program to bring the plan up to  current standards 
and requirements. Among other important reasons, this plan i s  needed to satisfy the 
requirements of  the  Workable Program for  Community Improvement i n  order for the c i ty 
to  qualify for  continued Federcll assistance in public housing, urban renewal, and other 
activities. (11) While the original Master Plan included provision for the airport, i t  did 
not  anticipate  the  extraordinary  growth of air travel  that  would  require expansion of the 
facil i ty  to the  extent now under considemtion. Nor was i t  concerned with the problems 
of  aircraft noise, nor of ensuring a pattern of  development  around the airport  that  would 
be  compatible  with i t s  operations. The south and west boundaries of the  airport were the 
c i t y  limits, while the area to the  north w a s  developed with enterprises related  to  the 
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.airport and to the aircraft industry. The area to the east was relatively open and undeb 
veloped at the  time of the Master Plan. The city's  zoning  ordinance was based on the old 
Master Plan and does not  reflect the presence of the airport  either i n  terms of  population 
density or i n  terms of land use types permitted under the existing approaches to the airport. 
The city's  planning and zoning do not  extend  beyond the  municipal boundary. (29,33) 
The ci ty adopted  an airport  zoning  regulation  at the  time of the last previous  extension of 
the maior runway. It i s  effective  only  within the c i ty  limits. Neither the county nor any 
of  the nearby municipalities  complied  with a request that  they  enact  similar  controls  to 
protect  that  portion  of the airport approaches within  their respective  jurisdictions. (35) 
CURRENT PLANNING EFFORTS: VILLAGES AND COUNTY 
Although  the  Village  of Industry has no planning board, i t  does have  a  zoning 
Ordinance adopted more than thirty years ago. Most of the land in the vicinity of the 
airport i s  i n  an  unrestricted  district, i n  which there i s  virtually no control over the tip., 
density, or bulk  of  the  land uses. The Village  of Progress, on the other hand, has an 
active  planning board, as has been previously stated. I t s  new Master Plan and zoning 
ordinance  are in  l ine  with current trends in  planhihg  and zoning, including  exclusive 
zoning for various kinds of uses. However, the Village considered only i t s  own territory 
i n  i t s  planning  and zoning, with l i t t l e  thought  concerning possible activities outside its 
boundaries that  might affect i t s  pattern of development. Since i t  i s  primarily a 
residential community, with the area near the lake zoned for and  developed with one 
family houses on lots of one-quarter acr'e or more, the village governing  body saw no 
reason to enact airport  zoning regulations, because no structure  higher than 35 feet i s  
permitted under the zoning  ordinance. 
Rolling  County i s  experiencing  increasing pressure for  development i n  the  unincorpo- 
rated areas outside the city  and villages. A county study committee i s  currently 
considering the idea  of  establishing  a planning commission and  adopti  ng a county  zoning 
ordinance. Under state law, however, the jurisdiction of a county with respect to plan- 
ning  and  zoning i s  limited  to the unincorpornted territory, and cannot affect  munici- 
palities  except insofar as the county constructs highways and/or public  buildings. All 
property assessment i s  conducted at the  county  level, however, as the public schools are 
provided on a  county-wide basis, with the ad valorem property tax as the maior financial 
support. 
COORDINATION OF PLANNING EFFORTS 
As one  result of the fragmented nature of the planning and zoning efforts i n  the vicinity 
of the airport,  the  committee  found i t  necessary to  review the ways and means of 
coordinating those activities on an area-wide basis. (19) Several possibilities were con- 
sidered, including  the  fol  lowi ng : 
a. The encouragement of each jurisdiction to set up i t s  own planning agency, with 
a voluntary agreement to  coordinate  planning and zoning m t t e n  across their 
respective boundaries; 
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b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
The creation  of  an  area-wide,planning  agency with i t s  own staff to act  in an 
advisory capacity  in  the  coordination  of  local  planning  and zoning, with 
support i n  the form of contributions from..the several jurisdictions i n  the county; 
A transfer of  planning  and  zoning powers to the proposed county  planning agency, 
or else the assignment ,td i t  of  responsibility for  coordinating  local  planning and 
zoning matters; 
The establishment of  an  independent  regional planning  agency supported by a 
minimal  tax levy on the:entire county, to conduct research and  to prepare reports 
and proposals for the  development of the  entire county regardless of  municipal 
boundaries; 
The creation  of a  special  airport district  to plan, develop, and operate a l l  the 
airports  required  to  provide adequate service  for general aviation a5 well as air 
carriers, with the special  responsibility  for recommending a pattern  of  compatible 
land uses to the  jurisdictions  affected  by i t s  operations; (24) 
The consolidation  of the city  with the  county and village governments i n  such a 
fashion  that  area-wide  functions  aan be performed i n  a more efficient manner, 
whi le retaining the identity  of  individual community areas and limited home rule 
powers. 
The committee was impressed by the need for  an  agency  that could  bring together  for 
impartial study the various area-wide or multi-jurisdictional problems and  that  could 
represent the entire area i n  discussions with State and Federal agencies Thus land use 
and development could be better  related  to  the  construction  of a transportation system, 
including highways JS well as airports, and public  utilities and facilities such as water, 
sanitation, and schools cobld be coordinated with other programs on an  overall,  rather 
than a piece-meal basis. In addition, under such an arrangement, i t would be feasible 
to  maintain adequate home rule powers for local  planning and zoning on a detailed area 
basis within a  general framework covering  the  entire  county area. 
The committee considered the desirability of removing the responsibility for airport 
development and operation from the municipal  level, where i t  remains the prerogative 
and  financial  responsibility  of a single  city,  to a level  at which i t s  regional economic 
function  could be recognized  and i t s  interjurisdictional  impact  could be assessed more 
realistically,  in a manner similar to that i n  which  major highway improvements are 
assessed by  a state highway department. 
Regardless of whether an  airport were to be locclted i n  an urban or a rural area, the 
committee  recognized  that i t  would be impossible to preserve the existing environment. 
The acquisition  of huge tracts of land  to  "insulate" the airport  would  itself  create  certain 
kinds of change, as would the presence of the airport. Hence, consideration was given 
to the various means available to  different levels of government for  planning and for 
developing  land use patterns that i n  the long run would  be  compatible  with the airport 
environment 
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Within  certain limits, Rolling County and eacfi of i t s  constituent  municipalities has the 
power to  plan and zone. Once the conditions of  aircraft noise are established and the 
approach areas to be protected  are  identified,  land  that i s  undeveloped or used for  an 
extensive activi ty such as agriculture  can be regulated; the planning  and  zoning powers 
can then be used to  induce or control  the  kind  and  intensity  of  compatible uses permitted 
i n  such areas, and airport  zoning can control the height  of possible safety hazards. Such 
an  ideal  situation i s  seldom encountered, however. In the current case only scattered 
vacant lots exist under the runway approaches i n  Busy City, i n  Industry, and i n  the unin- 
corporated area between the two villages. The lake front area i n  Progress i s  completely 
developed with houses of good quality; the northwesterly  portion  of the lake i s  bordered by 
a  large  tract i n  single ownership and i s  relatively undeveloped, while the land  immediately 
south of the airport i s  also largely undeveloped and i s  used for  growing shrubs, plants, and 
trees by a nursery. Scattered commercial development exists along  both sides of South 
Road, with few houses. Garden apartments and small house subdivisions have begun to 
f i l l  in  the southerly area of Busy City and  to creep across the c i ty limits into unincorporated 
territory. 
In the undeveloped areas, i t  would  matter  very l i t t l e  which  of  a  list  of many compatible 
uses were to be permitted i n  any  given  municipality, so long as the zoning were enforced 
and the land  kept i n  the relatively open condition. In developed areas, on the other hand, 
zoning  by  itself i s  of little  benefit unless there i s  some means to eliminate  non-compatible 
existing uses that do not conform to the revised zoning regulations. Since the authority 
for  completely removing  non-conforming uses from a  municipality i s  not  specifically 
granted i n  the  state enabling  legislation, i t  i s  usually necessary to resort to other devices 
i n  developed areas, including the following: (30, 46) 
a. 
b. 
C.  
d. 
Purchase of the fu l l  fee  to  the  property, which i s  followed  by clearance where the 
permitted  height under airport  zoning is so restricted as to  preclude  any reasonable 
use; 
Purchase of the ful l  fee, as above, with  relocation  of  an  existing  structure  to 
another si te where i t  would be a  permitted use, and with  retention by the original 
owner or resale to  a  third party; 
Acquisition  of  a l imited public  interest in a property, such as an  avigation 'ease- 
ment or development rights, by negotiated purchase or by condemnation. Where 
negotiation i s  possible, the original owner would  retain  primary-ownership and 
would  be compensated for the rights acquired. Where negotiation i s  not feasible, 
a  specific limited right may be condemned, or  the  entire rights of the property 
may be condemned (with just compensation to the owner) and the  property  sold 
to another  subject  to deed restrictions  or easements to  effect the public purpose; 
Encouragement of owners or tenants to  modify structures to  bring them closer to 
compatibility with the noise environment, through special toan. and/or grant 
programs, reduction  of assessments, direct abatement of property taxes, or other 
financial relief. 
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The first of these several devices (the outright  acquisition :of the fu l l  fee) must be used 
to  acquire  clear zones and sites for  special  installations such as radio beacons and  landing 
lights, in  addition  to the land  specifically  required  for  airport sites. The clear zones are 
intended primarily  to  eliminate obstructions above the elevation  of the runway so as to 
permit  aircraft to take off  or.  land a t  alrnimimum angle when required by  load or weather 
conditions. Properties beyond this clear zone that  are seriously affected  by  aircraft noise 
might be subject  to the taking  of  limited rights or an easement, or to the modification  of 
the  structure. 
INVESTIGATION OF CONDITIONS 
In order to obtain a better understanding of  the nature  and extent  of  the noise and  land 
use problems to be resolved, the  committee  studied  the  characteristics  of many affected 
areas, the applicability of  the various remedies, and the relative cost of these remedies. 
The  areas jtudied are  indicated  by numerals on the map,'and run clock-wise around the 
airport  starting  to the south. 
AREA 1 
The first area consists of the relatively undeveloped land between the airport  and South 
Road in  the  unincorporated  territory  of  Rolling  County. I t s  350 acres are utilized  primarily 
for  horticultural purposes, as previously described. Although the terrain falls away from 
the airport, the area i s  roughly parallel to Runway D. It i s  exposed to  higher noise levels 
a t  the westerly end, from takeoff operations on Runway B.  With Runway D used for 
landings from the east, the 100 PNdb contour  falls  along the airport perimeter. For take- 
offs to the west, the area i s  exposed to between 100 and 110 PNdb after the aircraft 
leaves the ground, roughly half the length 6f the runway. From the point  of  view  of the 
airport, i t  i s  desirable to prevent  further development i n  this area. 
Possible Remedies: Since the land i s  currently in   an extensive open space use, and 
apparently  providing a  satisfastory  return to the owners, i t  appears to be suitable for 
exclusive agricultural zoning. (31) In this area, county action i s  required. That would 
entail the establishment of a  county  planning  agency  and  the enactment of  suitable  zoning 
regulations conforming to a land use plan. (21) Further, i n  order to  justify and support 
such zoning, the county must be prepared to  establish an assessment policy under which 
land i n  such uses would be assessed a t  a reasonable rate. If the assessed values were to 
reflect the pressures of  the open market  for such  land, they  could  not  hold  out against 
development i n  the  face  of the higher taxes they  would  be  expected to  pay i f  they were 
assessed as building lots  instead of agricultural acreage. 
Commercial uses along the highway  would be relatively  unaffected  by  aircraft noise. 
The noise level  of a shopping center averages 55 decibels, while  the environment of  a 
busy main  road averages about 70 db. The noise generated by  an  aircraft  taking  off i s  
estimated to  be 100 PNdb along the edge of the right  of way. This would be attenuated 
by ordinary  construction to'about 70 PNdb, which i s  only  slightly higher  than the  highway 
noise. If the  commercial uses are a i r  conditioned as i s  customary for business premises 
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currently, and doors and windows are  kept closed, the noise level in any commercial use 
should be acceptable  without  additional  modification. The only area that  would  be 
subjected  to  higher noise levels  would  be toward  the westerly edge, where aircraft  taking 
off from Runway B could generate a slightly  higher noise level. Residential structures near 
the  highway  and  already exposed to  the  high noise  environment of fast  moving  or  heavy 
vehicles, would  probably  not  require  additional  acoustic treatment either. 
AREA 2 
The second area i s  a tract  of  about 125 acres i n  single ownership to the  northeast of 
Pleasant Lake i n  unincorporated territory  of  Rolling County. Over the years this parcel 
has become a  quasi-public  recreation area used by organizations  for group  outings on 
payment  of  a  small  fee to the owner. Most of  the  site i s  subjected to noise  levels of 
100 PNdb or more which emanates from aircraft  taking  off from Runway B.  It would be 
desirable  to  keep this land  in  an open space use and  to  prevent  any  developmat  that w u l d  
be in  confl ict  with the  noise  environment. 
Possible Remedies: Since  the  parcel i s  already i n  an open space use of a quasi-public 
nature, i t  wouldbe feasible to acquire it or to dedicate i t  to such a use permanently. 
Several alternatives  are apparent: 
a. The owner may dedicate i t  to a public open space use, possibly retaining a l i fe 
tenancy of the property. 
b. A public agency may acquire the property by negotiation or condemnation for 
public park purposes. If negotiated, i t  would  again  be possible to provide  for 
lifetime tenancy by the present owner. (47) 
c. A public agency may acquire a limited interest i n  the property, such as rights 
to further development or an  avigation easement, i n  return  for a direct payment 
as compensation or  a limited tax aba temen t . (47) 
d. The county may zone i f  for an open space use,  as in agricultural zoning. 
Howver,  in this instance, such zoning does not appear to be reasonable, since 
the  property i s  not  producing a reasonable return, as contrasted with the 
situation in Area 1. (31) 
Cost Factors: The price of keeping this property i n  a compatible use ranges from no cost 
a t   a l l  t'ful fee at market value. I f  the land i s  given  to a public agency or  other- 
wise dedicated  to  public use, there i s  no init ial  cost of  acquisition. If purchased or 
condemned by a public agency, the  market price  would be required as compensation. On  
the  other hand, i f  i t  were to be acquired  by  an  agency charged with  the development  of 
. -  
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parks and recreation on a metropolitan or regional basis, i t  would be possible to  obtain 
a Federal grant of 30 per  cent  of the cost under the Open Space Land Program. (15) If 
no such agency exists, i t  would still be possible for  the county  or one of its municipalities 
to  apply  for Federal assistance i n  acquiring the property; such a grant would be limited  to 
20 per  cent  of the purchase price. 
AREA 3 
Almost al l   of the Village  of Progress is  affected  by  takeoff operations on Runway B. 
Some 3,000 houses i n  this high  quality  residential community  are exposed to noise levels 
of 100 PNdb and more. The village i s  almost completely developed, and there is  l i t t le  
or no opportunity for new construction. The houses average $30,000 in  market value. 
The current  zoning i s  l imited  to 4 families per net  acre near the lake, and 8 families per 
net  acre  further  to  the west. 
Possible Remedies: Operational changes on the part of pilots can produce l i t t le improve- 
ment i n  the situation.  Vectoring aircraft  to the south or west after  takeoff  would merely 
expose other areas of the  community to varying degrees of disturbance. 
The average residence wi l l  attenuate exterior noise by 30 db. Further, i n  an existing 
structure i t  i s  feasible  to  further reduce noise penetration  by 10 db without major recons- 
truction. In an area exposed to 100 PNdb, therefore, i t  should be possible to reduce the 
exteiior noise by 40 PNdb, or to a level  of 60. This i s  still a noisy environment for a 
residence, but i t  i s  possible to  live  with it. In new construction i t  would be feasible to 
dampen noise penetration to a  greater degree but a t  considerable cost. 
In areas exposed to more than 110 PNdb, i t  may be desirable to be prepared to acquire 
every  residential  property from its  current owner, impose an  avigation easement, and sel l  
the property on the open market, with the difference i n  price, i f  any, to be considered 
as the cost of the easement. If the Village  of Progress maintains its former reputation as 
a very high  quality community, the houses w i l l  probably sustain a high market value 
despite the dcrrpening effect  of  aircraft noise. 
Cost Factors: Modification of 2550 houses @ $3000 aggregates to $ 7,650,000; purchase 
of 450 houses exposed to 110 PNdb+ @ $30,000 aggregates to $13,500,000. A t  a lower 
cost, i t would be feasible  to  acquire the 450 houses, impose an  avigation easement on 
each deed, and re-sell the houses for close to the purchase price. 
AREA 4 
This i s  a  developed  area i n  unincorporated  county  territory between  the  two vi1 lages. 
It consists primarily of single  family house subdivisions buMt right up to  the end of  the 
clear zone, though at  a lower elevation than the runway. Extensive commercial develop- 
ment h a s  occurred  along West Road. The density of development i s  approximately 10 
dwellings per acre. The average value of houses i s  $20,000. The construction of Runway 
D has intruded  aircraft noise into an area not previously subjected to it. Some 2,000 
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houses are exposed to noise levels  of 100 - 110 PNdb and half  that number are subjected 
to noise of 110 PNdb and more. The terrain  falls  away  quickly beyond the runway, and 
the noise impact of  aircraft on takeoff i s  very sudden. Under the circumstances it  would 
be  desirable to remove a l l  residences east of West Road and  to  prevent further  development 
that  would tend to increase  the population  density i n  the  affecfed areas. 
Possible Remedies: To prevent further dense development, a zoning ordinance must be 
adopted by the county, as described above under Area 1 Unless the owners wowld be 
satisfied to sell  avigation easements, i t  would  be necessary to  acquire  and  clear some 50 
acres of houses. West of the highway, i t  would be sufficient to provide additional 
acoustic  modification,  but a  considerable number of residents would  probably  prefer  to 
seI I their houses and move elsewhere i n  the region. Ira such cases i t  would be aduantage- 
ous to  acquire  avigation easements under the procedures previously described. A mifitmum 
of treatment would be necessary for  the  commercial uses. 
”“”
Cos+ Factors: I t  wowid cost i n  the neighborhood of $10,000,000 to acquire ail the 
residences affected  by  tke sudden impact of takeoff noise. Only a resativegy small  part 
could be covered by Federal grants for additional clear zone. This cost should be 
recouped i n  some manner for the public benefit. Since i t  involves a stream valley, the 
area might be ut i l ized for a park or other public purpose. However no new uze should 
be  permi  tfed that  would  tend to  attract large numbers of people at  one time. 
”_”
Modification  of  the remaining 3,000 houses would aggregate some $6,000,000 a t  an 
average investment of 10 per  cent  of the value  of each house. This would  improve  the 
interior noise environment to a reasonable level In the commercial area where there i s  
already a relatively  high noise level,  an investment of $500,000 (at $ 5 per square foot 
for 100,000 square feet of space) wi l l  accomplish  the  desired results of reducing ovehead 
aircraft noise to o tolerable  level 
AREA 5 
This area involves a maior portion  of the Village of industry, developed with  older 
one and two family houses, averaging $15,000 i n  value, with a  density  approximating 
20 families  per  acre. The problem close to  the end 6f Runway A i s  not so severe as in 
Area 4, since there i s  a belt of industrial development along the railroad. Still, almost 
200 acres sf old houses are  subject  to noise amounting  to 110 PNdb and  higher,  and an 
area twice the extent i s  exposed to 100 to 110 PNdb. There are small groups of neigh- 
borhood shops, USUQIIY i n  clusters with apartments above. There are o ld  schools and 
churches that antedate the airpott. There are the beginnings of privately sponsored re- 
development i n  the area, with houses being  remodelled  and  converted  ta apartments. 
Possible Remedies: The zoning ordinance of the Village should be revised and brought 
up to date. A housing code i s  needed to  guide conversions; the building code already 
available should  be amended to  include provisions for  acoustical  control. (36) 
- 
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Modification  of  the 4,000 houses exposed to  high noise levels  would  help to make them 
more livable.  Many;people i n  the poorer area of the Village w i l l  be content  to  continue 
l iving  in  their house bithout making  any changes. A maior effort would  be  required to 
acquaint them with the  possible  acoustic improvements and  the ways of accomplishing 
them. As an  alternative, i t  might  be  feasible  to establish as a public  policy the redeve- 
lopment of part  of  the area between  the industrial  section and the  highway with uses that 
are more compatible  with noise. Such a program would  require a maior planning  effort 
on the part of the Village. Schools and churches pose different kinds of problems. It 
would be desirable to remove them f b m  close association with the  noisy  area. Some of 
this could be accomplished  through  urban  renewal or through capital programming to re- 
place  old buildings, with new ones i n  better locations. It i s  not very dif f icult  to modify 
school buildings  with  air  conditioning  and other technological improvements. Churches 
and other  places of  public assembly present a harder problem because they  are  usually 
related  to  particular segments of  the  community  and often have financial problems. 
Cost Factors: The cost of basic planning efforts can be supported i n  part by Federal 
grants for such municipal programs. Urban renewal project  planning i s  carried  on under 
Federal advances provided against a total project budget. Therefore the init ial  investment 
i n  such activities can be fairly  tight. 
There would be  a direct  municipal cost for inspectors and  administrators of zoning, 
housing, and  buildings codes, but individual  property owners would not have  to be 
compensated for  improving  their properties. 
MQdification  of 4,000 houses at $1,500 each would aggregate $6,000,000 whereas 
total  acquisition  and clearances of the area would cost ten times that amount. Under 
urban  renewal programs it would be possible for  the Vi1 lage  to recoup part or a l l   o f  i t s  
investment over a period  of time. However the magnitude of the project i n  this 
instance  would  appear to  place it beyond  the  immediate capacity  of  the  municipality  to 
undertake. The 8,000 additionaldvellings  further from the  high noise area would require 
another $6,000,000 on the basis that  not a l l  the residents would avail themselves of  the 
program nor would  they  improve  their properties to the same extent. 
AREA 6 
This i s  an  industrial area i n  the  Village of Industry and in Busy City. The portion 
withi'n the vil lage i s  exposed to very high noise levels  of  takeoffs a t  the end of Runway A, 
while much of the industrial area i n  Busy Ci ty  i s  subjected only  to the relatively  lower 
level  of noise generated by  aircraft  landing  on Runway B. Most of the structures i n  
Industry are below  the  level  of  the airport; neither the railroad nor many of the one story 
industrial  buildings or warehouses along the railroad i s  sefiously affected  by  the noise of 
aircraft operations. Many  of the plants have a high  level  of  interior noise, while the 
warehouses are  occupied  by a very s m a l l  number of people. Offices and  commercial uses 
i n  the affected area are  cu$tomarily separated from  industrial  and warehouse ,uses, and 
would  be  air  conditioned  and otherwise  better protected  against  the  intrusion of  aircraft 
noise. 
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Possible Remedies: In obtaining the required clear zone at  the westerly end of Runway A, 
i t  w i l l  be  necessary to  acquire  and demolish some structures as part of the airport expansion 
program itself.  In Busy City, the landing pattern occurs along the edge of the industrial 
district, and the  actual noise i s  of a different character. Most of the industries already 
have  a high  interior noise environment and would not be affected  by 100 PNdb of  aircraft 
noise overhead, particularly i f  the  industrial structures of themselves provide  for a partial 
attenuation  of  exterior noise. The office portions of such buildings m y  require some 
acoustical  modification, however, i f  they  are not  already  protected against noise of  
contiguous plant operations. In  any program of redevelopment, caution should be taken 
to  maintain the compatibility  of proposed re-uses. 
Cost Factors: In the indus 
element required for induc 
offices. 
trial  districts  related to the airport, there i s  no appreciable cost 
ing a  compatible noise environment  except  for administrative 
AREA 7 
The older  portion  of Busy City's  residential area related  to the industrial  district i s  
subjected primarily to the noise of  landing patterns under the system of  preferential runway 
use. Essentially, this results i n  long, narrow areas exposed to noise of overflight. Two 
areas are affected, one by landing on Runway B, and the other  by landings on Runway A. 
In the former case, the area i s  very  close to and affected by the old  industrial  district of 
the city. The area i s  generally blighted and ready for redevelopment. There are approx- 
imately 80 acres i n  this area with 2,000 dwellings whose average value i s  about $7,500. 
The area under the approach to Runway A, on the  other hand, has maintained  a faiAy 
stable character. In connection with  the  airport expansion program plans are being 
prepared for a major expressway that wil l  cut through the area as i t  approaches the 
airport terminal connection. Approximately 40 acres of good residences wi l l  be removed 
by the highway  project  within the noise zone. These properties average $12,500 in  value. 
Possible Remedies: In the first area, under the approaches to Runway B, the city's pro- 
posals for  future redevelopment hold out  the opportunity  to  induce  compatible  land use 
patterns over  a relatively short period  of  time. Whether accomplished 'through a General 
Neighborhood Renewal Program, or individual projects, this area can be transformed into 
one  that i s  related  to the industrial and airport environment,hence more producti.ve. (11) 
In the second area, under the approaches to Runway A, i t  may be desirable  for the c i ty 
to  acquire  either the ful l  fee  or avigation easements east of the East Road, i n  order to 
eliminate  the noisiest problem area. Such a program could  involve some 4,000 structures 
i n  an area under too great a noise level to permit adequate modification. Commercial 
uses close to the airport, such as motels and restauranh,  are dependent on the  airport for 
their  primary business. 
Cost Facton: In the first area there are very few structures worth further investment into 
acousticaI improvement. In the second, the cost of  acquiring the ful l  fee to the properties 
between East Road-and the proposed expressway would be approximately $50,000,000. A .  
part  of the area would be taken for the ramp connections indicated between the two major 
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highways. It might be possible to redesign the  highway elements so as to  require greater 
takings i n  the affected area, sparing the developed area immediately  to the south that i s  not 
so severely affected  by  aircraft noise as i t  i s  by the cutting through of the  highway  right-of- 
way. East of the proposed highway  right-of-way i t  would be feasible  to  introduce the program 
for modifying  individual houses to reduce the transmission of i e t  noise. In the 350 acres, 
containing approximately 5,600 houses, the cost of such a project  would be as much as 
$7,000,000. 
AREA 8 
The area of the c i ty east of the new Runway D i s  relatively new, containing garden 
apartments and single family houses with an average value  of $20,000. The area closest to 
the end of the  clear zone is protected  by the highway  interchange  and the width  of East Road. 
Approximately 800 acres of  developed  land l ie under the approach pattern  and  are  subjected 
to noise levels  of 100 PNdb or greater. Only a part  of this area close to East Road i s  ful ly 
developed. The balance has not  yet been subd’ivided. 
Possible Remedies: Changes in  the density permitted under zoning would help to prevent the 
development  of new housing with a concentration  of  population under the approach area. 
Similarly, changes in  the building and housing codes of Busy City would  require  suitable 
acoustic  protection of residents of the area. For those already l iv ing  in the area, modification 
of  their houses and apartment buildings appears to be a partial solution. In  the westerly 
portion  of the area, where the  concentration  of noise i s  greatest, i t  may be necessary to 
acquire  avigation easements or to  obtain  full fee ownership in order to  clear our structures 
that  cannot  be made compatible with the noise environment. 
Cost Factors: Approximately 3,000 houses would have to be modified, at an expense of 
$6,000,000 or more. Two apartment units are estimated to be the equivalent  of one house in 
this area, insofar as the cost calculation is concerned. The cost of  total  acquisition  in the 
100 acres under the most extreme noise would be approximately $32,000,000. A major portion 
of this might be recouped through the redevelopment of the area fronting on the  main highway 
within easy reach of  the  airport  terminal to offices, motels, and  other uses related  to the 
airport  activity. 
SUMMARY OF THE COMMITTEE’S FINDINGS 
The airport should remain i n  i t s  present location. An  effort should be made to reduce the 
sensitivity 3f surrounding development to the airport noise. 
This can be accomplished i n  a variety  of ways. 
A system of  preferential runways for  take offs and landings w i l l  l im i t  the  extent of the 
noise-affected areas. 
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There are a  few  undeveloped areas which  can be maintained i n  open or low density use 
compatible  to  the  airport environment. Such land uses can be maintained  without cost to the 
public by zoning. 
In developed areas exposed to less than 100 PNdb, the noise reduction accomplished by 
ordinary construction i s  sufficient  to  create  an  acceptable  interior noise environment. No 
public  action i s  necessary. 
In developed areas exposed to between 100 and 110 PNdb, an  acceptable interFor noise 
environment may be obtained  by  adding  about 10 db of extra noise reduction to  the  existing 
buildings. Some 18,,000 homes around the Busy City  Municipal  Airport  are exposed to such 
noise levels. The cost of  modifying these structures to the minimum degree necessary would 
approximate $39 million. 
in areas exposed to more than 110 PNdb, a similar  effort  would  not be sufficient  to 
produce a satisfactory interior noise environment. In such areas paymenis for  the  acquisition 
of  avigation easements might be made large enough to  provide  the average homeowner with 
sufficient funds to effect the greater structural modifications required. However, the magnitude 
of the payments would approach the ful l  value of the property. in such a case, i t  might be 
more satisfactory to  acquire the fu l l  fee. The aggregate of such an  acquisition program, 
affecting some 7,000 houses in the immediate vicinity  of the  airport,  would be more than $100 
mill ion. 
There are several large areas i n  which urban renewal can play a maior role  in  effecting 
changes to more compatible land use patterns. While houses i n  these areas are subject to the 
same modification procedures, they were not  included i n  the  calculations because i t  i s  assumed 
that they wil l  give way to other, more suitable development. 
It i s  unreasonable to  expect  that  over  the  long run purely  cooperative  intergovernmental 
measures w i l l  resolve the problem posed by the airport's activities. The various governments - 
county, city,  and  village - do not operate at  equivalent levels. While there may be equal 
concern  evidenced  by  local  authorities, they are  affected to different degrees; their  respective 
community needs and resources also vary  greatly. 
An agency  should be established that wi l l  represent a l l  elements of the region - the 
county, the city, the villages, and the unincorporated area - for  conducting  effective  planning 
on a total area basis and for coordinating bcal  zoning. This would be advisory i n  nature to   a l l  
municipalities; i t  would not be a super-government. I t s  support would be from the general 
county  tax  levied  on  all  jurisdictions, so i t  would  not be dependent on annual  appropriations 
from individual  municipalities. Such an agency would  be  qualified  to  apply  for and  receive 
state and Federal assistance for regional planning, community renewal, and other programs. 
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An agency should be established to develop, maintain, and  operate  a  regional system 
of airports, including the Busy City  Municipal  Airport. It could be a  special  district  with 
a  broadly based tax as i t s  primary support, supplemented by opmting revenues. Such an 
agency could be assigned the responsibility  for other regional functions, such as parks and 
recreation, water, refuse disposal, and sanitation. It would be in a position to conduct 
programs of  financial assistance for individual property owners as well as for  municipalities 
affected by its activities,  and i t  would be able to acquire ful l  or limited rights i n  real 
property. While i t  could be combined with the regional planning operation described 
above,  such an  operating  agency  could be kept separate, but with a continuing  and close 
functional  relationship  to the planning  activity. 
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G L O S S A R Y  
AD VALOREM TAX 
A tax levied as a  rate  per  cent upon the stated  or assessed value  of  specified items, such as 
real property. 
AI RPORT ZONl NG 
The regulation of the height  of structures i n  areas adjacent  to airports. 
AVlGATlON EASEMENT 
A legal document permitting the operation  of aircraft over  property, i n  return  for reasonable 
compensation. 
BUDLDlNG CODE 
Minimum standards of construction  required to be met within the jurisdiction of  the  regula- 
tory  authority . 
CAPITAL PROGRAM 
A  long-term plan for  financing maior capital improvements such as streets, parks or buildings. 
CLEAR ZONE 
An area beyond the end of a runway, under control of the airport operator, in  which the 
height  of structures i s  controlled  to  permit a minimum angle  of  flight  for  take  off  and 
landing operations. 
COMPOSITE NOISE RATING (CNR) 
Perceived noise i n  decibels  corrected  for  operational factors such as frequency of landings and 
take offs, runway utilization, and time of day.(See Page 52 Paragraph H this report.) 
CONDEMNATION 
The legal process by which the public acquires  property and  other  rights  for  public use, 
through the exercise of  the power of eminent domain. 
DECIBEL (db) 
A unit  for measuring the relative loudness of sounds on a  scale  beginning with 1 for  the 
faintest  audible sound. 
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DEDICATION 
An  appropriation or a giving up of  land or of specific  rights i n  land to public use, made by 
the owner and accepted  for such use by the public. 
DEED 
A document used to transfer the ful l  or partial fee i n  land from one party  to another. 
DEVELOPMENT RIGHT 
A legally  valid  claim  to construct improvements upon the surface of a specified area of 
land. 
EASEMENT 
An  acquired  privilege or right of use or enioyment, falling short of ful l  ownership, which 
one person may have in  the land  of  another. 
EMINENT DOMAIN 
The sovereign power of government over property  which enables the public to appropriate 
private property or rights  therein  for  public use with or without the owner's consent, but 
with reasonable compensation to the owner. 
FEE 
T 
The full  collection  of ownership rights which are held 
of land or property. 
HOME RULE 
The abi l i ty of local government to make i t s  own decisi 
HOUSING CODE 
n perpetuity in a particular  parcel 
)ns relative  to  local affairs. 
Minimum standards dealing  with the occupancy, minimum facilities, and maintenance of 
existing structures used as residences, required  to be met within the jurisdiction of the 
regula  tory  authori ty . 
INTEREST 
A right, title, share or participation  in land or property. 
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LIFE TENANCY 
A right  in  property  which  ordinarily extends for  the  lifetime  of i t s  owner. As used herein, the 
r ight  of an owner of  land  or  property  which i s  given, sold, or condemned for  public use to 
occupy such property  for  the  balance of his natural  life. 
MASTER PLAN, OR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
A written  text or maps, or both, indicating  developmental goals to be achieved  over  a  period 
of time, and  generally  relating  to patterns of  land use, circulation,  community  facilities 
and  the  financial  and  administrative devices  for  executing  the  plan. 
NOISE LEVEL 
Same as sound level. 
NOISE REDUCTION 
In  decibels  the  difference  between  the sound level outside an enclosure and the resulting 
sound level  inside  the enclosure. 
PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNdb) 
In decibels, the sound pressure level  of noise in the 910-1090 cps range which  would sound 
as noisy for the average person as the  given noise (Ref.: "Noise Reduction'' - L. Beranek - 
McGraw-Hi l l  Book Company, 1960, Page 515, Paragraph 20.1). In practise the perceived 
noise level i s  determined by weighting  the sound pressure levels of the component frequencies 
in accordance  with  the  procedure  given  on Page 532 of  the  preceding  reference. 
RESTRICTION 
A provision  in  a deed which regulates certain uses of  the  land or property  to  which  the  deed 
pertains 
RIGHT 
A legally  valid  claim  to  specified  control  over  the use of  land  or  property  for  a  given  period 
of  t ime . 
SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
The ratio  of  the sound energy absorbed by a  surface  to  the sound energy incident  on  the 
surface. 
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SOUND LEVEL 
In  decibels, the  weighted sound pressure level obtained by assigning different weights to 
the component frequencies of a sound, as defined by the American Standards Association 
Standard S 1.4-19.61. 
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL 
In decibels  twenty times the lo arithm  to the base 10 of the ratio  of the sound pressure to 
a reference pressure of 2 x 10 atmosphere. 
SPECIAL DISTRICT 
A unit  of government created  to  perform  a  specific  function such as water supply, sewage 
collection and treatment, etc. 
TRANSMISSION LOSS 
in decibels the difference between the sound energy randomly incident on one side of a 
partition and the sound energy emerging from the  other side. 
URBAN RENEWAL 
A combination of devices, such as conservation, rehabilitation, and clearance and 
redevelopment, uti l ized to eliminate and/or prevent  deterioration  of urban areas. 
WORKABLE PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
A series of municipal actions having as their common goal  the improvement of environmental 
and social conditions i n  a community, required by the U.S. Housing and Home Finance 
Agency  of  municipalities  participating in  certain Federal programs. 
ZONING 
The employment of the police power of the state to-regulate the use of land, the height 
and  bulk  of buildings, the proportion  of the lot that may be covered, and the density of 
population. 
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A N  OUTLINE OF LEGAL PRECEDENTS 
The courts of the f i f ty states and the  Federal government have bui l t  up a tremendous 
body of case law  with respect to land use controls and with  airport problems. Alnumber of 
cases have been selected, some of maior significance and others typical  of many decisions, 
to  illustrate the development of the legal precedents upon which the  maior elements of this 
study are based. They are listed below i n  chronological order. 
1926 
1938 
1 943 
1 946 
1 949 
1 952 
1 953 
VILLAGE OF EUCLID v. AMBLER REALTY COMPANY (272 US 365; 47 S Ct. 114) 
Established the basic constitutionality  of  municipal  zoning laws based on the police power; 
ARVERNE BAY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY v. THATCHER (278 NY 222; 15 NE 2d 
5 87) 
Emphasized that  zoning must be reasonably related  to  current  conditions and trends; 
specifically, i t  held  that  the  strict enforcement of a zoning  regulation  that does not 
result i n  the creation  of the  desired pattern  of development  over a reasonable period  of 
time  might  constitute a taking of property  rights  without due compensation. 
MURRAY v. LA GUARDIA (291 N Y  320; 52 NE 2d 884) 
Upheld the use of eminent  domain  and  tax  abatement to further a public purpose (in 
support of redevelopment by private agencies). 
UNITED 'STATES v. CAUSBY (328 US 256) 
Established that  navigable  airspace i s  i n  the  public domain  and  not  subject to pri.vate 
ownership or control; a t  the same time, the court  held  that  an owner of  land owns at 
least as much of the airspace  over his property as he can reasonably occypy or use, 
hence  frequent overflight  at  low  level  might  constitute a taking of property rights  for 
which an easement should be required, with compensation to the owner. 
DUFFCON CONCRETE PRODUCTS v. BOROUGH OF CRESSKILL (1 NJ 509; 64 A 2d 
Accepted  regional considerations as a basis for a municipal  zoning  ordinance  excluding 
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elevations less than 1,000 over the village,  which i s  close to a maior international 
airport. 
1962 GRBGGS v. COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY (369 US 84) 
In o decision based on the Causby care (see above), the court  clearly assigned to the 
airport developer or operator the burden of  acquiring easements i n  connection with the 
approaches to an airport, thus relieving the Federal government and the airlines  of the 
responsibility. 
1963 INDIANA TOLL ROAD COMMISSION v. JANKOVICH (193 NE 2d 237) 
Voided as an  unconstitutional  taking of property  without due compensation a municipal 
airport zoning  ordinance that imposed severe restrictions on the use of land under the 
approaches to an  airport.  In  effect, the court states that where a height  limitation i s  
so severe as to deny an individual the reasonable use of his land, the ful l  or partial fee 
should be acquired. 
1964 M A R T I N  ET AL v. PORT O F  SEATTLE (391 P 2d 540) 
Under the Constitution  of the State of Washington, which provides for Compensation to 
the owners of property  "taken" or "damaged", the  court held, among other matters, 
that properties affected by the noise of landing and takeoff operations need not be 
Precisely under the path of  flight to be eligible for  relief; further, where the owners of 
property sue for compensation for rights that have been taken by the result  of  public 
action (termed an action  for "inverse  condemnation") the court held that compensation 
must be based solely on the decline i n  market value  of the property. 
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